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Summary 

This thesis reports experimental work, carried out as a PhD study, investigating the 
possible re-use of glassy secondary materials as aggregate in concrete. A study of the 
relevant literature suggested that slag from the Imperial Smelting Furnace method of zinc 
production (ISF slag) and Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) glass from end of life computer 
monitors and television screens would be promising materials to test. The main issues 
identified as being of most concern relating to the use of these materials were the 
potential for alkali-silica reaction (ASR) due to the glassy nature of the aggregate 
materials, in-service leaching of heavy metal ions, namely lead, zinc and barium from the 
aggregates and the possibility of a delay in set caused by the addition of these materials 
to concrete or mortar mixes. 

A comprehensive study has been completed that has included characterisation of the 
secondary aggregate materials, their incorporation into concrete mixes and their effect 
on ASR, leaching and retardation of concrete set. Methods have been identified to 
minimise these potential problems where they have been shown to be an issue. These 
include the recommendation of various additions, depending upon the specific problem 
being overcome, ranging from cement replacement materials, such as pulverised fuel 
ash (PFA) and ground, granulated blastfurnace slag (GGBS) to chemical additions such 
as barium and calcium chlorides. 

Overall, it has been shown that the ISF slag and CRT glass could prove to be useful 
secondary materials for use in the construction industry and it is hoped that their 
specification and use will be forthcoming as a result of this study. 
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Summary of abbreviations used in text 
General 

CRT = Cathode ray tube 
ISF = Imperial smelting furnace (slag) 
BGL = Bottle glass 
TVS = Thames Valley sand 
ASR = Alkali silica reaction 
PFA = Pulverised fuel ash 
GGBS = Ground, granulated blast furnace slag 
DI = Deionised water 
WEEE = Waste electrical & electronic equipment 
RoHS = Restriction of hazardous substances 
EA = Environment Agency 
US = Liquid: Solid ratio 
Na2O = alkali content, expressed as an equivalent concentration of sodium oxide 

Cement compounds 
CH = Calcium hydroxide/ Ca(OH)2/ Portlandite 
CC = Calcium carbonate/ CaCO3! Calcite 
CaO = Calcium oxide/ Lime 
CSH = Calcium silicate hydrate 
C3S = 3CaO. SiO2/ Tricalcium silicate 
C3A = 3CaO. AI203/ Tricalcium aluminate 

Experimental techniques 
XRF = X-ray fluorescence 
XRD = X-ray diffraction 
SEM = Scanning electron microscopy 
TEM = Transmission electron microscopy 
EDS = Energy dispersive spectroscopy 
SADP = Selected area diffraction pattern 
ICC = Isothermal conduction calorimetry 
TGA = Thermogravimetric analysis 
TCLP = Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure 
AAS = Atomic absorption spectroscopy 
ICP-OES = Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy 
XPS = X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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I Introduction 

The use of secondary/ recycled materials in concrete has the potential to deliver 
significant benefits to the UK construction industry and the wider community. The use of 
such materials in construction will eliminate the need to landfill certain wastes. In turn, 
this will reduce the risk of any long-term damage to the environment through 
uncontrolled leaching from landfill sites and also extend the lifespan of sites in the 
immediate areas surrounding where the waste is generated/ collected. 

The use of alternative materials as a replacement for primary, natural aggregates will 
reduce the consumption of natural resources and improve the sustainability of concrete 
construction. Legislation and various proposed directives are driving and promoting this 
kind of material reuse and recycling throughout every industry and this is leading to a 
wide range of potential materials being investigated. 

This project is focussed on assessing the suitability of two such materials for use in 
concrete construction, namely waste Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) glass from end-of-life 
television screens and computer monitors etc. and slag from the Imperial Smelting 
Furnace (ISF) method of zinc production. It is hoped that the outcomes and information 
obtained from this work will be relevant to other glassy secondary materials that could 
potentially find use as aggregates in concrete. 

There are several reasons why it would be beneficial to find a secondary use for these 
materials and divert them away from landfill disposal. In particular, both are known to 
contain lead and other heavy metals, which could be potentially damaging to the 
environment. There are several zinc-smelting plants around the world using the ISF 
method, which produce approximately one million tonnes of ISF slag per year. With the 
introduction and rapid acceptance of new technologies such as flat-screen televisions, it 
is anticipated that there will be a corresponding increase in the rate at which CRTs 
become obsolete. So it can be expected that considerable quantities of both of these 
materials will require disposal for some time to come, unless an alternative outlet can be 
found. 
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2 Literature review 

Reuse and recycling has become an important consideration for many industries over 
the years, including the construction industry. The need to meet various environmental 
targets as well as to win public support has forced a general change in attitude, which 
has led to investigation into the reuse of many materials that would otherwise have been 
considered waste and most likely disposed of as landfill. The pressure to recycle is 
becoming more intense, with the introduction of many directives and legislation aimed at 
conserving energy and natural resources and, in particular, diverting potentially 
hazardous materials away from landfill sites. 

2.1 Directives and taxes 

In 1996 the UK landfill tax was introduced on materials being sent to landfill. The aim 
was to encourage waste producers to reduce the amount of waste being sent to landfill 
and to recover more value from the waste through recycling or composting where 
possible. It was also hoped that more environmentally friendly disposal methods would 
be adopted, which would help divert materials away from landfill. The rate of the tax was 
set at £2 per tonne for waste that was considered inert and a standard rate of £7 per 
tonne for all other waste (termed 'active' and described as 'waste that gives off 
emissions'). Since 1999, the standard rate has been steadily increasing up to £15 per 
tonne in 2005 and is set to increase further over the coming years to a medium- to long- 
term rate of £35 per tonne. The rate for inert waste has been frozen at £2 per tonne'. 

The recent EU Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) is 
modelled on the End-of-Life Vehicle (ELV) Directive and is aimed at diverting hazardous 
substances away from landfill. This requires that 70% by weight of material classified 
under the Directive must be recycled and this target is expected to increase with timet. 
The associated Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS) aims to limit the 
inclusion of hazardous substances in electronic equipment, in order to minimise the 
potential harm that may result from improper disposal3. 

As well as increasing disposal costs and preventing certain materials being sent to 
landfill, other taxes have been introduced that will hopefully encourage recycling and 
reduce the demand on natural resources. The aggregate tax, that was introduced in April 
2002, imposes a rate of £1.60 on every tonne of aggregate sold in the UK. The purpose 
of the tax was to address the environmental costs associated with quarrying operations, 
such as noise, dust, visual intrusion and damage to biodiversity4. 

However, as with many tax increases and directives that disadvantage certain parties, 
there was opposition to the tax from several organisations, representing the quarrying 
and aggregate industries. They argued that the tax disadvantaged UK producers 
compared to other countries and that there were no sufficient environmental bench 
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marks in place to assess the impact of the tax5'6. Consequently, this tax has been frozen 
at the rate of £1.60 for the time being. 

Despite inevitable opposition to these taxes and directives, their introduction has led to 
the investigation and use of many secondary and recycled materials. There are several 
of these that have been utilised successfully by the UK construction industry, most 
providing their own significant benefits. Many waste materials have been found to be 
useful as aggregates or additives in concrete, or as raw materials in the manufacture of 
cements. 

2.2 Successful use of secondary materials in concrete 
Many recycled materials have been used successfully in concrete and construction 
applications. Due to the often variable nature of certain waste streams, some are most 
suited to use in low-grade applications, such as roadbase and fill materials, where they 
will generally provide cost savings over primary aggregates. Mixed crushed glass from 
recycled bottles and containers is often utilised as roadbase material7'8 and recycled 
concrete from demolition waste can be used in foundations, as roadbase or fill material 
and also as aggregate in concrete9'10. 

However there are some materials that have found very specialised uses in concrete 
applications. Several secondary/ by-product materials have been found to possess 
pozzolanic properties, making them cementitious in the presence of a suitable activator. 
They can therefore be used as a cost effective replacement for Portland cement in 
concrete mixes, often bringing additional benefits such as improved workability and 
concrete durability. These include fly ash from coal combustion' 1-15, iron blast furnace"" 
'3''s'" and other slags"-20' and silica fume from the manufacture of silicon metal"'13'20 

2.3 Other potential material sources 
There are other materials that could potentially find secondary uses in concrete 
construction, but so far have only received limited investigation. These include china clay 
wastes21 and rubber from the mechanical breakdown of used tyres22"25, as well as the 
glass from waste cathode ray tubes (CRT) and slag from the Imperial smelting furnace 
(ISF) method of zinc production, which are considered here 

2.3.1 CRT glass 
The rapid adoption of new technologies, such as flat-screen and plasma televisions, is 
anticipated to cause a corresponding increase in the rate at which CRTs from TV 
screens and computer monitors become obsolete. Figure 2.1 shows the main 
components of a CRT within a typical computer monitor. The three distinct types of glass 
within a CRT are the plate/ screen glass, the funnel glass and the neck glass. The 
composition of each type is different and each may also vary between manufacturers. 
The funnel and screen are welded together using a lead frit/ solder glass in colour CRTs, 
whereas a steel frame is used in monochrome CRTs. Table 2.1 gives details of the 
relative composition of each different type of glass. 
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Neck glass 
(Pb: 11.7-35 

Electron gu 

Magnetic d 

Monitor housing 

Funnel glass 
(Pb: 10.7 - 22.0%) 

Plate/ screen glass 
(Pb: 0-2.8%) 

Figure 2.1: Diagram of main CRT components 

Table 2.1: Composition of the different types of glass within a CRT28 

Oxide % Neck glass Cone glass 
Faceplate/ 

Screen glass 
Si02 38.0-58.6 50.5-67.3 60.7-64.4 
Na2O 2.0-3.7 6.0-8.2 7.5-8.9 

K20 10.9-16.5 7.1 -10.2 6.9-10.6 

CaO 0.1 -2.1 0.3-5.3 0-4.2 
MgO 0.8-1.0 1.5-3.7 0-1.8 

BaO 0.7-6.8 0.8-12.3 0.2-13.6 

PbO 11.7-35.0 10.7-22.0 0# 

B203 1.4-2.8 0 0 

AI2O3 0.9-3.1 1.8-5.1 1.7-3.9 

Ti02 0 0 0-0.6 
CeO 0 0 0-0.3 
SrO 0 0 0- 10.5 

Although no lead is reported in the faceplate/ screen glass from this source, other sources26.27 

acknowledge the presence of lead in screen glass, particularly from older CRTs (0.1-2.8 wt%) 

The WEEE Directive, mentioned earlier, is likely to strongly affect the disposal options 
available for CRT glass, as it can contain an average of between 8-25% lead oxide. The 
lead is used as radiation shielding, due to the ability of lead to absorb gamma rays and 
other forms of harmful radiation. There are also other heavy metals present in the 

various glass components, including barium (up to approx. 14%) and strontium (up to 
approx. 11%), which are often found in the plate/ screen glass of newer CRTs as an 

2s alternative to lead 29. 

There is concern that the heavy metals present in CRTs would pose an environmental 
risk if they were to leach from the glass. A previous study into the leachability of lead 
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from CRTs has been carried out using the US Environment Agency (US EA) leach test - 
the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP). This confirms the potential for 
lead leaching in acidic environments, such as those generally experienced in landfill 

groundwater. It was apparent that the varying amount of lead frit present in the samples 
tested caused wide variability between the results obtained. The particle size from 

crushing was also found to influence the leaching behaviour, with smaller particles 
leaching more lead than larger fractions30. This study emphasises the possible risks if 

untreated CRT glass is disposed of in landfill sites. Alternatives are therefore sought. 

As yet, no evidence of the leaching behaviour of barium and strontium from CRT glass 
has been found, as most concern seems to have been centred on the behaviour of the 
lead. It is apparent that strontium is of low toxicity31 and consequently is not regulated by 
organisation such as the UK Environment Agency in the same way as lead and barium. 

However, both barium and strontium exist in a radioactive form, which are often found in 
many hazardous and high level radioactive waste streams. These have been 
investigated to some extent in relation to the vitrification and stabilisation of radioactive 
waste in glass. Barium was found to leach from glass into deionised water in apparently 
non-standard leach tests, though the leaching rate decreases over time and was further 
reduced by the inclusion of zinc oxide in the glass32. When analysed using the US TCLP, 
barium leaching was again reduced by the presence of phosphorus oxide in the glass33 
No guidelines were given to assess whether the leaching observed in these studies were 
above or below any acceptance criteria. No leaching data could be found for strontium in 
glass. 

TV manufacturers tend not to see recycled CRT cutlet as a viable option due to the high 
quality requirements of the final glass and recycling into conventional glass recycling 
systems for the glass container industry is not a viable option due to its lead content28. 
However, there are several techniques that are currently under investigation with regard 
to the reuse of CRTs. These include refurbishment of waste electronic equipment where 
possible, otherwise separation and recycling of their component materials - glass-to- 
glass recycling, metals recovery and plastics recycling34. 

After being crushed and separated from other component materials, the leaded glass 
from CRTs may be sent to a lead refiner where the lead can be extracted and recycled. 
The glass replaces the silica normally used as a fluxing agent in the refining process29. 
Further studies have looked at the possibility of using a foaming process on the glass 
that does not require melting, thus preserving the chemical stability of the glass. The 
foamed product shows minimal lead leaching and it is thought that it could be used in 
applications such as thermal insulators, lightweight structural panels or filters35. Where it 
is possible to separate the panel/ screen glass, which often does not contain lead, there 
are more potential applications for reuse, including insulating glass fibre production, as 
tableware glass and in the production of ceramic glazes26.2'. There is also research that 
suggests that ultrasonic accelerated leaching may be useful to remove the lead from 
CRT glass, allowing the glass to be recycled more readily into new products36 
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2.3.2 ISF slag 
This ferro-silicate slag is a by-product of the Imperial Smelting Furnace (ISF) method of 
zinc production. Although the UK's ISF plant in Avonmouth closed in February 2003, a 
stockpile of 2.5 million tonnes of ISF slag still remains on the site37. Similar ISF plants 
exist around the world, producing just under a million tonnes of ISF slag annually38. 
Examples of typical ISF slag compositions are given in Table 2.2. The method used to 
determine these chemical compositions is not always specified, though one source39 
suggests the use of both X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis in addition to atomic absorption 
spectroscopy (AAS) and plasma techniques. 

Previous studies39-44 have investigated the potential use of this type of slag material as 
an aggregate in concrete and mortars, the results from which have generally been 
positive. It has been shown that mortar and concrete samples, with a partial replacement 
of sand with ISF slag, give similar compressive strength results to control samples. The 
main concern to arise from these previous studies is the potential for the metal ions, zinc 
and lead, to leach from the slag into the surrounding environment, which would have 
health and environmental implications. It appears that generally the levels of leached 
ions increase in alkaline solutions when compared to water and increase further still in 
acidic solutions39. 

Table 2.2: Typical composition of ISF slags 

Oxide or metal Wt. % present in several ISF slags 

FeO 52.90 39.66 38.17 38.28 
SiO2 11.30 18.13 19.69 16.12 
A1203 5.50 8.25 7.77 7.66 
CaO 3.30 13.66 14.80 15.66 
Zn 9.80 7.62 7.24 6.93 
Pb 1.40 0.61 0.76 1.02 
Cu 0.60 0.42 0.68 0.85 
S - 3.55 2.92 2.84 
As 0.18 0.05 0.02 - 

(Reference) (39) (45) (45) (41) 

Additional studies are currently underway at BRE to investigate the use of this material 
as an aggregate in roadway construction - an area in which other similar materials, such 
as slag from steel production, have already been successfully utilised 46 

2.4 Potential barriers to use 
Studies have indicated that there are several potential barriers that would need to be 
overcome in order for these particular materials to be accepted for use in concrete. 
These include the potential for alkali-silica reaction (ASR) in concrete caused by the 
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glassy nature of the aggregates, the risk of heavy metal ions leaching from the 
aggregates and the possibility of retardation of concrete set. 

2.4.1 Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) 

Although recycled glass may seem an attractive alternative to other aggregates for use 
in concrete, there is concern regarding the potential for alkali-silica reaction in concrete 
due to the high silica content of glass. ASR occurs in concrete when soluble alkali ions 
such as sodium and potassium react with certain sources of silica found in aggregate. 
This produces a gel that is able to absorb water. The water causes the gel to swell, 
which can lead to expansion and cracking of the surrounding concrete 47. 

The main source of alkali ions is usually the cement, although they may come from the 
aggregate or from external sources such as de-icing salts, alkaline water or sea water48. 
During cement hydration, Portlandite (calcium hydroxide - Ca(OH)2) is produced, which 
is present as a crystalline hydroxide. However, sodium and potassium hydroxides that 
form remain in the pore solution of the concrete. In this alkali environment, any silica 
present in the aggregate undergoes an acid/alkali surface reaction, which results in the 
formation of a gelatinous alkali-silicate gel. The reaction will proceed until either the 
available silica or the available alkali ions are used up, or until the concentration of 
hydroxide ions is so low that the reactive silica is no longer attacked47. 

The uptake of water causes a volume expansion in the alkali-silica gel. Some forms of 
silica react so slowly that there is sufficient time for this gel to expand into the 
surrounding pore network without causing a build up of internal stresses. Similarly, if the 
concrete is very porous, suggesting low quality concrete, any gel that forms is able to 
dissipate through the pore network and may not exert sufficient pressure on the concrete 
matrix to cause noticeable damage. However, if the concrete is of good quality with a low 
density of pores, the pressure caused by the formation of gel may lead to microcracking 
within the concrete. A characteristic feature of ASR damage is a random network of 
cracks known as map cracking13,4 5' 

The cracking itself may not always be sufficient to cause significant damage to a 
concrete member. However, it makes the concrete prone to other forms of attack from 
external agents that are able to infiltrate the concrete through the crack network that 
forms. Examples include carbonation of the concrete, sulfate attack, chloride attack on 
reinforcing steel and damage caused by cycles of freezing and thawing of water that may 
enter the structures', 5z 

The reactivity of different forms of silica-containing aggregate depends on the physical 
rather than chemical characteristics of the silica minerals and is linked to the degree of 
order within the silicate structure. A well ordered crystalline structure, which is 
unstrained, such as quartz, will normally be unreactive with respect to ASR. However 
opal, which has a very disordered structure, is frequently reported as being 'extremely 
reactive', although the extent of the reaction will be dictated by the particle size and the 
amount of reactive material presents' -57. Amorphous glasses, with no crystalline silicate 
structure, would therefore be expected to be highly reactive. 

It has been found, particularly with rapidly reacting forms of silica, that there is a specific 
proportion of reactive material within the aggregate that causes maximum expansion. 
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This maximum is called the pessimum content. If the silica content is low, any gel growth 
that occurs after the concrete hardens is generally insufficient to cause damage through 
cracking. The extent of the reaction (and therefore of the potential damage caused) will 
increase gradually as the level of the reactive components increases, until it becomes 
limited, either by the depletion of silica or the alkali in the pore fluid. If the silica content is 
sufficiently high, the reaction may be so rapid that it proceeds almost to completion 
before the concrete has hardened. In such instances, insufficient expansive forces will 
be developed to cause cracking47. 

2.4.2 Relationship between a pozzolanic reaction and ASR 
The pozzolanic-type reaction, as mentioned earlier in section 2.2 in relation to PFA and 
GGBS, is very similar to the process that is experienced with ASR. For example, PFA 
contains amorphous silica. The particles are very fine and provide a large surface area 
for the reaction to occur. Hydroxyl ions in the pore solution from the cement (from 
Ca(OH)2 during early hydration) attack the PFA particles, releasing silica ions. The silica 
then reacts with available alkali and water to form a silicate gel. During the early stages 
of hydration, the pore water is rich in calcium, so calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) gel is 
formed, which is the same strong binder that is normally formed during cement 
hydrationTM. 

When glass materials are present in a concrete mix, they too would be attacked by 
hydroxyl ions in the same way as PFA or other pozzolans. Again, if the reaction 
proceeds sufficiently quickly while calcium is still present in the pore water, CSH gel or a 
mixed calcium-alkali silicate hydrate gel will form (the alkali being either sodium or 
potassium). However, as in the case of ASR, if the reaction occurs very slowly 
(sometimes years after the concrete is placed), the calcium levels in the pore water will 
have been diminished by the continuing cement hydration reactions, leaving a pore 
solution rich in sodium and potassium. When these ions are taken up into the reaction 
product formed, a relatively mobile alkali-silicate gel forms without calcium, which is able 
to take in water and swell, causing damage to the surrounding concreteT. 

It follows that the main differences between the pozzolanic reaction and ASR is the 
speed at which the reaction takes place and consequently the amount of calcium that is 
available to stabilise the gel-product that forms from the reaction. The rate of the reaction 
will be controlled by the reactivity/ nature of the glassy silica-containing species and its 
relative particle size and surface area58. 

If the particle size of the reactive material is very fine (e. g. of cement consistency, or at 
least less than 38pm with glass59) the reaction will proceed so quickly that it will 
contribute to the binding properties of the cement during the hydration process and act 
as a pozzolan. In such an instance, the reaction product can be accommodated within 
the setting structure of the concrete. However, if the reactive particles are large (e. g. 
approximately 1200pm with glass) the reaction occurs more slowly and the reaction 
products do not form until the concrete has set (over a matter of months or years). By 
this time, an expansive, calcium-deficient gel product is more likely to form, which cannot 
be accommodated within the microstructure of the concrete. It is therefore likely to lead 
to expansive cracking and damage to the concrete member58,6°. 
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Once above the threshold particle size limit that separates the pozzolanic reaction from 
ASR, the alkali-silica reaction will occur more rapidly with smaller particles than larger 
particles. The absolute particle size limits will vary depending on the reactivity of the 

s1 aggregate in question s5 

2.4.3 Methods to prevent ASR 
A number of methods have been established to mitigate the damaging affects of ASR in 
concrete. These include reducing the permissible alkali level in a concrete mix, ensuring 
an environment of low relative humidity (less than 75%) and the selection of aggregates 
that are known to be unreactives"66. There are also a range of additives that have been 
shown to prevent damaging expansion caused by ASR when included in a concrete mix. 
These include pulverised fuel ash (PFA - at levels of approximately 25-30% replacement 
of cement), ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS - at levels of approximately 40- 
50% replacement of cement) and silica fume (at levels between approximately 10-20% 
replacement of cement, depending on alkali content of the cement used and of the silica 
fume itself). These are thought to be effective due to their ability to incorporate more 
alkalis into secondary hydrates than they release into the pore solution of the concrete, 
thus overall reducing the alkali content and the pH of the mix13. aT, ss, ss-» 

It is also thought that such additives might be able to successfully prevent expansive 
reaction caused by ASR by producing non-expansive reaction products as opposed to 
gels that can swell by taking up water. Additives such as fly ash promote the formation of 
calcium alkali silicate hydrated gels while the concrete is in a fresh state13. As the gel 
becomes increasingly calcium rich (possibly derived from calcium hydroxide present as 
Portlandite or from lime (CaO) in the cement paste), it hardens and loses its ability to 
swell in the presence of moisture49,53 (as discussed in section 2.4.2). This can also 
happen with gels in older concretes if they take up calcium from their surroundings. 
Therefore, it appears that when calcium is readily available, gels are less likely to cause 
expansive crack damage from ASR. 

Use of lithium salts has also been adopted as a method to prevent deleterious expansion 
due to ASR. Lithium is in the same chemical group as sodium and potassium and 
competes with these ions for uptake into the reaction product. It is thought that it is 
effective at minimising damage caused by ASR because the reaction product formed is 
lithium silicate, which is relatively insoluble and does not absorb water. Lithium additions 
have been shown to have a pessimum proportion associated with them and so require 
additions in a mole ratio of Li: (Na+K) > 1.272"76. The use of lithium compounds has also 
been shown to be an effective remedial measure for ASR-damaged concrete, particularly 
if it can be electrochemically driven into the concrete structure". It has been used in 
combination with other concrete additives, such a PFA and superplasticisers, with 
minimal detrimental effects78. 

Since PFA and GGBS are by-products from coal fired power stations and iron smelting 
respectively, their use as pozzolans in concrete would not be expected to cause 
significantly increased costs, if at all. It is difficult to obtain relative prices for the use of 
additives such as PFA and GGBS, as their cost will very depending on their availability 
and the specific requirements of the mix that they are to be incorporated into. Although it 
might initially appear that they should bring about a cost saving by displacing some of 
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the Portland cement used, in reality the cost of concrete with these additives is probably 
much the same as it would be without, due to the recognised benefits that these 
additives are known to bring79. However, the use of lithium additions would use the same 
amount of Portland cement as well as incurring the cost of the additive itself. It has been 

suggested that, depending on the alkali content of a mix, the price per cubic yards of 
concrete could increase by US$10-20 when lithium nitrate is used as an ASR mitigation 
technique in concrete80. 

2.4.4 Testing for ASR 
The most reliable evidence that an aggregate material has, or may cause damage due to 
ASR is obtained from microscopic examination of concrete to identify the presence of 
ASR gel, internal cracking and aggregate particles that appear to have reacted51. Also 
petrographic examination of aggregate particles will often indicate whether an aggregate 
is likely to be susceptible to ASR81. 

Another useful gauge to assess whether expansion has occurred as a result of ASR in 
concrete is to measure length changes of concrete cores or prisms stored in a warm, 
humid atmospheres'. An example of such a test is BS 812-123: 199982, which involves 
storing concrete prisms at 38°C for approximately a year. This test has been shown to 
give reliable results compared to similar exposure at 20°C. Although results from this 
method are obtained up to four times faster than under 'real' exposure conditions, it still 
requires a significant period of time before conclusions can be made about the reactivity 
of an aggregates'"81. Further test methods have been developed that use a higher 
temperature of 60°C (RILEM TC-ARP/01/2083) to accelerate the reaction further. 
However such tests still require exposure times of at least 20 weeks. 

A more rapid test method for assessing aggregate materials would normally be 
preferred. Many potential techniques have been reviewed" and one of the most 
promising ultra-accelerated tests appears to be the NBRI (National Building Research 
Institute of South Africa) method that has been incorporated into RILEM and ASTM 
standards (RILEM TC 10685 and ASTM C1260 - 9486). This method has been cited by 
several authors87"90 and has been particularly useful for identifying reactive aggregates 
and those that have a 'pessimum' proportion associated with them91. 

The test involves soaking samples in 1M sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH) at 80°C for 
a period of 14 days. It is assumed that the NaOH provides sufficient alkali to cause 
expansion in samples due to ASR in the presence of a potentially reactive aggregate 
material. However, this method has its problems. It is generally not suitable for 
measuring the affect of mitigation techniques on the aggregates, as many such methods 
rely on reducing the alkali level within a concrete as their mode of prevention92. Also, the 
test has been shown to be ineffective in detecting reactivity of some aggregates that 
show late reaction93.94 and has failed some aggregates that show satisfactory 
performance in real service conditions84 . 

8I cubic yard = 0.76 cubic metres 
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2.4.5 Leaching of metal ions 

It has already been stated that there is concern that the metal ions present in CRT glass 
and ISF slag could leach from the material, with potentially harmful results (sections 
2.3.1 and 2.3.2). The ions that are of most concern are zinc and lead from the ISF slag 
and lead and barium from the CRT glass. 

There appear to be two proposed mechanisms by which metal ions may be immobilised 
in cements to reduce leaching. The first and most preferable is through the formation of a 
chemical complex with the ions of concern, so they are not available to leach into the 

surroundings. The second is by physical immobilisation, preventing the movement of 
ions and retaining them within the pore structure of the cement95. Previous work on lead 

smelter slag suggests that lead may be subject to physical immobilisation, while zinc 
chemically complexes into the cement hydration products, hence lead and zinc are 
leachable at different rates and to different extents96. 

Previous leach testing that has been carried out on the ISF slag material did not follow 

an established method or standard, but did serve as a useful investigation into the leach 
behaviour of metal ions into various solutions40. This study suggested that PFA and 
GGBS may be able to reduce the leaching of metal ions from the slag by binding them 
up in some way. It was concluded that this would require further investigation, although 
other studies have also shown PFA to help reduce the leaching of metal ions and 
suggested similar absorption mechanisms97'98. Studies on other systems have found that 
the inclusion of GGBS reduced the levels of lead and chromium that were leachable from 
hardened cement99. It has been proposed that the reduction in the porosity of concrete 
containing GGBS compared to Portland cement alone may prevent the diffusion of metal 
ions through the pores. Since PFA is also known to reduce the pore volume of concrete 
it is thought that it too may be useful to immobilise metal ions in concrete. PFA and 
GGBS may therefore be capable of reducing leaching through a combination of both 
mechanisms mentioned above. 

Until relatively recently there were no established standard test methods available for 
assessing leach behaviour of concrete and aggregates. Therefore, as with the research 
mentioned above, it must be assumed that individual tests have been devised to suit 
particular requirements and applications. Devising a test suitable for all possible 
requirements would be a very difficult task. Tests may be required to indicate the 
maximum leaching that would be possible from a material, or a more realistic simulation 
of in-service leaching conditions may be required. Any single test may be considered too 
severe or not severe enough. 

Also, there are many factors that will influence the leaching behaviour of samples and 
the leaching characteristics of specific ions. For example, due to the changing nature of 
concrete as it ages, it has been suggested that samples should be allowed to cure for at 
least 2 months before testing and preferably for as long as 6 months. After this time, the 
impedance to leaching of ions offered by the concrete matrix is considered largely 
constant100. The pH of the test solution may also greatly influence the leaching behaviour 
of the ions being investigated, due to changes in ion solubility with varying pH. Examples 
of this can be seen in van der Sloot et afs work, copied in Figure 2.2101. For example, 
lead and zinc ions are very soluble at a pH of 4. Their solubility decreased up to a pH of 
7-8 for lead and 9-10 for zinc, then increases sharply again at higher pH values. Greater 
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leaching of lead and zinc ions would therefore be expected in strongly acidic or strongly 

alkaline environments. In contrast, variations in pH do not appear to influence the 
leaching of barium until a pH of 12 is reached, at which point leaching increases 
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Figure 2.2: pH controlled leaching data tor various elements, illustrating their 

different leaching characteristics (taken from Van der Sloot et a! 1° ) 

Van der Sloot et al. have recognised that no single test in isolation will give all the 
information necessary to fully understand the leaching behaviour of a particular material. 
They have proposed a comprehensive series of tests that show good agreement with 
different methods and experiments carried out on real samples in field conditions. These 
include tests to establish the maximum possible leaching of ions from a material, tests 
that provide predictions of leaching behaviour over time and compliance tests that can 
be used as a quick-check once the characteristic leaching behaviour of a material has 
been established. The work shows that one of the main influences on leaching is pH, as 

10z mentioned above, with each element having distinct leaching characteristics101 

Several leach test methods now exists. Some are more severe than others, such as 
rapid shaking tests or those that use a tipping/ tumbler apparatus, while others are 
considered to be more realistic and representative of in-service conditions, such as 
washing and tank tests. Some of the types of test detailed here form part of the 
comprehensive testing that van der Sloot has proposed. Most are essentially compliance 
tests that can be used to provide relatively rapid results, once the general characteristics 
of a material are understood. 

A series of draft standards for leach testing waste materials in water have recently been 
written, with the aim of characterising a 'realistic' leach behaviour of waste materials. 
Draft standard prEN XXXXX103 covers leaching from monolithic wastes of regular shape 
and draft standard prEN 1744-3104 covers leaching from aggregates in water. The tests 
involve mild agitation of the water and are carried out over a period of up to 48 hours. 
They do not cover leaching in solutions other than water and there is no guidance as to 
the levels of leached ions that may be considered 'acceptable' within the period of test. It 
is therefore assumed that results must be compared to standards for drinking water, or 
levels that are accepted for discharge into water courses. 

Another test is the ASTM D3987105 shake extraction test. This involves agitation of the 
sample in an end-over-end tumbler or similar, using water as the leaching solution at a 
liquid to solid ratio (US) of 20 (70g sample in 1400ml water) for 18 hours. A very similar 
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British/ European Standard also exists (BS EN 12457106) that uses an US of 10 for 24 

hours. Both are suitable for testing granular materials, such as aggregate or crushed 
concrete, but not for monolithic samples. In spite of the similarity of these tests, the 

results from each cannot be directly compared due to the different US and time scales 

used, which highlights the problems associated with non-standard/ varying test methods. 
The BS/ EN leach test appears to have been recognised by the UK Environment 
Agency, who specify limits for this test to be applied to the acceptance of waste for 

landfillt07. 

A similar test that has been widely used in the US is the US Environmental Protection 
Agency's Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP)108. This test is suitable for 

samples less than 10mm in diameter. Again, it involves agitation of a sample in an end- 
over-end tumbler, at an US of 20 (using at least 100g of sample), for 18 hours. However, 
in the TCLP, the pH of leach solution used is either 4.9 or 2.9, depending on the 

alkalinity of the solid phase of the waste initially. 

This test was originally used to simulate leaching in landfill sites, which often experience 
acidic conditions. However, as the test became more common, it has since been applied 
to many leaching scenarios, for which it was not necessarily intended. This method has 
been criticised if used in more general applications as it does not take into consideration 
certain factors that are considered very important to leaching, such as pH and redox 
properties. It is also not possible to extrapolate potential long term effects from the data 

obtained and it does not give any indication of leaching mechanisms109'"0. These 

observations show that it is important to consider and replicate as closely as possible the 

environmental conditions anticipated before selecting any of these test methods to 
assess the leaching behaviour of a material. 

One main observation from these tumble-style leach tests is that the results are mainly a 
function of the mass of sample tested, with the grading of the samples being of 
secondary importance (for example, the tests are often specified for use on materials 
below 10mm, or 4mm). Measuring a sample's mass is obviously one of the simplest 
ways to standardise and batch up materials for testing, however the sample surface area 
to liquid volume ratio will also be influential on the leaching behaviour of any material. 
Comparison of results from different materials may not be reliable unless the same 
sample grading was used and the materials were of similar density, allowing the mass of 
sample tested to be equivalent. This raises concerns about the reliability of leaching 
standards such as these and the limitations of their use. However, once these factors 
have been identified and taken into consideration, such compliance tests to assess the 
behaviour of materials of a specific grading for a particular application should still be 
useful. 

2.4.6 Retardation of concrete set 
In addition to the environmental issues surrounding the leaching of heavy metal ions 
from these materials, there is concern that that the leaching of ions could be responsible 
for retardation in the concrete setting process if incorporated into a concrete mix. 

Previous research suggests that the presence of the heavy metal ions lead and zinc in 
these secondary materials may be capable of causing a retardation affect on the cement 
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hydration process40'11 -12o Microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
studies on lead nitrate in cement suggest that gelatinous lead (assumed to be lead 
hydroxide) precipitates are formed in the alkaline environment produced by the cement, 
which coat the surface of the cement grains and prevent their hydration, II'll 3. Several 
further studies on both lead and zinc compounds in cement also suggest some sort of 
coating mechanism to explain their results, although they may not have direct evidence 
for it"6'120. Lead and zinc are thought to behave similarly in a cement environment, as 
they both form insoluble hydroxides at high pH. However, one of the papers mentioned 
above' 16 admitted that it was unclear how a precipitate could so rapidly cover the 
hydrating clinker particles with a membrane capable of preventing further hydration. 
Also, the discussion that followed another of the papers120 raised the idea that the 
retarding species might not necessarily need to coat the cement grains in order to delay 
hydration, but that its presence may instead delay the nucleation of stable hydration 
products, such as Portlandite - Ca(OH)2 and calcium silicate hydrates (CSH). This 
theory has also been supported in other literature 121 

This is particularly interesting when considered in light of findings of Arliguie et a1122. 
They investigated the hydration of C3S and C3A in the presence of zinc. It was found that 
the zinc formed an insoluble calcium hydroxy-zincate compound (CaZn2(OH)6.2H20) 
before the formation of Portlandite (Ca(OH)2) was detected to mark the start of the 
hydration process. This conversion relies on the availability of both calcium and 
hydroxide ions in the surrounding solution. If these ions were used up during the 
conversion to the insoluble zincate species, it would delay saturation of the surrounding 
solution with calcium and hydroxide ions (and thus delay the precipitation of Portlandite) 
until all of the zinc (assumed to be in the form of zinc hydroxide, Zn(OH)2) had been 
converted. Although this paper still claims the involvement of some sort of coating layer 
to cause the delay, the idea of delaying the super-saturation of the solution with calcium 
and hydroxide ions may constitute a suitable mechanism on its own. 

Other authors12°''23 have also noted the presence of the calcium hydroxy-zincate 
compound when examining the retardation of cement hydration with zinc, though they 
have not made the connection between the necessary depletion in calcium and 
hydroxide ions from the surrounding solution in order to form the zincate and the 
likelihood of this then preventing the super-saturation of the solution with respect to 
these ions, so delaying the precipitation of Portlandite. No equivalent hydroxy-plumbate 
compound has been detected, however you might expect zinc and lead to behave 
similarly due to their amphoteric character and hence their ability to form hydroxy- 
species at high pH. However, an equivalent tin containing hydroxy-compound, calcium 
hydroxy-stannate (CaSn(OH)6) has been detected when tin(II) chloride was added to 
cement124. Tin(ll) chloride was also shown to cause a delay in the concrete setting 
process, similar to that witnessed with zinc and lead 125 

. 
Interestingly, when the calcium zincate was added to cement in place of the zinc oxide 
used initially, cement hydration was not delayed in the same way. This suggests that it is 
the process of converting from the initial form of zinc to the zincate (i. e. using up the 
available calcium and hydroxide ions that would normally form Portlandite) that is the 
cause of the retardation, rather than the zincate itself. 
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Although heavy metal ions have been shown to cause a delay in the hydration process 
of cement, there is evidence to suggest that at 28 days of age the compressive strength 
results obtained from samples containing these ions are equivalent to, if not higher than 

control samples"1'15. There is also evidence to suggest that lead and chromium present 
in mixes containing GGBS as a cement replacement material do not appear to cause this 
delay in set, or affect the compressive strength results obtained at 28 days99. 

Other metal ions have been reported to cause varying degrees of retardation of cement. 
These include beryllium, arsenic, chromium, copper, mercury, antimony, vanadium and 
tin. However, the metals that consistently appear to cause the most severe retardation 
are lead and zinc126. Since tin has also been shown to cause a delay in set and the 
formation of a hydroxy-stannate compound, it is possible that some, if not all of these 
metals might be expected to retard by the same mechanism that is eventually proposed 
for lead and zinc. 

2.5 Summary 

Directives, taxes and legislation have been introduced to encourage the reuse of many 
materials that would otherwise be considered waste. Some such materials have been 
successfully utilised in concrete construction processes. Research into the possible 
secondary uses of CRT glass and ISF slag has been limited, although it is recognised 
that issues surrounding the use of these materials in concrete may include the potential 
for alkali-silica reaction, the leaching of heavy metal ions into the environment and 
retardation of the concrete setting process. It is preferable that these particular materials 
find secondary uses in concrete construction, so as to divert them away from landfill 
disposal and to provide cheap, yet suitable alternatives to quarried primary aggregates. 
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3 Experimental procedures 

3.1 Overview of materials used during testing 

3.1.1 ISF slag 
The ISF slag used for this study was supplied by Britannia Zinc Ltd, who were an ISF 

zinc and lead production facility based in Avonmouth, in the South West of England. The 

plant ceased production during this research and closed in February 2003. However, a 
large stockpile of the slag material still remains on the site and other ISF plants around 
the world continue to produce the slag as a by-product material. The slag itself is a black, 

granular material, generally coarser in appearance than natural sand. It is assumed to 
have become vitrified on cooling to result in this form. 

3.1.2 CRT glass 
The CRT glass used for this study was supplied by Bruce Metals Ltd, who are essentially 
a metal reclamation and recycling company based in Sheffield, Englandb. They provide a 
computer recycling facility (mainly for businesses) through which they refurbish and re- 
sell viable computer equipment and recover any valuable metals from the remaining 
items that cannot be repaired and sold. Computer monitors and televisions are therefore 
crushed and the plastic and glass separated, so the metal components can be 
recovered. The resulting glass is crushed and mixed from all sections of a CRT. After 
crushing, separation of the various materials is difficult. Consequently, the CRT glass 
was contaminated with relatively small amounts of plastic and metal. 

Initially, a relatively coarse grade of crushed CRT glass was provided for use in this 
study. When more glass was required, an additional crushing process had been adopted 
by the company, which resulted in a finer grade of crushed glass that resembled fine 
white sand. This finer grade of glass was used for the majority of the study. 

3.1.3 Bottle glass 
A sample of crushed, recycled bottle glass was obtained as a control material to which 
the performance of the CRT glass could be compared. This material is referred to as 
BGL in the following text. The BGL was supplied by Northern Lullet Ltd in Barnsley, 
England. The glass did not appear to contain any contamination. The supplied grading 
of this glass was different to that of the CRT, so all BGL was re-graded to match the CRT 
glass before being used in any testing. 

b Bruce Metals Ltd, March Street, Sheffield, S9 5DQ, UK 
C Northern Cullet Ltd, Pontefract Road, Bamsley, S71 1 HJ, UK 
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3.1.4 Inert/ control aggregates and cement 
Various other crushed rock and natural sand aggregates were used during this study. 
They were provided by BRE's Concrete Laboratoryd from their standard lab stock. The 

coarse aggregate used was Cheddar limestone crushed rock. The fine aggregate used, 
depending on testing, was either Cheddar limestone crushed rock (used as inert 

aggregate in mortars for ASR testing) or Thames Valley natural river sand (TVS; used as 
fine aggregate in other, non-ASR related control mixes). Table 4.2 gives details of these 

aggregates as well as their main reported physical properties. 

The main cement used for this work was again supplied by BRE's Concrete Laboratory. 
It was of relatively low alkali content and the details are given in Table 4.3. A second 
cement was used when testing BGL mortars for ASR that was considered a high alkali 
cement. The details of this cement are given in Table 4.4. 

3.2 Characterisation of materials 

3.2.1 Particle density and water absorption 
A sample of each aggregate was sent away to STATS laboratories' (a UKAS accredited 
test house) to accurately establish the particle density and water absorption of the 
material, in accordance with BS 812: Part 2: 1995127. These figures are used when 
designing concrete mixes in accordance with BRE Report BR 331, 'Design of normal 
concrete mixes' 12B, as detailed in section (3.3.1). 

According to this method, the sample is immersed in water for 24 hours, then drained. 
The aggregate is then exposed to a gentle current of warm air to evaporate the surface 
moisture, until it attains a 'free-running' condition, making it saturated and surface dry 
(SSD). The sample is weighed (A), then transferred to a container, which is then filled 
with water to a known level. The whole apparatus is weighed (B), before being emptied. 
The container is then re-filled with water to the same level and re-weighed (C). 

The sample is then transferred to a tray and placed in an oven at 105°C for 24 hours, 
after which it is then allowed to cool to room temperature and re-weighed (D). The water 
absorption of the aggregate can then be calculated by subtracting the oven dried mass 
(D) from the SSD mass (A) and expressing it as a percentage of the dry mass. The 
particle density of the sample can be calculated from the formula D/D- (B - C). 

3.2.2 Moisture content 
The moisture content of the ISF slag and CRT glass was established so they could be 
used in their 'as received' damp state rather than drying them before use. This was due 
to concerns about respirable dust that might be mobilised during concrete mixing if dry 
aggregates were used. Three glass evaporating basins (approx. 100mm diameter, height 
70mm) were labelled and weighed. Approximately 50g of the damp aggregate was then 
added to the basins and re-weighed. The basins were placed in an oven at 105°C and 
left overnight to dry. They were then removed from the oven and left to cool to room 

d BRE, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD25 9XX, UK 
e STATS Laboratories, Porterswood House, Porters Wood, St Albans, AL3 6PQ, UK 
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temperature. The basins were then re-weighed and the moisture content of the samples 
calculated from the change in weight, assuming all weight loss was due to water 

evaporation from the sample. An average of the three results was then taken and 

expressed as a percentage of the dry weight of the sample. 

3.2.3 Grading of aggregates 
Grading of the aggregate materials was carried out in accordance with BS 882129, using 
limits imposed for a fine grade aggregate. This British Standard has since been 

superseded by BS EN 12620, under which the grading would now be classed as a 0/4 or 
0/2 (MP) aggregate (the MP designation shows that it has been classed a medium grade 
fine aggregate based on the percentage passing a 0.50mm sieve) t30. The sieve sizes 
used in accordance with the original BS 882 were 5.00,2.36,1.18,0.60,0.30 and 
0.15mm. The mass of material retained on each sieve was recorded and the percentage 
of material passing through each sieve calculated. The ISF slag and two different 

gradings of CRT glass were analysed by this method. 

3.2.4 XRF composition analysis 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was carried out on the aggregates by CERAM 
Research Ltd' using their own in-house method. The sample was ground down to a 
powder and then ignited at 1025°C, oxidising all elements within the sample. Those that 
formed gases will have been released. Of these, sulfur trioxide was analysed for. 

3.2.5 XRD analysis 
XRD analysis was carried out on the cement and ground aggregate materials, as well as 
on hydrating cement and mortar samples containing the aggregates. This was achieved 
by quenching the samples in acetone at various times after mixing. Times generally 
ranged from 2 hours up to 28 days of age, with the aim of establishing how the various 
components present varied during hydration. 

Mortar samples containing the secondary aggregate materials were mixed in polythene 
sample bags, sealed and stored at room temperature. Periodically, some of the sample 
was removed from the bag and transferred to a pestle and mortar. Acetone was added to 
the mix and stirred/ ground into the sample. The acetone was allowed to evaporate, 
leaving a dry, granular sample, which was ground to pass a 63pm sieve before the XRD 
analysis was carried out. It was hoped that these results would indicate whether the 
presence of the secondary aggregate materials influenced the compounds formed during 
cement hydration. 

Details of the mixes used for this work are given in Table 3.1. In each case the free 
water/cement ratio was 0.6 (once water absorption and moisture content of the 
aggregates was taken into consideration) and the cement/fine aggregate ratio (by 
volume, determined from the particle density) was 0.4, as with the full scale concrete 
mixes used for this work (section 5). The relevant values for water absorption, moisture 
content and density can be found in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. 

CERAM Research Limited, Queens Road, Penkhull, Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 7LQ, UK 
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All samples for X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis were first ground to pass a 63pm sieve. 
A sufficient quantity of the ground sample was then transferred to a square recess in an 
aluminium slide and levelled flush with the edges. A series of samples were then loaded 
into an automatic sample changer that was attached to the XRD equipment. A Philips 
PW1710 Reflection Diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation was used. The equipment was 
set to scan from 10 to 60 1129. Once the sample runs were complete, the data obtained 
was analysed using WinXPow software, to match potential compounds present with the 
Powder Diffraction File database. 

Table 3.1: Details of quenched mortar mixes used for XRD analysis 
(In all cases the resulting water/cement ratio = 0.6 and the cement/aggregate ratio = 0.4 once water 

absorption, moisture content and density of the materials is taken Into consideration) 

Mix Aggregate Cement Water Times quenched g g g 

Cement 0.0 70.0 42 0 2,4,6,24 hours, 
. 7& 28 days 

Limestone 100.0 38.7 26 0 2,4,6,24 hours, 
control . 7& 28 days 

CRT 100.0 38.9 23 4 2,4,6,24 hours, 
. 7& 28 days 

BGL 100.0 38.9 23 4 2,4,6,24 hours, 
. 7& 28 days 

2,4,6,24,30,48, 
ISF 100.0 25.6 15 4 51,54,72 hours, 

. nominal 7& 28 
days from hydration 

3.2.6 SEM and TEM analysis of aggregates 
SEM was carried out on a Camscan scanning electron microscope or a JEOL JSM 6400 
scanning electron microscope, both fitted with an Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) 
detector. The JEOL machine used a 'windowless' EDS system, which allowed the 
detection of elements of low molecular weight, such as oxygen. Samples were generally 
prepared as thin sections of -30pm thickness (also used for optical microscopic 
examination, detailed later in section 3.4.3), or polished blocks of sample that had been 
impregnated with resin, which were carbon coated before being inserted into the sample 
chamber for observation. 

TEM analysis was carried out on a Philips EM420 transmission electron microscope 
operating at 120kV, which was also fitted with an EDS detector. Samples had been 
prepared by grinding the materials by hand in a pestle and mortar, then mixing them with 
methanol. A few drops of the mix were taken up using a disposable pipette and dropped 
onto a 3.05mm diameter, 400 mesh (38pm) copper grid covered in a thin carbon film. 
Once the methanol had evaporated, the sample could be loaded into the sample 
chamber and viewed in the TEM. Selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) were also 
obtained during the examination of these samples, using a camera length of 660mm. 
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3.3 Concrete mixes containing the replacement aggregates 

3.3.1 Concrete mix design 

Concrete mixes were designed for this work based on the method given in BRE Report 
BR 331, 'Design of normal concrete mixes'128. This method aims to design concrete 
mixes to meet specific workability, strength and durability requirements. The mix 

proportions are calculated based on the weight of materials required to produce a unit 
volume of fully compacted concrete. Therefore the expected density of the fresh 

concrete and the relative density of the aggregates to be used must be known. The 

method results in the mix design being specified in terms of the weight, in kilograms, of 
the different materials required to produce one cubic metre of finished concrete. 

All mixes were designed to achieve at least 30MPa compressive strength at 28 days of 
age, with a slump/ workability target range between 30-60mm. Where the density of a 
replacement aggregate differed from that of traditional/ control aggregate materials, a 
volumetric rather than a mass replacement was made. 

All mixing was carried out in accordance with BS 1881: Part 125: 1986131 in a UKAS 

accredited test laboratory. Various concrete mixers were used, depending on the volume 
of the required mix, though the mix method adopted was the same for each. Small mixes 
of approximately 3-5 litres used a 'Cretangle' pan mixer. Mixes of 5-9 litres used an 'FLS' 
forced action pan mixer and larger mixes of between 20-40 litres used an 'Eirich' forced 
action pan mixer. The aggregates were placed in the appropriate sized mixer and stirred 
for 30 seconds. With the mixer still turning, half the mix water was then added over a 
period of a further 30 seconds. Mixing then continued for a further 2 minutes. The 
aggregates were then allowed to stand for 10 minutes to enable any expected water 
absorption to occur. The cement was then added and the mixer started again. This point 
was taken as the 'start of hydration'. After 30 seconds, the remaining mix water was 
added over another 30 seconds. The mixer was then allowed to stir for a further 2 
minutes. 

A slump test was carried out 6 minutes after the start of hydration. The wet density was 
also calculated before samples were cast by filling moulds in two roughly equal layers on 
a vibrating table, expelling any air and allowing each level to compact. Sample surfaces 
were then levelled and finished by hand using a metal float. 

A slight modification to this method was applied to concrete mixes containing the finer 
grading of CRT glass. This was to overcome problems that were experienced due to 
contamination of the glass with shards of aluminium and zinc metal. This will be 
discussed in greater detail in a later section (5.2). The aggregate was passed through a 
2.36mm sieve to remove the largest metal particles. The above mixing routine was still 
followed, however the samples were additionally shaken on a vibrating table for 
approximately 1 minute, every 30 minutes, for 2 hours, in an attempt to expel any gas 
that was evolved within the wet concrete due to reactions involving the contaminant 
metals. Samples were topped up with further concrete after this displacement had 
occurred and finished by hand using a metal float. 
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Cast specimens were cured under damp sacking and polythene until they were 
demoulded, then wrapped in damp sacking and sealed in polythene bags until they were 
tested. Details of the cast specimens are given in the following sections. 

3.3.2 Wet concrete testing 

A slump measurement of the wet concrete has been taken as a measure of the 

workability of each mix. The slump test was carried out in accordance with BS 1881-102: 
1983132. The slump cone was filled in three approximately equal layers, tamping the 

concrete with a metal rod 25 times after each addition of material to compact it. The 

surface of the cone was levelled off using a flat metal bar. The metal cone was then 

carefully lifted away from the concrete. The difference in height between the metal cone 
and the slumped concrete was measured with a metal rule to the nearest 5mm. 

The wet density of each mix was calculated in accordance with BS 1881-107: 1983133. A 

cylindrical metal container of known mass and volume was filled with concrete in five 

approximately equal layers, while being compacted on a vibrating table. The surface of 
the cylinder was levelled using a flat metal bar and any excess concrete cleaned from 
the outside of the container. The cylinder and concrete were then weighed. The density 

was calculated by subtracting the mass of the metal cylinder from the total weight and 
dividing the remainder by the known volume of the container. The density was then 
reported to the nearest 10kg/m3. 

3.3.3 Hardened concrete testing 
Compressive strength testing was carried out on 100mm concrete cubes in accordance 
with BS 1881-116: 19831 . The test faces of the cubes were first scraped with a flat 
metal plate to remove any fins remaining on the edges after demoulding. The 
dimensions of the cubes were then measured to the nearest 1 mm and the samples 
weighed to the nearest 1g. Since the samples had been stored under damp sacking and 
polythene before test and were therefore not saturated, the density of the cubes was 
determined using the volume, calculated from the measured dimensions. The condition 
of the test cube was then assessed (apparent porosity, damage to edges or corners, 
geometrically fit for test) and reported. Samples were then placed in a Controls C48 
Compression machine and a load applied at a rate of 0.25 MPa/s to catastrophic failure. 
The compressive strength was then reported to the nearest 0.5 MPa. 

3.4 Alkali-silica reaction 

3.4.1 80°C testing of mortar bars 
Rapid testing to assess the alkali-silica reactivity of the replacement aggregates has 
been carried out in accordance with the RILEM test method RILEM TC106-2: AAR 
accelerated testes, with a slight modification to the material grading used. It is very similar 
to the ASTM C1260-9486 test, as both are based on an original National Building 
Research Institute of South Africa (NBRI) test method. From this test an indication of 
potential aggregate reactivity can be obtained in a matter of days rather than weeks or 
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years. However, this test has its own limitations, which were highlighted previously 
(section 2.4.4). 

The RILEM method recommends that the material follows a specific grading. It requires 
10% of the material to be retained on a 2mm sieve, 25% each on 1 mm, 500pm and 
250pm sieves and 15% on a 125pm sieve. The grading of the CRT glass was rather fine 
and there was not a sufficient quantity of the larger fractions available to be able to re- 
grade the glass in order to meet the requirements of the standard. As mentioned earlier, 
it was decided that the ISF slag should not be dried prior to use due to the possibility of 
respirable dust, so drying and re-grading was avoided with the ISF slag also. Both 
materials were therefore used in their as-received grading. It was also felt that using an 
'artificial' grading would not represent the materials' in service characteristics. However, 
when bottle glass was used as a comparison to the CRT glass in this test, it was re- 
graded to match that of the CRT glass, so it would provide a direct comparison. 

The grading of the replacement aggregates were generally finer than the standard's 
recommendations. If, as argued previously (section 2.4.2), particles with a larger surface 
area to volume ratio are more susceptible to ASR, it might be expected that the results 
obtained from this testing would be potentially more severe than if the standard's grading 
were adopted. The results obtained are therefore relevant for this work, but could not 
necessarily be directly compared with other published literature that used the same test 
method. 

Mortar bars were made, each 250mm x 25mm x 25mm with metal inserts at each end for 
measuring purposes. Each mix used 400g cement and a water/cement ratio of 0.47. The 
control mix used 900g of inert Cheddar limestone fine aggregate. This was replaced with 
first 10% by volume of the replacement aggregate, then with 20%, then increasing in 
each mix by 10% until the mortars were made with either 70% ISF slag or 100% CRT 
glass replacement. (Due to the density and nature of the ISF slag material, suitable 
mortar samples could not be obtained at replacement levels above 70% as the ISF slag 
would settle to the bottom of the sample moulds. ) Samples were cast in this way in order 
to establish whether there was an optimum level/ pessimum proportion at which ASR 
would occur. 

The mortars were mixed in a 'Hobat paddle mixer, with a planetary driven blade and a 
mixing bowl approximately 5 litres in volume, in accordance with BS EN 196-1: 1995135. 
The water and cement were placed into the mixing bowl and mixed at low speed for 30 
seconds. The fine aggregate was then added steadily over the next 30 seconds. The 
mixer was then switched to high speed and run for a further 30 seconds, before being 
allowed to rest for 1 minute, 30 seconds. During this time any mortar adhering to the 
paddle or the mixing bowl was scraped back into the bulk of the mix using a spatula. 
Finally, the mixer was run at high speed for 60 seconds. Mortar bars were moulded in 
two approximately equal layers, paying attention to surround the metal measuring 
inserts, then compacted on a vibrating table. Samples were then stored for 24 hours 
under damp sacking and polythene, before being demoulded. 

Each set of samples was then immersed in deionised water and placed in an oven at 
80°C for 24 hours. After this time, samples were removed from the water, roughly patted 
dry with a cloth and measured using a length comparator. This figure was used as the 
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`zero' reading for the samples, as all other measurements were made after removal from 

solution at 80°C. Samples were then transferred to polypropylene Safepak containers 
with pre-heated 1M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution (40g NaOH pellets per litre of 
deionised water) and returned to the oven for storage at 80°C for 14 days. The NaOH 
provides sufficient alkali to cause expansion in the samples due to ASR in the presence 
of a potentially reactive aggregate material. 

Samples were removed from their storage containers periodically for measurement 
purposes. Measurements were made using the length comparator, which was designed 
to accommodate the metal inserts that were cast into each prism. The apparatus had a 
digital gauge that measured accurate to 0.001 mm. From the expansion measurements 
that were made, the percentage expansion, relative to the original sample length, could 
be calculated. Samples were then examined petrographically and using SEM to confirm 
whether ASR had occurred. 

3.4.2 60°C and 38°C testing of concrete prisms 
Long term testing (though still accelerated compared to field exposure conditions) to 
assess the alkali-silica reactivity of the replacement aggregates has been carried out 
using two different methods. Both measure the degree of expansion of concrete prisms 
that have been stored at elevated temperatures. BS 812-123: 199982 tests samples 
stored at 38°C for a minimum of 1 year. RILEM/ TC-ARP/ 01/2083 tests samples stored 
at 60°C for 20 weeks. 

Both methods require concrete prisms (200mm x 75mm x 75mm) to be cast with metal 
inserts at either end for measurement purposes. Mixing followed the method given in 
section 3.3.1. Once demoulded, samples were wrapped in twill cotton cloth and sealed 
inside polythene tubing. They were then placed in individual polythene bags, before 
being transferred to rigid, polypropylene Safepak containers with approximately 20- 
40mm of water in the base. Samples were raised above this water level using a plastic 
support. This set-up maintained a high relative humidity around the wrapped prisms 
during storage (reported to be >96% relative humidity82). Samples were measured 
periodically using a length comparator and examined microscopically in the same way as 
the samples discussed in the previous section on 80°C ASR testing. 

Concrete prisms were cast containing ISF slag as 100% volume replacement for the fine 
aggregate (5-0mm) normally present in the mix, with a cement content of 300 kglm3, 
giving a calculated alkali content of 1.8 kg/m3 Na2Oeg9. Inert Cheddar limestone was 
used as the coarse aggregate, as detailed later in section 5.1. Further prisms were cast 
using mix water with additions of NaOH to provide an artificially elevated alkali content. 
This raised the total alkali content of the mix to 7.0 kg/m3 Na2Oeq, which had been used 
in previous studies136 and simulates the highest level that might be anticipated in 
concrete. 

The purpose of the series of CRT glass concrete mixes tested by these methods was to 
assess the effectiveness and suitability of established ASR mitigation techniques given 
in BRE Digest 33051, as well as more recent guidance specified in the BRE Information 

g Na20q = alkali content, expressed as an equivalent concentration of sodium oxide 
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Paper, IP1/0272, to see if they could be successfully applied to this aggregate. These 

included partial replacement of cement with pulverised fuel ash (PFA) and ground 

granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), as well as the use of lithium salts - lithium 

hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH. H20) and lithium nitrate (LiNO3), in the concrete mix 

water. 

BRE Digest 33051 categorises aggregates into reactivity classes - low, medium and high. 

Appropriate guidance for the use of ASR mitigation techniques is then provided 
according to the anticipated aggregate reactivity. Low reactivity aggregates are those of 

rock types that have not been implicated in damaging ASR in field concrete's in the UK. 

According to the 38°C ASR test on concrete prisms, BS 812-123: 199982, aggregates 
may be deemed of low reactivity if the expansion of prisms does not exceed 0.10% 

within 12 months of testing. (They may be classed as unreactive if the expansion does 

not exceed 0.05% in 12 months. ) The term normal reactivity covers most aggregates 
extracted in the UK. Aggregates may be considered of normal reactivity if the expansion 
in the 38°C prism test is between 0.10-0.20%. High reactivity aggregates are those that 

react at lower alkali levels than the more common UK concreting aggregates. Recycled 

aggregates, such as those processed from demolition waste, are generally classed as 
high reactivity, as there is little experience of the ASR behaviour of such aggregate 
sources. Aggregates are considered of high reactivity if the expansion in the 38°C prism 
test is above 0.20%. 

All mitigation additives were initially used at a dose recommended for high reactivity UK 

aggregate materials. Later, further samples were cast with PFA and GGBS at a dosage 

recommended for normal reactivity aggregates for comparative purposes. As with the 
ISF slag mixes, CRT glass was used as 100% fine aggregate in the concrete, with inert 
Cheddar limestone as the coarse aggregate. Details of these mixes are given later in 
section 5.2. 

3.4.3 Petrographic examination 
Microscopic examination is an essential technique in the detection and confirmation of 
ASR in concrete and mortar samples. Optical microscopy was carried out on a research 
grade Carl Zeiss transmitted light polarising microscope using thin sample sections of 
approximately 30pm thickness. The sections were prepared by impregnating concrete/ 
mortar samples with an epoxy resin containing a fluorescent dye. The resin was made 
up using 10 parts resin to 1 part hardener, with the dye added at a concentration of 5g/L 
of epoxy resin. Once the resin had hardened (at least 8 hours in an oven set at 40°C), 
one side of the sample was finely ground on an 'Abwood' surface grinder. This used a 
diamond impregnated grinding cup wheel with an oil coolant. The oil coolant is preferred 
as various concrete features, in particular ASR gel, are sensitive to water. This provided 
a flat surface that was then lapped using a 'Logitech LP40 auto' lapping machine with 
15pm aluminium oxide abrasive and oil lapping medium. The sample was then cleaned 
and glued to a frosted glass slide. The excess material was cut off the sample using a 
'Beuhler Petro-thin' thin sectioning system, which used a continuous rim diamond cutting 
blade with an oil coolant. This left a slice of material approximately 300pm thick on the 
slide. 
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The remaining sample was gradually reduced to a thickness of approximately 35pm 

using the 'Logitech LP40 auto' lapping machine and the abrasive medium mentioned 
above. The final 30Nm thickness was obtained by hand using a 15pm, then 9Nm 

aluminium oxide oil abrasive on a glass plate. This reduced the sample to the desired 
thickness and removed any residual dirt remaining from the lapping process. The 
finished slide was then covered with a glass slip before it could be examined under the 

microscope. 

3.5 Leaching of metal ions 

As mentioned in an earlier section (2.4.5), leach testing is an area of some controversy. 
It therefore seems appropriate to give some justification to the methods that were chosen 
for this project work. 

Relevant literature101 has indicated the general leaching characteristics of a selection of 
metal ions with varying pH, including lead, zinc and barium. It was apparent that leaching 

of these ions would be greatest in solutions of pH 11 and above, which would be 

expected in wet concrete. Leaching of the aggregates in a high pH solution was 
therefore of interest, as well as in deionised water, to assess the availability of these 
metal ions in the concrete mix water and gauge whether they were likely to influence the 
retardation of setting concrete. Rapid, small-scale leach tests were also developed to 
give an indication of the leaching behaviour over time and potentially to suggest the 
possible mechanism(s) by which leaching was occurring (e. g. surface wash off, or 
diffusion controlled). 

The leaching behaviour of concrete containing the replacement aggregate materials was 
obviously also important. If a concrete member were subject to leaching from rainwater 
or groundwater in the environment then the pH of the leaching solution would be dictated 
by the concrete itself. It was therefore accepted that leaching the concrete in deionised 
water, then measuring the final pH of the solution, would be most appropriate. 

A tank-style leach test (see section 3.5.1 below) was chosen to approximately simulate 
potential in-service leaching of concrete cubes containing the aggregates. However, it 
was appreciated that if the concrete were to become damaged in any way that would 
expose the replacement aggregates, leaching might be expected to increase from the 
concrete. Concrete samples were therefore crushed to expose the aggregate surfaces 
and tested in a tumble-style leach test (see section 3.5.2 below), with the intention of 
simulating a worst case scenario for the leaching of metal ions from the concrete. 

All solutions that were obtained from leach testing were analysed by inductively coupled 
plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), which was carried out by a specialist 
laboratoryh, as the facility was otherwise unavailable. All sample solutions were vacuum 
filtered through 45pm membrane filters, transferred to 125ml HOPE plastic sample 
bottles, then fixed with concentrated nitric acid to preserve the solutions. All samples 
were at least analysed for the metal ions lead, zinc and barium. Some were additionally 
analysed for some, or all of the following: strontium, arsenic, calcium, silicon, sodium and 
potassium. 

h Butterworth Labs Limited, 54-56 Waldegrave Road, Teddington, TW 1I 8NY, UK 
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3.5.1 Tank-style leach test of monolithic samples 
The first method employed was a draft European Standard (CEN/TC 292, Draft prEN 
XXXX)131 that is suitable for testing concrete cubes containing the secondary 
aggregates. This is a tank-style test that involves mild agitation of the liquid surrounding 
the sample and is supposed to better simulate potential in-service leaching. The surface 
area of the sample available for leaching is considered of greatest influence in this test. 
The leachant volume required (in ml) is five times the surface area of the sample under 
test (600cm2), therefore 3 litres of water was used. Polypropylene containers were used 
for this leach testing rather than glass containers, since the aggregates under test are 
glassy in nature and the use of glass equipment could affect the results obtained. 

3.5.2 Tumble-style leach test of aggregate and crushed concrete 
This is a four-part British and European standard that appears to have been recognised 
by the UK Environment Agency (EA), aimed at assessing granular wastes and sludges 
(BS EN 12457 Parts 1-4)106. The various parts of this method are suitable for testing both 
the secondary aggregate material (<4mm grading) and crushed concrete containing the 
aggregates (>5<10mm grading). Guidance is given by the EA regarding the acceptable 
levels of certain heavy metal ions permissible in such leach tests, in order that they 
satisfy criteria set for the landfill of waste107. These figures can be used as a guide to 
assess the leach results obtained from this work, although it is realised that a different 
criteria might be used to ultimately assess the environmental suitability of the materials. 

The method involves constant agitation of the sample in an end-over-end tumbler. It is 
relatively severe, with the intention of determining the maximum level of pollutants that 
are likely to be leached from a given material. It was hoped that this will give a worst 
case scenario of the leaching potential of the slag and the glass. Polypropylene 
containers were used rather than glass, so they did not affect the results obtained from 
the glassy aggregates being tested. (Although theoretically the polypropylene containers 
could contaminate the samples, it would be an organic contaminant, which would not 
affect the inorganic species being analysed for. ) A liquid to solid ratio (US) = 10 is 
specified for this test. Therefore, 175g of sample was leached in 1.75 litres of deionised 
water, for a period of 24 hours. 

A pH 13 buffer solution was also used for this work, replacing the deionised water in the 
leach tests, in order to simulate the behaviour of the aggregates in a high alkali 
environment, such as a concrete mix. The buffer was made up from 660ml of 0.2M 
NaOH and 250ml of 0.2M KCI, topped up to 1 litre with deionised water, for every litre of 
buffer required. 

3.5.3 Variation on tumble-style leach test 
As a means of testing smaller quantities of the materials, the tumble style leach test was 
varied as follows. Instead of using 175g of sample in 1.75 litres of solution, 35g of 
sample was leached in 350ml of solution. All other testing criteria remained the same 
and the US = 10 was therefore maintained. This method was used to test the ISF slag 
and CRT glass aggregates in association with PFA and GGBS. 
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3.5.4 Rapid small-scale tumble leach test of aggregate 
This second method has also been used as a basis for designing a very rapid, small 
scale leach test, to give an indication as to how quickly metal ions are able to leach from 

the aggregates into solution. As a deviation from the standard, 35g samples (rather than 
175g) of ISF slag and CRT glass were tested at a liquid/ solid ratio (US) of 10 for 15,30 

and 60 minutes only, rather than 24 hours. Aggregate samples were tested in de-ionised 

water and additionally in a pH 13 buffer solution, to simulate the high alkali environment 
of a concrete mix, as this could influence the availability of metal ions from the glass and 
the slag. 

3.6 Retardation of concrete set 

3.6.1 Scanning and transmission electron microscopy of ISF slag 
SEM analysis was carried out on a Camscan scanning electron microscope with an 
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) detector. This microscope was fitted with a cryo- 
stage to allow examination of samples that have been effectively 'frozen' in liquid 

nitrogen. This technique was used to analyse mortar containing ISF slag, which was 
suffering from delayed setting. The ISF slag was passed through a 300pm sieve and a 
150pm sieve. Only the material retained on the 150pm sieve was used in the mortar mix. 
This allowed better distinction between the finer cement particles and the aggregate 
particles under the microscope, due to their relative sizes. The mortar was mixed and 
stored for approximately 18 hours before being quenched in liquid nitrogen and 
transferred to the SEM, to ensure that the hydration of the mortar mix was being retarded 
while examined. It was then placed onto the cryo-stage and the surface fractured using a 
sharp blade before it was transferred into the SEM's sample chamber. The sample was 
then observed using secondary electrons to see if there was any evidence of phases 
coating the cement particles. An equivalent mortar containing a limestone control 
aggregate was examined for comparison. The control mortar was only stored for 1 hour 
prior to quenching in liquid nitrogen, so it too would be in the early stages of the 
hydration reaction. 

TEM analysis was carried out on a Philips EM420 transmission electron microscope, 
which was also fitted with an EDS detector. Details of the sample preparation methods 
used were given in an earlier section (3.2.6). 

3.6.2 XRD analysis 
XRD analysis was carried out as described earlier in the section on characterisation of 
the materials (3.2.5). 

3.6.3 Thermogravimetric analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out on my behalf by Beverley Lane at Sheffield 
University, using a Perkin-Elmer Thermogravimetric Analyser. Samples were heated 
over a range from 40 to 600°C at a rate of 10°C per minute in a flowing nitrogen 
atmosphere. The samples tested by this method were a selection from those that had 
been quenched for XRD analysis, discussed earlier in section 3.2.5. These included raw 
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cement and ISF slag samples as well as small scale ISF slag mortars that were 
quenched in acetone during their hydration period at 2,24,48 and 72 hours and cement 
alone that had been quenched after 24 hours hydration. 

3.6.4 Isothermal conduction calorimetry (ICC) 

A JAF Isothermal Conduction Calorimeter was used to track the heat evolution during 

the cement hydration process. This technique was seen to be more accurate than the 
larger-scale temperature monitoring that was carried out using concrete cubes and 
allowed the use of small (-30g) samples. 

Samples were mixed externally then transferred to the calorimeter for testing. The 

mortars were made up in sealable polythene bags. The water was weighed into the bag, 
then any additive to be used weighed and dissolved in the mix water. The cement and 
aggregates were weighed out separately and mixed together in their dry state before 
being added to the bag and sealed. The mortar was then mixed by hand by manipulating 
the mortar within the bag for 1 minute. The bag was then secured around a metal disc to 

which was fixed a small (6 x 10mm) heater within an aluminium pot (approximately 
60mm diameter) filled with oil. This was placed inside the calorimeter pot and submerged 
within a water bath maintained at 20°C. An electrical output proportional to the heat flow 
from the sample was generated. This was logged by a computer over the course of 
several days to track the progress of the hydration reaction within the sample. Once the 
sample run was completed, the output was calibrated by applying a known current to the 
system via the heater located within the aluminium sample pot. The computer then 
utilised the calibration data obtained and provided the output from the sample in units of 
Watts/kg against time. 

The mortar samples used for this work were made from aggregate that had been ground 
to pass 150pm sieve, to allow even heat distribution throughout the sample when the 
cement hydrated. It was accepted that grinding the sample might increase the 
retardation experienced with the ISF slag, due to the higher surface areal volume ratio 
that would result. However, any additives that showed promising results during this 
testing were incorporated into full-scale concrete mixes and tested using internal 
thermistors (as detailed in section 3.6.1) to assess their suitability. 

The mortar mixes used the same cement/ aggregate ratio as the main concrete mixes 
used for this work (0.4). Inert Thames Valley natural sand aggregate (TVS, 5-0mm 
grading) was replaced by first 20%, then 40,60,80 and 100% by volume of ISF slag, to 
compensate for the different density of the two aggregate materials. The water/ cement 
ratio was increased for this testing compared to the main concrete mixes, from 0.60 to 
1.00. This was decided after it had been established from the internal temperature 
monitoring of concrete samples that the water/cement ratio of a mix containing the ISF 
slag did not significantly influence its delaying behaviour (see Figure 8.19, section 8.6.1). 
The increase in water allowed a workable mortar to be made, despite the high surface 
area of the aggregates used. 

It was established from this testing that a 60% volume replacement with ISF slag 
resulted in a delay in the setting process that was close to that experienced with the 
main ISF concrete mixes used for this work (approx. 40 hours to start of hydration with 
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60% ISF in calorimetry experiments compared to approx. 48 hours in the concrete 
testing). The 60% replacement level was therefore adopted to test the effect of various 
additives on the setting behaviour. 

During thermistor testing of concrete containing NaOH for ASR testing purposes, it was 
noted that the NaOH appeared to prevent the delay in the setting process that was 
usually witnessed with the ISF slag. The equivalent concentration of this additive was 
therefore used in the calorimeter experiments as a comparison. Other additives, that had 
been suggested as possible set accelerators", were tested at an equivalent molar 
concentration to the sodium, so the effectiveness of various cations as accelerators 
could be compared. The molar concentration was calculated to be 0.00475 moles in the 
30g (or equivalent) mixes tested in the calorimeter. 

An established accelerator of concrete hydration is calcium chloride (CaCl2), which is 
commonly used at a concentration of 2% of the mass of the cement138. This level was 
used for the calorimeter work and, again, other additives were tested at an equivalent 
molar concentration to the calcium from the CaCl2, so various cations could be 
compared. The molar concentration was calculated to be 0.0015 moles in the 30g (or 
equivalent) mixes tested in the calorimeter. 

These two molar concentrations were used as a 'high' and 'low' addition level for all of 
the additives tested. Various group I and II elements were trialled to see if they could 
overcome the delay in set that was experienced with the ISF slag and potentially indicate 
a possible mechanism by which the retardation was occurring. TVS mortars were also 
dosed with additions of lead and zinc oxide (each at 0.2g) to confirm that these ions 
produced a retarding effect on cement hydration and to give an indication as to the 
length of retardation that was caused by arbitrary additions of these metal ions. PFA and 
GGBS additions were tested at a 35% cement replacement in mixes containing the ISF 
slag. The mix details for the mortars are given in Table 3.2, while the additives used are 
shown in Table 3.3. The 60% ISF slag mix used with the additives is highlighted in bold. 
Additives marked with an asterisk (*) in the tables were mixed with the aggregates in 
their powder form, as they were simulating a species that would have come from the 
aggregate initially (i. e. Pb or Zn). All other additives were dissolved in the mix water 
before the cement and aggregates were added. 

3.6.5 Temperature monitoring of ISF slag concrete 
This technique appears to be similar to the embedded thermocouple method used by 
Bushnell-Watson & Sharp139. However, this testing has been carried out on larger 
volumes of concrete (150mm cubes) in insulated moulds, rather than small tubes of 
cement paste in a temperature controlled water bath. A temperature monitor (thermistor), 
attached to a length of 10mm diameter doweling, was placed in the centre of an insulated 150mm square mould. The thermistor was then connected to an 8 bit Grant 
Squirrel data logger. A second thermistor was also connected to the data logger to 
monitor the temperature external to the mould (ambient temperature). The mould was 
then filled with concrete and the logger set to record the temperature at intervals of 15 
minutes, accurate to the nearest 0.5°C. The data logger was downloaded periodically 
throughout the course of the experiment, until the concrete within the mould had set. 
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Details of the concrete mixes tested by this method are given in Table 5.2. Additionally, 
several additives that had been shown to be useful at overcoming the delay in set 
caused by the ISF slag during testing by ICC were also scaled up and tested in concrete 
by this method. The additives included calcium nitrate (at low and high addition levels), 

calcium chloride (high addition), barium chloride (low addition), magnesium chloride and 
nitrate (both high addition) and potassium hydroxide (high addition). The actual 
quantities used are included in Table 5.3 in the section on concrete mixes. 

Table 3.2: Mortar mixes used for ICC 

Cement TVS ISF Additives Total 
Experiment (g) aggregate aggregate (g) Water (g) weight 

(g) (g) (g) 
TVS control 8.5 21.5 0.0 0.0 8.5 30.0 
TVS + ISF 20% 8.5 17.2 6.5 0.0 8.5 32.2 
TVS + ISF 40% 8.5 12.9 12.9 0.0 8.5 34.3 
TVS + ISF 60% 8.5 8.6 19.4 0.0 8.5 36.5 
TVS + ISF 80% 8.5 4.3 25.8 0.0 8.5 38.6 
ISF 100% 8.5 0.0 32.3 0.0 8.5 40.8 
TVS + 0.2g ZnO* 8.5 21.5 0.0 0.2 8.5 30.2 
TVS + 0.2g PbO* 8.5 21.5 0.0 0.2 8.5 30.2 
ISF 60% + PFA 
(35% cement 5.5 8.6 19.4 3.0 8.5 36.5 
replacement) 
ISF 60% + GGBS 
(35% cement 5.5 8.6 19.4 3.0 8.5 36.5 
replacement) 

Table 3.3: Additives tested in association with ISF slag, by ICC 

Cation -ý 
Anion .. Ca Na K Mg Li Sr Ba 

CI X X XX XXX 
NO X X XX X 
OH X X X X1 I 
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4 Characterisation of materials 

4.1 Physical properties 
Table 4.1 gives the particle density, percentage water absorption, average moisture 
content and grading details of the replacement aggregates used in this study. Two 
grades of CRT glass were tested. Both were classed as 5-0mm aggregate, although one 
was towards the finer end of this limit (F) and the other towards the coarser boundary 
(C). 

Table 4.1: Physical properties of the replacement aggregates 

ISF slag CRT glass (C) CRT glass (F) 
Particle density on SSD basis (Mg/m3) 3.88 2.91 2.91 
Water absorption (% of dry mass) 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Average moisture content (%) 1.57 2.09 1.15 

Grading sieve sizes (mm) Percen tage of material p assing 
5.00 99.76 99.68 99.76 
2.36 98.42 77.53 99.41 
1.18 85.61 44.00 98.51 
0.60 48.75 21.24 78.86 
0.30 10.69 10.38 31.17 
0.15 1.93 5.18 1.57 

It can be seen that the density of the ISF slag is significantly higher than that of the CRT 
glass, which in turn is generally higher than most natural aggregates (-2.6 Mg/m) . The 
grading results obtained fall within the boundaries accepted for a medium grade sand, as 
defined by BS 882: 1992129, which should now qualify as a 0/4 or 0/2 (MP) fine aggregate 

130 under the more recent standard, BS EN 12620.140 

Other materials utilised in the work were standard lab-stock materials, whose physical 
properties have been provided by the supplier. Basic physical properties of the control 
aggregates are given in Table 4.2. These figures are used when designing concrete 
mixes according to the method given in section 3.3.1. Details of the cement used for the 
majority of this work are given in Table 4.3. An additional, high alkali cement was also 
used in some testing, the details of which are given in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.2: Physical properties of control aggregates 
(analysis by STATS Laboratories`) 

Cheddar 
limestone 

Cheddar 
limestone 

Cheddar 
limestone 

Thames 
Valley sand 

Grading range (mm) 20-10 10-5 5-0 5-0 

Particle density on SSD basis (Mglm3) 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 

Water absorption (% of dry mass) 0.30 0.53 2.20 1.40 

Average moisture content (%) 0 (dry) 0 (dry) 0 (dry) 0 (dry) 

Table 4.3: Bogue analysis of Portland cement 
(analysis supplied by Castle Cement Ltd) 

Compound wt % wt % 
Si02 21.1 Free CaO 1.6 
AI203 4.7 Total alkali equivalent 0.6 
Fe203 2.7 (Na2Oeq) 
CaO 64.5 
MgO 1.3 
SO3 3.3 
K20 0.7 Cement compounds wt % 
Na20 0.2 C3S 52.6 
CI <0.1 C2S 20.4 
Insoluble residue 0.5 C3A 7.7 
Loss on ignition 1.3 C4AF 8.1 

Table 4.4: Bogue analysis of high alkali Portland cement 
(analysis by QED Independent Testing and Consultancy Ltdk) 

Compound wt % wt 
Si02 20.1 Free CaO 2.5 
A1203 4.9 Total alkali equivalent 4 1 
Fe203 3.4 (Na2O) . 
CaO 61.6 
MgO 2.6 
SO3 3.4 
K20 1.1 Cement compounds wt % 
Na20 0.5 C3S 42.9 
Cl <0.1 C2S 24.4 
Insoluble residue 1.1 C34 7.4 
Loss on ignition 1.9 C4AF 10.2 

STATS Laboratories, Porterswood House, Porters Wood, St Albans, AL3 6PQ, UK 
I Castle Cement Ltd, Ribblesdale Works, Clitheroe, Lancashire, BB7 4QF, UK 
k QED Independent Testing & Consultancy Ltd. Bucknalls Lane, Garston, Watford, WD25 9XX, UK 
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4.2 XRF composition analysis 
Table 4.5 shows the percentage (by mass) of each element present in the secondary 
aggregate materials in their fully oxidised state. Any elements that formed gases during 
the oxidation process will have been released from the sample and of these, sulfur 
trioxide was analysed for. It is notable that under the loss on ignition, the ISF slag 
sample actually shows a net gain in mass. This is most probably due to the oxidation of 
elements in the ISF slag. 

Table 4.5: Results of XRF analysis of the aggregates (as mass %) 

Ig Bottle Oxide (%) ISF sla 9 ., i'Moo minne 
Silicon dioxide Si02 18.89 58.05 71.88 
Titanium (IV) oxide Ti02 0.40 0.25 0.04 
Aluminium oxide A1203 8.52 2.98 1.02 
Iron (III) oxide Fe203 39.15 0.34 0.12 
Calcium oxide CaO 13.92 1.56 8.62 
Magnesium oxide MgO 2.05 0.71 3.79 
Potassium oxide K20 0.57 7.06 0.51 
Sodium oxide Na20 0.98 7.28 13.38 
Phosphorus (V) oxide P205 0.36 <0.02 <0.02 
Chromium (III) oxide Cr203 0.19 0.02 <0.01 
Manganese (II, III) oxide Mn304 1.12 0.02 0.01 
Zirconium (IV) oxide Zr02 <0.02 1.10 <0.02 
Hafnium oxide Hf02 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 
Lead (II) oxide PbO 1.37 7.41 <0.02 
Zinc oxide ZnO 13.95 0.21 <0.01 
Rarh im nvirin Rn(1 A RR R 07 n Al 

Strontium oxide SrO 0.07 4.87 <0.01 
Tin (IV) oxide Sn02 0.03 0.02 <0.01 
Copper (II) oxide CuO 0.62 0.62 <0.01 
Cerium (IV) oxide CeO2 <0.01 0.20 <0.01 
Arsenic (III) oxide As203 0.36 <0.01 <0.01 
Niobium (V) oxide Nb205 <0.01 0.05 <0.01 
Nickel (II) oxide NiO <0.01 0.02 <0.01 
Loss/Gain on ignition (-/+) 6.19 -0.22 -0.15 
Sulfur trioxide 
(remaining after LOI and fusion) SO 3 3.77 <0.05 0.21 

Total 97.02 99.98 99.53 
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The relatively low total for the slag sample is thought to be due to the presence of 
elements that were not analysed for by this XRF analysis, such as other transition 
metals. Several transition metals have been shown to be present in relatively small 
quantities (Ti02 = 0.40%, Mn304 = 1.12%, CuO = 0.62%). If others that were not 
analysed for were present in similar quantities, they could potentially account for the -3% 
shortfall witnessed. 

The presence of lead and other heavy metal ions in the CRT glass and the ISF slag bias 
the composition results when considered on a mass basis. The main elemental 
composition has therefore been recalculated on a molar basis and summarised in 
Table 4.6. For this calculation to be made, the mass % totals in the previous table have 
been rounded to 100%. The values in Table 4.6 are therefore only approximate. 

Table 4.6: Main elements present in the aggregates (as molar %) 

Oxide (Molar %) ISF slag 
CRT 
glass 

Bottle 
glass 

Silicon dioxide Si02 26.84 69.72 71.35 
Aluminium oxide A1203 7.13 2.11 0.60 
Iron (III) oxide Fe203 20.93 0.15 0.04 
Calcium oxide CaO 21.19 2.01 9.17 
Magnesium oxide MgO 4.34 1.27 5.61 
Potassium oxide K20 0.52 5.41 0.32 
Sodium oxide Na20 1.35 8.48 12.88 
Lead (II) oxide PbO 0.52 2.40 0.00 
Zinc oxide ZnO 14.63 0.19 0.00 
Barium oxide BaO 0.37 3.28 0.00 
Strontium oxide SrO 0.06 3.39 0.00 

The addition of CaO to silicate glass is known to increase its durability up to a 
concentration of 10 mol%. At high pH (-10), silica (Si02) extraction will be high for low 
CaO glasses141. CRT glass might be expected to be of lower durability at high pH than 
the bottle glass, as it has a lower CaO content. If the silica is more readily available in 
the CRT glass, it would be expected to facilitate ASR. 

The ISF slag is relatively low in silica compared to the glass samples. However the silica 
present is assumed to be amorphous, as indicated by the amorphous background hump 
on the XRD traces obtained (see section 4.3.3 below). The majority of the ISF slag is 
composed of iron, calcium and zinc, although this analysis does not indicate the form in 
which these ions are present, for instance whether they are present as metallic 
inclusions, oxides, or sulfides. The high CaO content may provide some durability to the 
glass structure, making it less prone to silica leaching at high pH and therefore less 
susceptible to ASR attack. However, the silica content may be sufficiently low to reduce 
the risk of ASR regardless of the CaO content. 
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4.3 XRD analysis 
XRD analysis was carried out on the raw cement and ground samples of Cheddar 
limestone aggregate and ISF slag. Additionally, results are included here for cement 
hydration over time and CRT glass mortar hydration over time. The legends on the 
figures indicate the compounds that best fit the traces obtained. The numbers in square 
brackets refer to the compound's index card number in the Powder Diffraction File 
database. 

4.3.1 Raw cement 
The XRD trace obtained from raw cement was essentially identical to that obtained after 
a hydrating cement sample was quenched in acetone after 2 hours from mixing, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. It is therefore not duplicated here. 

4.3.2 Cheddar limestone control aggregate 
The trace obtained for the Cheddar limestone control aggregate was a good match for 
calcium carbonate. The trace is shown in Figure 4.1. Only two small peaks at 26.6 and 
44.8° 20 could not be identified. The calcium carbonate peaks are so intense it is 
suspected that they may be masking other peaks that would give an indication of any 
other compounds present. 
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Figure 4.1: XRD trace of Cheddar limestone control aggregate 

4.3.3 ISF slag 
It was more difficult to identify the peaks from the ISF slag sample than any others, as 
the trace had an amorphous background hump which may have masked some of the 
peaks. In particular, there was uncertainty as to whether lead could be identified on the 
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trace. Possible lead peaks coincided with other compounds that appeared to be present, 
thus no definitive identification for lead could be made. However, as lead was known to 

be present in the ISF slag, it seemed reasonable to include the possible peak positions 
for lead on the XRD trace in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: XRD trace of ISF slag 

4.3.4 Hydrated cement 
A sample of hydrating cement was quenched in acetone at 2,4,6 and 24 hours after 
mixing, as well as at 7 and 28 days of age. Figure 4.3 shows the XRD trace obtained 
from the sample quenched at 2 hours and Figure 4.4 shows the trace obtained after 
quenching at 28 days. The compounds identified in the cement samples include calcium 
silicate from the raw cement (C3S - Ca3SiO5) and calcium hydroxide/ Portlandite (CH - 
Ca(OH)2), which is a cement hydration product. The 2 hour sample shows small peaks at 
locations where CH peaks would be (18.0 and 50.8° 20). This is possibly due to some 
localised crystallisation of CH during the early stages of hydration. However, large peaks 
attributable to CH were not apparent until after 24 hours, suggesting that cement 
hydration was well underway by this time. The intensity of the CH peaks increased up to 
28 days of age. The C3S intensity gradually decreased over time, suggesting that it was 
being converted to CH and other hydration products, such as calcium silicate hydrate 
(CSH - not detected by XRD as non-crystalline), during the hydration reaction. 

After 24 hours, as witnessed in the 28 day sample, calcium carbonate (CC - CaCO3) 
was also apparent. CH in the hydrating samples had apparently become carbonated 
when exposed to carbon dioxide in the atmosphere during sample preparation. Peaks 
that have not been labelled in the figures could not be matched with confidence. Their 
intensities were evidently insufficient, relative to the larger peaks present, for them to be 
identified using the compound-matching software. 
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Figure 4.4: Hydrated cement, quenched after 28 days 

4.3.5 CRT and bottle glass in hydrating mortars 
XRD traces were not carried out on the CRT or bottle glass alone, as they are 
amorphous and would not be expected to produce any distinguishable peaks from XRD. 
However, XRD was carried out on crushed mortar samples containing the CRT and 
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Figure 4.3: Hydrated cement, quenched after 2 hours 



bottle glass. Both produced a large amorphous background hump, with the only 
identifiable peaks corresponding to those present in the cement. The presence of the 

glass did not appear to cause a variation in the behaviour of the cement and the traces 

were comparable to those obtained from cement hydration, apart from some obvious 
distortion and masking of peaks by the amorphous background hump. As an example, 
the 28 day quenched data for the CRT glass/ cement sample is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: CRT glass mortar hydration, quenched after 28 days 

4.4 

4.4.1 

SEM analysis of the aggregates 

ISF slag 
The ISF slag was mounted in resin and observed by SEM. The images reported here 
were obtained using the Jeol microscope using a windowless EDS detector. Figure 4.6 
shows a backscattered electron image of a slag particle containing bright, spherical 
inclusions. Figure 4.7 is a general EDS analysis of the particle showing it largely to 
consist of silicon, calcium, iron and zinc, with traces of lead. The brightest regions 
(indicated by A) are shown by EDS (Figure 4.8) to consist of lead with no other elements 
in appreciable amounts, suggesting that these are metallic lead inclusions. Lead only 
appeared to be present in such inclusions, rather than being distributed throughout the 
bulk of the material. Smaller inclusions were also less frequently detected (indicated by 
B). When magnified (Figure 4.10), it could be seen that this too contained brighter 
regions of lead. However, the remainder of the inclusion was shown by EDS (Figure 4.9) 
to be iron with minor counts from other elements, suggesting such regions to be metallic 
iron inclusions. 
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On closer inspection it was apparent that the bulk of the material consisted of two main 
phases, as seen in Figure 4.11. (Increased magnification of region X in Figure 4.6) The 

darker regions of the bulk aggregate contained mainly silicon, calcium and iron (Figure 
4.12), while the brighter areas were high in sulfur, zinc and iron (Figure 4.13). The 

brighter regions could therefore potentially be zinc sulfide, which would correspond to the 

results obtained from XRD analysis of the ISF slag (section 4.3.3). 

4.4.2 CRT glass 
The images reported here were obtained using the Camscan microscope, fitted with an 
EDS detector. Figure 4.14 shows a general backscattered electron image of the CRT 

glass mounted in resin. Some particles appear darker in colour than others, suggesting 
that different types of glass are present. From EDS analysis, it was apparent that the 
lighter particles, indicated by C, were lead-containing glass (Figure 4.15) while the darker 

particles, indicated by D, were barium containing (Figure 4.16). This is not particularly 
surprising, since the sample of glass used for this study comprised of crushed, mixed 
glass from all parts of a CRT. Lead is often found in the neck and funnel glass of a CRT, 

while barium and strontium tend to be used instead of lead in the plate/ screen glass of 
newer CRTs. The ions present seem to be uniformly distributed throughout their 
respective particles and individual glass particles do not contain any concentrated 
inclusions of any particular ion. 
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Figure 4.6: Backscattered electron image of 1SF slag in resin, showing bright 
inclusions 
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Figure 4.7: General EDS analysis of 1SF slag particle 
(whole area of image shown in Figure 4.6) 
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Figure 4.8: EDS analysis of bright inclusion (A) within ISF slag particle 

cps 

Figure 4.9: EDS analysis of bright inclusion (B) In ISF slag particle 
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Figure 4.10: Backscattered electron image enlargement of Fe-rich 
inclusion (B) in ISF slag 

Figure 4.11: Magnified backscattered electron image of bulk of ISF slag particle 
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Figure 4.13: EDS analysis of the brighter regions in the bulk of the ISF slag 

However, it can be seen (indicated by E) that there is a distinctly bright particle that, from 
EDS analysis, was apparently a shard of aluminium (Figure 4.17). On further 
examination of the sample, zinc metal shards were also observed (though much less 
frequently than aluminium). However, the EDS scan was not recorded so cannot be 
included here. The CRT glass that had been supplied from the processor had apparently 
been contaminated with shards of these metals as a result of a newly adopted 
processing method. The implications of this contamination are included in a later section 
(5.2). 

4.5 TEM analysis of the ISF slag 
Since TEM was to be carried out on crushed, quenched mortars containing the ISF slag 
to see if there were any gel coatings present around the cement grains, it was necessary 
to characterise the relevant materials using this technique. The cement, the limestone 
control aggregate and the ISF slag were all examined by TEM with EDS analysis and 
selected area diffraction patterns taken, to identify whether regions were crystalline (with 
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Figure 4.12: EDS analysis of darker regions in the bulk of the ISF slag 
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diffraction spot patterns) or amorphous (with ring patterns). All scale indicators used are 
approximate. 

Figure 4.14: Backscattered electron image of CRT glass in resin 
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Figure 4.15: EDS analysis of brighter particles (C) in CRT glass sample 
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Figure 4.16: EDS analysis of darker particles (D) in CRT glass sample 
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Figure 4.17: EDS analysis of apparent metal inclusion (E) in CRT glass sample 

Figure 4.18 shows a raw/ unhydrated cement particle, as viewed by TEM. The inset 
image shows a diffraction pattern of the grain. The amorphous rings appear to 
correspond to those obtained from the carbon film on which the sample is held, which 
must have been detected during the analysis. The spots visible on the diffraction pattern 
indicate that the cement is at least partially crystalline. 

Figure 4.19 shows crushed limestone aggregate particles, as viewed by TEM. The inset 
image is the diffraction pattern of the grain. Unlike the pattern from the raw cement, there 
are no amorphous rings apparent, suggesting from the spot pattern obtained that the 
aggregate is crystalline. 
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Figure 4.18: TEM image and diffraction pattern from cement particle 

Due to the samples being finely ground before examination by TEM, the observed 
cement and aggregate particles did not show any distinguishing features with which they 

could be identified from each other when mixed as mortars. It was therefore necessary to 

carry out EDS analysis on particles to determine what was being viewed. Figure 4.20 

shows that the raw cement particles comprise mainly of calcium and silicon at a ratio of 
approximately 3: 1. The scan from the limestone control aggregate (Figure 4.21) shows 
mainly calcium to be present. When the ISF slag was analysed by EDS, different scans 
were obtained depending on which particles/ regions were examined, suggesting that the 
material is not homogenous in composition. This supports the observations made during 
SEM analysis (section 4.4.1). For example, one trace showed peaks of silicon, calcium 
and iron to be approximately equal, with lower peaks indicating the presence of zinc and 
aluminium (Figure 4.22A). Another trace showed large zinc, iron and copper peaks, 
although the copper was most likely to have been detected from the copper grid on 
which the sample was supported, rather than from the ISF slag itself (Figure 4.22B). 
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Figure 4.19: TEM image and diffraction pattern from limestone control aggregate 

The diffraction pattern obtained from an ISF particle viewed by TEM (Figure 4.23) shows 
distorted spots and amorphous rings, suggesting that there are both amorphous and 
crystalline components present. However, when the sample holder was tilted on its axis, 
definite crystalline patterns were found, represented by the diffraction spot patterns in 
Figure 4.24. It was expected that diffraction patterns from the ISF slag would correspond 
to the crystalline phases that had been identified by XRD analysis (FeO, ZnS or Pb). 
Therefore, indexing these patterns was not seen to be useful in the context of the current 
work. They would, however, serve as a useful reference when carrying out further TEM 

analysis on the ISF slag. 

Ultimately, this study confirmed that the ISF slag is a complex, inhomogeneous material, 
consisting of both crystalline and amorphous phases. Although the cement appeared to 
have some crystalline character in its raw state, on hydration it would be expected to 
form non-crystalline reaction products. This would make it very difficult to identify the 
formation of any amorphous compounds that may be present on the surface of the 

cement or the ISF slag particles during cement hydration, as suggested by 
Thomas et al"' (see also section 2.4.6). 
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Figure 4.20: EDS analysis of cement particle during observation by TEM 
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Figure 4.21: EDS analysis of limestone aggregate particle during observation by 
TEM 
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Figure 4.22: EDS analysis of ISF slag particles during observation by TEM 
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Figure 4.24: Diffraction patterns obtained from ISF slag particle on tilting sample 
holder 

4.6 Characterisation summary 
All the necessary physical property measurements that are needed when designing 

concrete mixes by the proposed method have been established. The components 
present in the cement before and after hydration have been identified as best as possible 
by XRD, which will be a useful reference for the following work. The grading of the 

secondary aggregate materials makes them suitable for use as fine aggregate (5-0mm 

grading) in concrete. 

The CRT glass and bottle glass (BGL) samples unsurprisingly have a high silica content. 
The higher CaO content in the BGL suggests that it might be more durable than the CRT 

glass when subjected to a high alkali environment, such as that of a concrete mix. CRT 

glass is therefore anticipated to be susceptible to ASR. The CRT glass contains both 
lead and barium-containing glasses. The metal ions appear to be evenly distributed 
throughout individual glass particles, as would be expected in glass structures, rather 
than being present as concentrations. 
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Figure 4.23: Diffraction pattern obtained from ISF slag particle showing 
amorphous rings and distorted spots 



The ISF slag contains many metallic elements and considerably less silica than the 
glasses analysed. However, it is still essentially amorphous, although some crystalline 
phases are present. The crystalline components appear to be mainly FeO and ZnS. 
Lead seems to be present in the slag mainly as metallic inclusions, as EDS analysis 
does not show it to be associated with any other ions. There is also evidence of fewer, 
smaller inclusions of iron. The surrounding bulk of the material consists of silicon, iron, 
calcium and zinc, with the zinc apparently present as finely dispersed zinc sulfide. TEM 
analysis of the ISF slag suggests that it may be difficult to identify potential amorphous 
gels at the surface of the slag or cement particles. 
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5 Concrete mixes containing the aggregates 

Table 5.1 gives details of the control mixes that were used for this work. Table 5.2 gives 
details of mixes containing the ISF slag, Table 5.3 shows the concentration of additives 
that were used to overcome the retardation caused by the ISF slag in concrete and 
Table 5.4 gives details of mixes containing CRT glass. The majority of mixes used a 
cement content of 300 kg/m3, with a water/ cement ratio (w/c) of 0.60. The coarse 
aggregate used (20-5mm) was crushed Cheddar limestone in all instances. The fine 
aggregate used in the TVS control mix (5-0mm) was a Thames Valley natural sand. 
Mixes were also made using crushed bottle glass (BGL) as fine aggregate for ASR 
testing purposes, to act as a relative comparison to the CRT glass mixes. 

The following tables also show the measured slump of each mix (as a measure of 
workability, accurate to the nearest 5mm), the wet density (accurate to the nearest 
10 kg/m3), the demouldable age of concrete samples (accurate to the nearest whole day) 
and the compressive strength at 28 days of age (and 7 days of age where available) of 
hardened concrete cubes. The compressive strength is an average from either 2 or 3 
samples, with the standard deviation between readings shown in brackets in the tables. 
The minimum target compressive strength for all mixes was 30 MPa at 28 days. 

Table 5.1: Concrete mixes containing Thames Valley Sand or 
crushed bottle glass as fine aggregate 

Mix name 
Control 
(TVS) 

Bottle 
glass 

Relative density of replacement 
3 2 6 2 9 ) aggregate (Mg/m . . 

Cement content (kg/m3) 300 300 
Cement replacement materials 

3 0 0 (kg/m ) or other additives 
Coarse aggregate: 20-5mm 

3 SSD i h k 1135 1150 ) we g t, g/m ( 
Replacement fine aggregate: 

3 757 770 5-0mm (SSD weight, kg/m ) 
Free water/ cement ratio 0.6 0.6 

Wet density of mix (kg/m3) 2410 2360 
Measured slump of mix (mm) 95 10 
Demouldable age (days) 1 1 
Average 7 day compressive 
strength (MPa) nla n/a 
Average 28 day compressive 41.5 37.5 
strength (MPa) (±0.1) (±1.3) 
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5.1 ISF slag concrete mixes 

The standard ISF slag mix that was designed for this work used a cement content of 
300 kg/m3, with a w/c of 0.60. This is shown in the first column of Table 5.2, denoted by 

the heading 'ISF slag, 30010.6'. Unless otherwise stated in the heading, all other ISF 

slag mixes were of the same overall cementitious material content and w/c ratio. Other 

mixes were trialled, utilising a higher cement content of 400 kg/m3 and a w/c ratio of 
0.45, in order to assess the factors that influence the delay in concrete setting when ISF 

slag is present in a mix. These details are given in the relevant headings in Table 5.2. 

Increasing the cement content of the ISF slag mix reduced the demouldable age of 

samples from 3 days (at 300 kg/m3) to 2 days (at 400 kg/m3). A detailed discussion of the 
factors effecting the retardation of ISF slag-concrete is given in section 8. Only the 
demouldable age of the various mixes will be highlighted here. 

Table 5.2: Concrete mixes containing ISF slag as fine aggregate 

Mix name 
ISF slag 
300/ 0.60 

ISF + 
PFA 

ISF + 
GGBS 

ISF + 
NaOH 

ISF + 
KN03 

ISF slag 
400/ 0.60 

ISF slag 
400/ 0.45 

Relative density of 
replacement aggregate 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 
(M9/m3) 
Cement content (kg/m) 300 195 195 300 300 300 300 

Cement replacement materials 105 105 37.50 g/l 94.78 g/l 
(kg/m3) or other additives _ PFA GGBS NaOH KNO3 
Coarse aggregate: 20-5mm 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 
(SSD weight, kg/M3) 
Replacement fine aggregate* 

i h k 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 1135 
g t, g/m 5-0mm (SSD we 

Free water/ cement ratio 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.45 

Wet density of mix (kg/m3) 2750 2750 2750 2730 2770 2700 2760 

Measured slump of mix (mm) 20 45 5 10 15 collapse 20 

Demouldable age (days) 3 4 4 1 4 2 2 

Average 7 day compressive 35.3 
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

strength (MPa) (tß. 2) 
Average 28 day compressive 49.0 40.5 49.8 39.3 46.5 54.3 69.5 
strength (MPa) (±0.5) (t2.6) (±1.0) (t1.3) (±2.8) (±3.9) (to. 7) 

Additives that were tested include the cement replacement materials, pulverised fuel ash 
(PFA) and ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) at replacement levels of 35% 
(by weight). The same replacement level was chosen for both so that a direct 
comparison could be made between each when assessing their potential to reduce the 
leaching of metal ions from the ISF slag and their effect on the delay in the concrete 
setting process. The presence of these cement replacement materials appeared to 
worsen rather than improve the set retardation experienced with the ISF slag. 
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Other additives utilised included sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and potassium nitrate 
(KN03), which were used to increase the alkali content of mixes to 7.0 kg/m3 Na2O, 
from the 1.8 kg/m3 Na2O provided by the cement, during ASR testing. NaOH reduced 
the demouldable age to 1 day, while KNO3 prolonged the retardation to 4 days. Further 

testing to investigate this phenomenon was carried out on a smaller scale using ICC, 

which is discussed in section 8.5. 

Relatively small (4.5 litre) concrete mixes were also made that incorporated various 
additives that had been shown by ICC to be useful in overcoming the retardation in set 
caused by the ISF slag. No strength or workability measurements were taken for these 

mixes. They were solely used for temperature monitoring the concrete in insulated cube 
moulds. These mixes were of the same design as that given in the first data column of 
Table 5.2, with the additive quantities shown in Table 5.3. The 'high' and 'low' addition 
levels refer to those described in an earlier section (3.6.4), for the isothermal conduction 
calorimetry work. 

Table 5.3: Additives used in concrete for temperature monitoring experiments 

Despite the delay in setting that was experienced with mixes containing the ISF slag, 
they gave compressive strength results approximately equivalent to, if not greater than 
those of a comparable control mix, shown in Table 5.1. Only the mixes containing PFA 
and NaOH give lower compressive strength results than the control at 28 days of age, 
which gave an average result of 41.5 MPa (±0.1). PFA is known to provide improved late 
strength at the expense of early strength, which may account for the decrease witnessed 
here14'15. It has been shown that NaOH, although it can accelerate the concrete setting 
reaction, may cause a reduction in strength development in concrete, which appears to 
be confirmed by these results142. 

A significant point to note regarding the 28 day strength of the ISF slag mixes is that the 
hydration reaction must effectively 'catch up' with the point at which the majority of the 
compressive strength is achieved in the control concrete, despite the delay experienced 
with the ISF slag mixes over the first few days. There is uncertainty as to why the ISF 
slag mixes provide additional concrete strength. It is possible that it is a result of 
pozzolanic activity due to the glassy nature of the aggregate. 

As would be expected, mixes containing the ISF slag had a higher wet density than 
those that did not. This is because the slag itself is a more dense material than traditional 
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aggregates used in concrete. This property may be useful in some concrete applications, 
such as noise barriers for instance. 

The slump measurement of the majority of mixes containing the ISF slag falls outside the 

specified target range of 30-60mm. From observations made when working with these 
mixes, it is apparent that they have a very fine tolerance for water - mixes often appear 
quite dry, however any excess water will bleed from the mix if too much is present. ISF 

slag mixes therefore often lacked the cohesion that would normally be expected from a 
mix designed with a 30-60mm target slump. Despite this, adequate samples could be 
cast with the assistance of a vibration table to achieve good compaction of the concrete. 
Improved workability was achieved when PFA was used as a cement replacement 
material in ISF slag concrete. The spherical particle shape and fineness of PFA improves 
the particle packing of the materials in the mix and it is often used to improve mix 
workability in applications where the water content must remain low to assure high 

'a concrete strength, 'S 

5.2 CRT glass concrete mixes 
The standard CRT glass mix that was designed for this work used a cement content of 
300 kg/m3, with a w/c of 0.60. All CRT glass mixes, irrespective of any additives they 
contained, were of the same overall cementitious material content and w/c ratio. Details 
of these mixes are given in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: Concrete mixes containing CRT glass as fine aggregate 

Mix name 
CRT 
glass 

CRT + 
LiOH. H20 

CRT + 
LiNO3 

CRT + 
PFA 

(high) 

CRT + 
PFA 

(normal) 

CRT + 
GGBS 
(high) 

CRT + 
GGBS 

(normal) 

Relative density of replacement 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
aggregate (Mg/M3) 

Cement content (kg/m3) 300 300 300 195 225 150 180 
Cement replacement materials 2 11 105 75 150 120 
or other additives (kg/m3) _ LiOH. H20 LiNO3 PFA PFA GGBS GGBS 
Coarse aggregate: 

3) 
20-5mm 

(SSD weight, kg/m 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 1150 

Replacement fine aggregate. 770 770 770 770 770 770 770 5-0mm (SSD weight, kg/m ) 
Free water/ cement ratio 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Wet density of mix (kg/m3) 2460 2430 2440 2460 2450 2430 2450 

Measured slump of mix (mm) 25 35 50 60 35 40 30 
Demouldable age (days) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Average 7 day compressive 37.7 42.7 45.2 31.5 n/a 32.3 n/a strength (MPa) (±1.3) (t1.1) (±0.6) (±0.9) (±1.0) 
Average 28 day compressive 48.8 53.5 54.7 41.7 43.8 47.0 45.8 
streu th MPa (±0.8) (±2.6) (±1.4) (±0.6) (±2.0) (±0.9) (±0.6) 
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PFA and GGBS were again used in mixes with the CRT glass. These were included at 
addition levels specified in BRE Digest 33051 for the minimisation of ASR with both 
'normal' and 'high' reactivity aggregates. The 'normal' replacement levels were 25% PFA 

and 40% GGBS, while the 'high' replacement levels were 35% PFA and 50% GGBS. 
The lithium compounds, lithium hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH. H20) and lithium nitrate 
(LiNO3) were also used as additives to minimise ASR with CRT glass, according to the 
BRE Information paper, IP110272. The levels chosen were those to mitigate ASR with 
'high' reactivity UK aggregate materials. The hydroxide was added to the mix water at 
1.30 kg per kg of Na2O provided by the cement, while the nitrate was added as a 30% 

solution at 5.95 kg per kg Na2O provided by the cement. (4.15 kg mix water was 
removed per kg Na2O of nitrate solution added to compensate for the nitrate being a 
30% solution). The Na2O provided by the cement in these mixes was calculated to be 
1.8 kg/m3. 

The CRT glass mixes also show increased compressive strength results after 28 days 

when compared to the control. Again, concrete mixes containing PFA show little 

evidence of the improvement, though the strength might be expected to improve relative 
to the control at later ages. The CRT glass is finer in grading than the TVS control 
aggregate that it replaces. This could potentially lead to better particle packing and 
therefore improved strength characteristics when the CRT glass concrete is compared to 
the control. 

The slump measurements generally fall within the target range of 30-60mm, apart from 
the CRT glass mix with no additives, which had a slump of just 25mm. Overall, the 
strength and workability characteristics for concrete mixes containing the CRT glass 
were satisfactory and in accordance with the targets set. 

5.2.1 Contamination of CRT glass with Al and Zn and its implications 
After initial work was carried out on the CRT glass in the early stages of this project, the 
supplier changed their process for reclaiming materials from CRTs, resulting in a finer 
grading of glass. Although this finer grading appeared to offer improved concrete 
workability characteristics compared to the original, slightly coarser grade of glass, 
problems were experienced due to additional contamination of the glass with aluminium 
and zinc metal. This had apparently occurred during the new processing/ crushing 
technique. An SEM image showing the presence of a shard of aluminium was shown 
earlier in Figure 4.14. 

Powdered aluminium metal (and sometimes powdered zinc) are utilised as gas forming 
admixtures in the production of aerated concrete. For example, aluminium reacts with 
the calcium hydroxide that forms during cement hydration, producing tricalcium 
aluminate hydrate (hydrogarnet) (and other calcium aluminate hydrates) and hydrogen 
gas, according to the following equation: 

2AI + 3Ca(OH)2 + 6H20 4 3CaO. AI203.6H20 + 3H2 

When zinc is used, calcium zincate and hydrogen are formed. The hydrogen produced in 
each case is quickly replaced by air11'143,144 The aluminates formed from this kind of 
reaction should be equivalent to those formed during the cement hydration process, thus 
are assumed to contribute to the concrete strength and hardening in the same way. 
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Due to the presence of aluminium and zinc in the CRT glass, this gas expulsion 

phenomenon caused concrete samples containing the new grade of CRT glass to rise 

out of their moulds slightly as hydrogen gas tried to escape from the concrete. Attempts 

were made to remove the metal shards by passing the glass through a 2.36mm sieve. 
However, smaller fragments of the metals must still have remained, as the same 

observations were made, but to a lesser extent. Previous studies145 on the use of 
incinerator bottom ash in concrete report a similar phenomenon, caused by the presence 

of metallic aluminium. The ash was treated by immersing it in a solution of sodium 
hydroxide for 15 days until all hydrogen had been produced and expelled. Such a 
treatment was not chosen for the CRT glass used for this project as there was concern 
that the hydroxide solution would degrade the glass prior to testing. 

The main concern with respect to this testing was that an unreasonable reduction in 

compressive strength would be brought about by the presence of additional porosity in 

the concrete/ mortar, as a result of the escaping gas. Consequently, in order for 

acceptable samples to be cast to test the general suitability of the CRT glass as 
aggregate, the casting process was altered slightly. Samples were shaken on a vibrating 
table for approximately 1 minute, every 30 minutes, for 2 hours, in an attempt to expel 
any gas that was evolved within the wet concrete due to the reaction of the aluminium 
and zinc. During this time, the samples were topped up with further concrete as the gas 
was displaced, so that the sample moulds could be levelled. 

CRT concrete samples that had undergone this additional treatment did not expand in 
the same way as previously seen and the compressive strength results were improved. It 
is accepted that this method would not completely overcome the problems experienced 
and that some additional porosity would remain in the structure of the hardened concrete 
due to the reaction gases. However, the samples were seen to be adequate to test the 
glass for its ASR susceptibility and leaching behaviour. 

5.3 Concrete mixes summary 
The ISF slag and CRT glass have been successfully incorporated into concrete mixes as 
100% fine aggregate, providing strength and workability characteristics comparable to a 
control concrete mix. A new batch of CRT glass from the supplier was found to be 
contaminated with shards of aluminium and zinc metal, which caused the concrete to 
rise from its moulds due to gas expulsion from the mix. This problem was overcome by 
slightly amending the mix method used. There has been no evidence to suggest that the 
presence of any residual aluminium metal in the mix would directly affect the durability of 
the concrete, particularly with respect to ASR. Various additives have also been 
incorporated into concrete mixes containing the secondary aggregate materials in an 
attempt to overcome the anticipated problems of ASR with the aggregates and delayed 
setting with the ISF slag. 
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6 Alkali-silica reaction 

6.1 80°C testing of aggregates 
Expansion measurements were taken from mortar prisms containing the secondary 
aggregate materials at set intervals over a 14 day period. Only the 14 day results are 
quoted in Figure 6.1. Two grades of CRT glass were tested. Both were classed as 
5-0mm aggregate, although one was towards the finer end of this limit (F) and the other 
towards the coarser boundary (C). The actual grading results were given in Table 4.1. 
The behaviour of the two grades is compared on the graph below. A bottle glass sample 
(BGL) of the same grading as the finer CRT glass was tested using the same cement as 
the CRT samples (alkali content = 0.59% Na2Oeq) as well as a cement with a higher 
alkali content of 1.43% Na2Oeq. Only the results of the latter are included in Figure 6.1 for 
clarity. 
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Figure 6.1: Accelerated ASR mortar bar testing at 80°C over a range of 
replacement levels 

In Figure 6.1, the ISF slag shows virtually no expansion over the course of the 
experiment, suggesting that it is not susceptible to ASR. It has been established that 
0.10% expansion in this test represents the maximum acceptable expansion for an 
aggregate to be considered non-reactive with respect to ASR86. The CRT glass exceeds 
this value even at replacement levels of only 10%, with the extent of the expansion 
increasing up to 100%. This indicates that there is no pessimum replacement level for 
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the CRT glass and that the extent of the reaction is proportional to the level of 
replacement. Although these observations indicate that the CRT glass undergoes an 
expansive reaction in the presence of alkali solutions, a petrographic examination was 
necessary to confirm that the expansion witnessed was truly a result of ASR. 

In light of the high expansion results witnessed with the CRT glass, the lack of expansion 
seen with crushed bottle glass of the same grading was surprising. Use of the higher 
alkali cement with the bottle glass only caused a minor increase in expansion compared 
to the cement used in the other tests. Other workers have shown expansion of bottle 
glass caused by ASR when tested by this 80°C test and other various expansion 
techniques63. However, samples were tested for 140 days instead of the 14 days usual 
to this method. Expansion of bottle glass samples were less than the recommended 
limits (and of a similar order to the results of this work) up to 14 days, so it would appear 
to pass the limiting criteria. When tested for longer, samples expanded significantly after 
approximately 28 days up to -1.7%, or -2.3%, depending on the exact sample used. 
The same glass also showed minimal expansion in 38°C tests. The authors concluded 

'as that this 80°C test may not be suitable to assess ASR with glass aggregates 

6.1.1 Microscopy on thin sections from 80°C ASR testing 
Optical microscopic examination of thin sections of mortar samples from this testing 
confirmed that no ASR gel was present in samples containing the ISF slag. In Figure 6.2, 
the ISF slag appears as black inclusions throughout the surrounding cement paste. The 
figure also shows a relatively large limestone particle with many inclusions to the bottom 
right of the image (highlighted with a dotted line). There is no evidence of cracking and 
no areas that have been filled with fluorescent yellow resin during the thin section 
preparation method, suggesting that the mortar is intact and has not suffered any 
degradation from ASR. 

However, the degree of internal cracking within the CRT glass-containing mortar 
samples increased as the percentage replacement of CRT glass increased. In the most 
severe case, at replacement levels of 100%, cracks were observed to run across the 
entire cross-section of the sample. 

There were many sites from which expansive cracks appeared to originate. These sites 
were generally found to be in smaller glass aggregate particles as opposed to the larger 
particles, suggesting that ASR occurs preferentially in particles with a larger surface area 
to volume ratio. This was confirmed by the finer grade of CRT glass resulting in higher 
mortar bar expansions than the coarser grade of glass. Similar conclusions have been 
drawn by other workers147. Finer particles react more quickly than coarser particles, thus 
below a certain particle size a point is reached where they are so fine that their reaction 
occurs and is completed before the concrete/ mortar is able to harden, thus behaving as 
a pozzolan and contributing to the strength of the set product, as described earlier in 
section 2.4.2. 

The petrographic image given in Figure 6.3 shows the presence of desiccated ASR gel (A) lining the cracks that have formed within a single CRT glass particle (B) from the 
'coarse' 100% CRT glass mortar sample (C). In places, the surrounding regions are also 
stained with gel, which masks the colouring normally seen in the cement matrix. These 
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observations were common throughout the CRT glass mortar samples and have led to 

the conclusion that the CRT glass is susceptible to ASR. This supports the expansion 

results that were obtained from the accelerated testing of mortar bars. 

Figure 6.2: 70%(vol) ISF slag mortar sample viewed using plain polarised light 

Figure 6.3: Section through 100% CRT glass mortar sample, showing expansive 
cracks lined with ASR gel, viewed with plain polarised light. 

Key: A= ASR gel, B= CRT glass particle, C= fluorescent resin 
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Further analysis was carried out on mortar samples containing the replacement 
aggregate materials using SEM and EDS analysis. This provided additional information 
to that obtained during petrographic analysis. As mentioned in an earlier section (4.4.2), 

it was apparent that two different types of glass were present within the CRT glass 

aggregate. These appeared as different coloured fractions when examined using a 
backscattered electron image, which can be seen in Figure 6.4. EDS analysis showed 
that the fractions that appeared lighter in colour (D) contained lead, whereas those that 

appeared greyer in colour (E) contained barium. Lead has a higher average atomic 
number than barium, so appears brighter and lighter in colour when viewed using 
backscattered electrons. The evidence of two distinctly different types of glass was not 
particularly surprising, since lead is often found in the tube of a CRT and barium or 
strontium containing glass tends to be more recently used for the plate/ screen of the 
CRT26.27. This glass sample apparently contained glass from all sections of a CRT. 
Interconnected cracking was observed to run throughout the sample, passing through 
both leaded glass and barium glass fractions. These cracks were generally filled with 
desiccated ASR gel and occasionally the impregnating resin. 

,.. 
'ý"+.,, , 

Figure 6.4: Backscattered electron image of section through 100% CRT glass 
mortar sample, showing the presence of two different types of glass. 

D= lead glass, E= barium glass 

When a 100% BGL mortar sample was analysed microscopically for comparison with the 
CRT glass samples, very little evidence of cracking or areas that had filled with the 
fluorescent resin were observed. Areas of possible ASR attack were mainly located at 
the edges of the mortar sample, suggesting that the direct exposure to the surrounding 
NaOH solution during the 80°C test had made the edge regions most susceptible to 
attack. For this reason, further BGL mortar samples were cast using a cement of a 
higher total alkali content, to see if this increased the extent of the ASR damage within 
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the bulk of the sample. Although the increased alkali content did cause a higher average 

expansion of the BGL mortar samples overall, the expansion was still significantly less 

than that witnessed with the CRT glass in Figure 6.1 and the regions of ASR attack were 

still near the edge of the samples, as shown by the SEM image in Figure 6.5. 

With closer inspection, ASR gel could be detected within the cracked regions, shown in 
Figure 6.6 as the brighter, flecked regions (F), surrounding the smoother glass 
particles (G). EDS analysis showed the gel to contain silicon and calcium in a ratio of 
approximately 0.8: 1 (Figure 6.7) whereas EDS on gels within an equivalent CRT mortar 
sample contained relatively less calcium than silicon, at a Si: Ca ratio of approximately 
1.6: 1 (Figure 6.8). As mentioned in section 2.4.3, the presence of calcium in ASR gel 
makes it harder and less likely to take in water and expand, thus making it less 
damaging to the surrounding concrete. The EDS results presented here suggest that the 
gel from the BGL sample contains relatively more calcium than the gel from the CRT 
glass, which may account for the bottle glass samples being less expansive during ASR 
testing. 

It was interesting to note that the gel within the CRT glass particles, when analysed by 
EDS, often showed the presence of lead. This must have been released when the 
leaded glass particles were attacked as a result of ASR, as no lead was otherwise 
apparent in the surrounding hardened concrete. Lead was also detected in the gel 
present within fractions of the barium glass, suggesting that it was mobile in the gel 
phase and capable of movement throughout the structure. Leach testing was therefore 
carried out on ASR damaged CRT-concrete samples to assess whether ASR was likely 
to compound any leaching issues. This is reported in a later section (7.6). 
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Figure 6.5: Secondary electron image of section through 100% BGL mortar 
sample, showing ASR damaged particles near sample edges 
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Figure 6.7: EDS analysis of ASR gel within 100% BGL mortar sample 
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Figure 6.6: Secondary electron image of section through 100% BGL mortar 
sample, showing ASR gel as bright flecks (F) within cracked glass particle (G) 
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Figure 6.8: EDS analysis of ASR gel within 100% CRT mortar sample 

6.2 Further accelerated ASR testing of ISF slag concrete 

Figure 6.9 shows the expansion behaviour of concrete prisms containing ISF slag, 
maintained at 60°C for a period of 20 weeks, while Figure 6.10 shows the equivalent 
results from ISF slag prisms stored at 38°C for 78 weeks (1.5 years). Each plotted value 
is an average of measurements taken from 3 samples, with error bars showing the 

standard deviation between readings. 

In both cases, there do not appear to be signs of any deleterious expansion caused by 
ASR, even at the high spiked-alkali level used. All expansion measurements fall well 
below the 0.05% limit proposed in BRE Digest 33051, at which an aggregate may be 
considered non-reactive. It can therefore be concluded that the ISF slag is not 
susceptible to ASR. A selection of samples were sectioned and examined 
microscopically to confirm this apparent lack of reaction. Figure 6.11 shows an example 
image of how the ISF slag appeared within the surrounding concrete in sections taken 
from the prisms tested. There is no evidence that the slag has become cracked or 
damaged and there are no signs of fluorescent resin penetrating into the concrete. 
Overall, the concrete samples from ASR testing appeared to be intact. 

6.3 Further accelerated ASR testing of CRT glass concrete (60°C) 

Figure 6.12 shows the expansion behaviour of concrete prisms containing the fine grade 
of CRT glass (F), maintained at 600C for a period of 20 weeks. Each plotted value is an 
average of measurements taken from 3 samples, with error bars showing the standard 
deviation between readings. The 60°C results from CRT glass alone are compared with 
those using mitigation techniques at 'high' reactivity addition levels, as specified in BRE 
Digest 33051 and the BRE Information Paper, IP110272. It can be seen that the concrete 
mix containing no ASR mitigation additives expanded significantly, compared to those 
that did. Figure 6.13 shows the same results displayed with a different scale, to better 
compare the differences in expansion measurements of mixes containing the various 
mitigation techniques. Also included is a comparable BGL sample. 
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All additives used at doses recommended for mitigation of ASR with high reactivity UK 

aggregate materials successfully reduce expansion below the limit of 0.05% given in 
BRE Digest 33051 for 38°C testing and used here for guidance. The BGL sample again 
shows negligible expansion at 60°C. The reasons for this were discussed earlier (6.1). 
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Figure 6.9: Accelerated ASR testing of ISF slag prisms at 60°C for 20 weeks 
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Figure 6.10: Accelerated ASR testing of ISF slag prisms at 38°C for 78 weeks 
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Figure 6.11: ISF slag concrete sample (1.8 kg/m3 Na2Oeq, from 60°C testing) viewed 
using plain polarised light. Image shows no cracking or degradation of the ISF 

aggregate 

However, samples containing PFA additions were showing signs of a possible slow 
reaction and those containing GGBS appeared to be approaching the limit, particularly 
when the error bars showing the standard deviation between results were considered. 
The large standard deviation shown on the last value for GGBS was caused by one of 
the three expansion results being notably lower than the other two. If this result were not 
considered, the average would actually equal the limit of 0.05%. 

Microscopic examination of the samples showed evidence of ASR damage, confirming 
that the expansion seen was indeed a result of ASR. Figure 6.14 shows a section 
through a CRT glass-concrete prism containing a high level PFA addition as an example. 
Several glass particles show signs of cracking (H), although the cracks are quite fine and 
the glass has generally not become so damaged that the fluorescent resin has been able 
to fill many of the cracks. The image also shows several air voids that have become filled 

with resin (J). These residual voids remain within the concrete from the gas expulsion 
caused by contamination of the CRT glass sample with shards of aluminium and zinc 
metal, as discussed in section 5.2.1. Concrete sections containing the CRT glass with 
GGBS were observed to be similar, with occasional evidence of finely cracked glass 
particles. 

Further samples were cast using `normal' rather than `high' PFA and GGBS addition 
levels in association with the CRT glass. Figure 6.15 compares these results to the high 
levels shown in the previous figures. It can be seen that CRT mixes using normal 
addition levels of PFA and GGBS have clearly exceeded the limit value used - GGBS 
more so than PFA. This indicates that the results seen late in the testing with the high 
addition levels are likely to be a result of the early stages of ASR, suggesting that the 
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use of PFA and GGBS to control ASR with this aggregate would not be satisfactory 
under the current UK guidance for high reactivity aggregates. 
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Figure 6.12: Accelerated ASR testing of CRT glass prisms at 60°C 
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Figure 6.14: CRT glass-concrete sample with PFA (high) from 60°C testing, viewed 
using plain polarised light. Image shows occasional particles with cracking (H) 

and resin filled air voids remaining from reaction of contaminant metals (J) 
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Figure 6.15: CRT glass 60°C PFA and GGBS addition level comparison 

The lithium compounds tested seem to be most suitable at minimising the potential 
expansion caused by ASR with CRT glass. Both the nitrate and the hydroxide appear to 

provide similar protection to the concrete over the course of the 600C testing. Assuming 
the effectiveness of the two chemicals is equivalent, it may be seen as preferable to use 
the nitrate rather than the hydroxide in practice, as it is less caustic than the hydroxide 
and so has fewer handling issues associated with it72. Also, the addition of further 
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hydroxide to the concrete is likely to cause an increase in the pH of the concrete's pore 
water, which may in turn lead to increased leaching of lead and barium ions from the 

glass, which would be undesirable. (See section 7.4). 

6.4 Further accelerated ASR testing of CRT glass concrete (38°C) 

Figure 6.16 shows the expansion behaviour of concrete prisms containing the fine CRT 

glass (F), maintained at 38°C for a period of 78 weeks (1.5 years). Each plotted value is 

an average of measurements taken from 3 samples, with error bars showing the 

standard deviation between readings. Since many of the lines appear to overlap, the 
data is also displayed using an increased scale in Figure 6.17. Although the concrete mix 
containing CRT glass with no mitigation additives expands significantly, it does not do so 
to the same extent as equivalent samples that were subject to 60°C testing. Since the 
degree of expansion does not appear to be levelling off at all after 1.5 years, but instead 
increasing at a relatively consistent rate up to -0.60% expansion, it is apparent that this 
test at 38°C is not as severe, even over the longer time period, as the 60°C test. In time, 
the samples stored at 38°C may reach similar expansion levels to those that were 
attained in the 60°C test in just 20 weeks (approximately 1.35% expansion). If that were 
the case, it could potentially be concluded that the 60°C test is ultra-accelerated 
compared to more realistic, lower temperature conditions. 

However, there is concern that increasing the temperature to as high as 60°C might 
provide enough thermodynamic energy for additional reaction processes to take place 
that might not otherwise occur. For example, the metal ions in the CRT glass, such as 
barium, may become more mobile and leachable from the glass at higher temperatures, 
which may make the glass itself less durable and more prone to attack by ASR"'. This 
would make the 60°C test unrealistically harsh and it might therefore be more 
appropriate to consider the results from the 38°C testing. The increased scale used in 
Figure 6.17 makes it easier to compare the differences in expansion measurements from 
mixes containing the various mitigation additives. Additionally, this figure includes the 
results for the normal, as well as the high PFA and GGBS additions. 

As with the 60°C testing, all additives appear to successfully reduce the expansion of 
prisms to acceptable levels, when compared to the control. The expansion results for the 
normal additions of PFA and GGBS are higher than the high addition levels, although 
according to the limiting value used, they still perform adequately at 38°C. However, it 
would potentially be irresponsible to recommend the use of PFA and GGBS as ASR 
mitigation techniques with CRT glass in light of the late reaction seen in the 60°C test. 
Testing of these additives over a (potentially significant) further time period at 38°C may 
be required before the use of these particular additives with CRT glass could be 
specified. 

6.5 ASR summary 
The ISF slag did not suffer damage as a result of ASR during accelerated testing, even 
when elevated alkali levels were used. This was confirmed by microscopic examination. 
This would suggest that ISF slag is not susceptible to ASR. However, the CRT glass 
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appears to be highly susceptible to ASR, increasing in the severity of attack as glass 
replacement levels reach 100%. Surprisingly, the BGL did not suffer such expansion. 
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Figure 6.16: Accelerated ASR testing of CRT glass prisms at 38°C 
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Figure 6.17: Accelerated ASR testing of CRT glass prisms at 38°C 
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Other studies suggest that the BGL may have shown increased reaction if tested over a 
longer period of time. The CaO content of the BGL, as mentioned earlier, may have 
improved the durability of the glass in the short term, making it less susceptible to ASR 
than CRT. 

Despite the CRT being highly reactive, the expansion can be controlled/ minimised by 
the inclusion of various established mitigation additives. The lithium compounds, lithium 
hydroxide monohydrate and lithium nitrate, used at levels recommended for high 
reactivity aggregates, seem to be most effective at minimising ASR with the CRT glass. 
This work has also shown that accelerated ASR testing at 60°C may be proportionally 
more severe than the equivalent 38°C testing that is carried out over a longer time 
period. 
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7 Leaching of metal ions 

7.1 Tank-style monolithic leach test 

100mm concrete cubes, containing either ISF slag or CRT glass, that were subject to 
mild agitation in the tank leaching test showed no evidence of leaching of lead, zinc or 
barium. All results fell below the detection limit of 0.1 mg/I, suggesting that neither 
material poses any risk if the concrete in which it is contained remains intact. However, 
consideration must be given to the leaching behaviour if the concrete were damaged, 
leaving exposed ISF slag or CRT glass surfaces, or if the material were to be crushed 
and reused in another application. 

7.2 Tumble-style leach testing 

As well as the tank-style leaching that was carried out on concrete cubes containing the 
ISF slag and CRT glass, additional tumble-style leach testing was carried out on both the 
aggregate materials alone and crushed concrete containing the replacement aggregates. 
The aggregates themselves were tested using both deionised water and a pH 13 buffer 
solution as the leachate, whereas the crushed concrete samples were leached only in 
deionised water, allowing them to dictate their own pH. 

The average pH of the various test solutions and the standard deviation of the results 
obtained are summarised in Table 7.1. The deionised water (DI) used for the testing 
initially had an average pH of 6.5. The final pH of the water increased when the 
aggregates were leached. However, the pH of the samples leached in the pH 13 buffer 
solution were largely unaffected, due to the buffering action. When PFA and GGBS were 
tested with the aggregates, they appeared to further influence the resultant pH of the 
solution. Since the average pH of the PFA samples in deionised water was between that 
of the ISF slag and CRT glass without PFA, the resulting pH must be dictated by the 
PFA itself. Similarly, the GGBS must dictate the pH in deionised water. In the pH buffer 
solution, the PFA and GGBS marginally reduce the average pH of the buffer. This 
apparently contradictory behaviour in deionised water and the high alkali buffer solution 
suggests the PFA and GGBS must have some buffering capacity of their own - releasing 
alkali at low pH but adsorbing it at high pH. The average pH of the solutions obtained 
from the crushed concrete samples in deionised water was 12.3. The pH must have 
been elevated by alkali ions contributed from the cement. 

Although the pH of the solution will obviously influence the leaching characteristics of the 
materials being tested, the action of the high alkali buffer was a useful means of 
standardising the leaching that would be expected in a concrete environment. In the 
results that follow, unless otherwise noted, any other variations in pH that were 
experienced have been thought not to significantly influence the leaching trends 
witnessed. 
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Average 
H 

Standard 
Deviation 

Deionised water control 6.5 0.20 
ISF slag in DI 9.1 0.45 
CRT glass in DI 7.0 0.86 
BGL in DI 9.8 0.46 
ISF/CRT + PFA in DI 8.6 0.39 
ISF/CRT + GGBS in DI 10.3 0.13 
pH 13 buffer solutions 13.0 0.18 
ISF/CRT + PFA in buffer 12.7 0.05 
ISF/CRT + GGBS in buffer 12.8 0.11 
Crushed concrete samples in DI 12.3 0.34 

Table 7.1: Summary of the resultant pH from the various leach test solutions 

Leaching results are often expressed according to the surface area over which the ions 
have been released, e. g. mglcm2. This is practical when a regular shape with 
measurable surface dimensions is tested, such as a cube or cylinder of material. 
However, when a material is crushed or granular in nature, the absolute surface area is 
not easily calculated. In such circumstances, it is necessary to express the leaching of 
ions according to the mass of sample from which they are released, e. g. mg/kg. In order 
to provide a degree of standardisation to such results, the material must be of a specific 
grading before it can be tested. 

In this study, granular materials (the secondary aggregates) were sieved to pass a 4mm 
sieve and crushed concrete was graded between >5<10mm, in accordance with the 
standard test method used106. Consequently, leach testing of the aggregates alone may 
be more severe than the testing of crushed concrete, as a larger surface area will have 
been available for leaching. However, the presence of cement around the aggregate in 
the crushed concrete samples would obviously influence the available aggregate surface 
area for leaching - this is one of the main advantages of encapsulation in concrete. 

Since the effectiveness of the encapsulation methods was one of the primary interests of 
this leaching study, variations in the surface area of the test samples has not been 
considered of primary importance here. It is acknowledged that the surface area of a 
material would have an influence on leaching and the compromises made here highlight 
the difficulties faced when comparing materials by current leaching standards. 

All leach testing results discussed in the following sections were obtained from tumble- 
style leach testing. Leaching of minor ions and those that were found not to be of great 
influence during the study have been qualitatively summarised here. 

7.2.1 Leaching of arsenic 
A selection of both aggregate alone and concrete samples were analysed for arsenic. In 
all cases results obtained fell below the detection limits of the equipment (<0.1 mg/l)'. 
Given that CRT glass does not appear to contain arsenic (see Table 4.5), this is as 

NB: The actual minimum detection limit of the equipment was 0.1 mg/l. The calculation made on the results to 
give units of mg/kg of sample mean that the minimum leaching result obtainable is 1.0 mg/kg 
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expected. It was anticipated that arsenic leaching may have been an issue with the ISF 

slag, however it can be concluded from the results obtained that the ISF slag is not likely 

to pose an environmental risk as a result of arsenic leaching. 

7.2.2 Leaching of sodium and potassium 
Many of the leaching results obtained from the aggregates for sodium and potassium 
were of a similar order and the leaching of these ions does not appear to have been very 
influential in the behaviour of any of the other metals. There did not appear to be notable 
differences between the sodium and potassium leaching from CRT and BGL, so the 
differences in their ASR behaviour could not be attributed to the leachability of these 
ions. Consequently, only a qualitative discussion of the results for sodium and potassium 
is given here. 

Leaching of sodium from the ISF slag, the CRT glass and the BGL were all of a similar 
order (-80 mg/kg). Potassium leaching for the ISF slag and the CRT glass were similar 
(-20 mg/kg), although higher than the potassium leaching from BGL (-5 mg/kg). When 
PFA was included in leach tests on the aggregates, the sodium and potassium leaching 

were notably increased (Na: -145 mg/kg, K: -70 mg/kg), suggesting the additional ions 

were contributed from the PFA itself. There was no equivalent increase when GGBS was 
tested in association with the aggregates. 

Leaching of sodium from concrete containing the CRT glass was higher than from ISF 

slag concrete (CRT: -170 mg/kg, ISF: -80 mg/kg), although potassium leaching was 
approximately equivalent (-300 mg/kg). However, all levels were slightly increased 
compared to a control concrete containing TVS aggregate (Na: -60 mg/kg, K: -135 
mg/kg) suggesting that some additional alkali was being contributed to the concrete from 
these replacement aggregate materials. When a CRT concrete prism that had been 
subjected to ASR testing was crushed and leached, significant quantities of sodium and 
potassium were released (Na: -1200 mg/kg, K: -1000 mg/kg). This is not particularly 
surprising, since the ASR process will have degraded the glass structure and the ions 
would instead be present within the gel product formed from the reaction. No additional 
patterns could be identified between the release of these ions and the leaching of the 
other ions from this study. 

7.2.3 Leaching of strontium 
Since leaching of strontium is not regulated in the same way as other metal ions such as 
lead and barium, only a brief summary of the leaching results obtained are included 
here. 

Leaching of strontium from BGL in deionised water and a pH 13 buffer solution 
consistently fell below the detection limit of the equipment (<0.1 mg/I). This is as 
expected since the BGL did not appear to contain any strontium (see Table 4.5). 
Leaching from the ISF slag also usually fell below the detection limit or was occasionally 
just on the detection limit, giving a result of -1 mg/kg. Leaching from the CRT glass was 
approximately the same in both deionised water and in the pH 13 buffer solution, at -2 
mg/kg. PFA and GGBS in solution with the CRT glass did not influence the leaching 
results obtained for strontium. 
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Strontium leaching from concrete containing the ISF slag was -10 mg/kg in most tests. 
This was reduced to -2 mglkg when PFA was included as a cement replacement 
material and to -5 mg/kg when GGBS was used. Leaching from concrete containing the 
CRT glass was -30 mg/kg in most tests. This was again reduced to -10 mg/kg when 
PFA was used and to -15 mg/kg with GGBS. 

If strontium leaching from the aggregates were ever considered an issue, it appears that 
the cement replacement materials tested would be useful in reducing the leaching levels 
from concrete (PFA more so than GGBS). However, it would obviously depend on what 
limiting criteria were set as to whether these additives would be sufficient or not. 

7.3 Leaching of calcium and silicon 

It was hoped that the leaching results for silicon and calcium would give an insight into 
the alkali-silica reactivity displayed by the replacement aggregate materials and the 
inherent durability of the glasses. The calcium leaching results from the ISF slag, the 
CRT glass and the bottle glass (BGL) at a liquid to solid ratio (US) = 10 are given in 
Figure 7.1, while the silicon leaching results are shown in Figure 7.2. The results shown 
are an average of two measurements, with error bars showing the standard deviation 
between them. For some of the calcium results, the associated errors are negligible and 
are not apparent due to the scale of the graph. 

The ISF slag and CRT glass show a significant reduction in leached calcium at high pH 
(in the pH 13 buffer) compared to the deionised water. However the calcium leaching 
from the BGL sample is similar in both deionised water and the pH 13 buffer solution. 
The reasons for this are unclear but it implies that calcium leaching from the BGL is not 
particularly pH dependent. Silica dissolution from glass at high pH would be expected 
and this is apparent in the results from all the samples tested. Silicon leaching in the pH 
13 buffer is consistently higher than in the deionised water. 

More calcium and silicon are leached from the BGL at high pH than from the CRT glass. 
This is perhaps not surprising, since XRF analysis of the materials (Table 4.5) showed 
the BGL to contain a higher percentage of both these ions than the CRT. However, the 
ratio in which these ions are leached at high pH does not directly correspond to the ratio 
of their compositions, so it is not clear exactly how the leaching patterns of these ions 
are related, if at all. The silicon and calcium contents of the ISF slag indicate that it is not 
a true silicate glass in the way the CRT and BGL are, so it would not necessarily be 
expected to show the same patterns in leaching as the glasses. However, the ISF slag 
leaching closely resembles the trends seen with the CRT glass, despite the calcium and 
silicon contents being very different in each. 

The leaching of calcium and silicon from the ISF slag and the CRT glass are little 
effected by the aggregate type. This is true for both the deionised water and the pH 13 
buffer solution. There are no apparent differences that would account for the variations 
seen in the leaching characteristics of the heavy metal ions lead, zinc and barium, from 
these aggregates. The leaching of these ions is therefore assumed to be unrelated to the 
leaching of calcium and silicon. 
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Figure 7.1: Leaching of calcium from the replacement aggregates 
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Figure 7.2: Leaching of silicon from the replacement aggregates 
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7.4 Effect of PFA and GGBS on the leaching of ISF slag and CRT glass 
The ISF slag and CRT glass were leached in deionised water and a pH 13 buffer 
solution with additions of either PFA or GGBS. The purpose of this was to establish 
whether the additives were able to adsorb any of the metal ions leached from the 
aggregates and reduce their availability in solution. The PFA was used in its 'as received' 
grading and additionally as a finer grading, after being passed through a 63pm sieve. 
The results of lead and zinc leaching in deionised water are shown in Figure 7.3, while 
the results for the pH 13 buffer solution are shown in Figure 7.4. The results are an 
average from two separate leach solutions, with error bars showing the standard 
deviation between the readings. For some samples, the duplicated results were the 
same, so no error bars are apparent. It must be pointed out that the leaching of zinc from 
the CRT glass sample was primarily a result of the contamination that was discussed in 
section 5.2.1, however it was useful to test the efficiency of the additives at reducing zinc 
leaching. 

Leaching of zinc from the ISF slag and the CRT glass was higher than lead in deionised 
water when no additions were present in the solutions. However, zinc was not detected 
at all in solution when either PFA or GGBS were used, suggesting that these materials 
must adsorb the metal ions in some way and prevent them from being available in 
solution 97,98. Lead leaching was also minimised in deionised water when PFA and GGBS 
were used with the CRT glass and when GGBS was used with the ISF slag. However, 
minimal lead leaching of 1 mg/kg was detected when PFA was used with the ISF slag. 
Since leaching of the metal ions into deionised water was minimal, it was not possible to 
assess the effect of the finer grade of PFA on the leaching behaviour of the aggregates. 

Leaching of lead and zinc was considerably higher from the aggregates when tested in 
the pH 13 buffer solution (lead more so than zinc). However, it can again be seen that 
the inclusion of PFA and GGBS reduces the concentration of ions leached into solution. 

When the error bars are taken into consideration, it may be generally concluded that the 
PFA in its 'as received' grading is approximately as efficient at reducing leaching as the 
GGBS. The finer grading of PFA does appear to offer a slight further improvement in 
lead leaching, although the zinc leaching is approximately the same as with the 'as 
received' PFA and GGBS from the CRT glass and higher from the ISF slag. 

Figure 7.5 shows the leaching of barium ions from the CRT glass in both deionised water 
and the pH 13 buffer solution in association with PFA and GGBS. The results for barium 
leaching from the ISF slag were consistently at -2.0 mg/kg irrespective of the solution 
and the additives used and so have not been included in the figure. Leaching of barium 
is generally higher in the pH 13 buffer solution than the deionised water. PFA and GGBS 
again appear to be able to reduce the leaching of the ions into solution. GGBS appears 
to be better than PFA in deionised water, while PFA appears to be more efficient in the 
buffer solution, although the associated errors are quite large for the barium leaching at 
high pH. The finer grading of PFA actually increases the leaching compared to the 
coarser grading in both solutions and the reasons for this are not clear. 
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Figure 7.3: Leaching of Pb and Zn ions in the presence of PFA and GGBS 
in deionised water 
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Figure 7.4: Leaching of Pb and Zn ions in the presence of PFA and GGBS 
in a pH13 buffer solution 
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Figure 7.5: Leaching of Ba ions from CRT glass 
in the presence of PFA and GGBS 

PFA and GGBS appear to be useful at reducing the leaching of heavy metal ions into 

solution from CRT glass and ISF slag. In the simple test method used here, surface 
adsorption is one of the few possible mechanisms by which the leaching could be 

reduced. Another possible mechanism would be through chemical complexing of the 
metal ions with the additives, though a greater reduction in leaching might be expected if 
this sort of 'active' reduction were taking place, compared to the more `passive' surface 
adsorption mechanism. PFA and GGBS would also be expected to reduce the leaching 

of metal ions from concrete to some degree, if the CRT glass and ISF slag were used as 
aggregates. 

7.5 Leaching of ISF slag 
Tumble leach tests were carried out on equal weights of ISF slag and ISF slag-concrete. 
In order to enable a direct comparison to be made between the results obtained for each 
test, the results for the aggregate alone have been reduced so they are equivalent to the 
percentage of slag included in the concrete mixes, i. e. 41%. For example, the actual 
results for the leaching of lead in deionised water and the pH 13 buffer solution in Figure 
7.6, were 1.0 mg/kg and 3050.0 mg/kg respectively. 

Leaching of zinc ions was totally eliminated by the inclusion of the ISF slag in concrete, 
suggesting it is chemically immobilised within the concrete's microstructure. Zinc 
concentrations in solution were reduced from 1 

.0 mg/kg in deionised water and 
65.6 mg/kg in the pH 13 buffer solution to below 0.1 mg/kg - the detection limits set, 
when the crushed concrete samples were tested. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the leaching results obtained for lead from ISF slag and from ISF slag- 

containing concrete. In all cases, samples were tested at a liquid to solid ratio (L/S) = 10. 

Each result is an average of 2 samples analysed, with error bars showing the standard 
deviation between each. It can be seen that lead leaching is higher from the concrete 
than from ISF slag alone in deionised water. However, it is significantly reduced 
compared to leaching in the pH 13 buffer solution. Leaching is reduced further when PFA 

and GGBS are used as a partial cement replacement in the concrete mix. This suggests 
that, despite the high pH in the concrete (average 12.1), the concrete is able to 
immobilise the lead to some extent and reduce leaching significantly compared to the 
buffer solution. The improvements witnessed through the inclusion of PFA and GGBS 

are likely to be a result of both surface adsorption of the metal ions, as mentioned in the 

previous section, as well as improved physical immobilisation brought about by the 

reduced porosity that is typical of mixes containing these cement replacement 
materials '9. 
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Figure 7.6: Leaching of lead from ISF slag and ISF slag-concrete 
The UK Environment Agency gives guidance limits for this test for a material to be 
considered acceptable for disposal as inert/ non-hazardous landfill. The limit set for lead 
is 0.5 mg/kg107. This level is exceeded in all cases apart from the ISF slag aggregate 
leached in deionised water. However it must be remembered that the results for the 
aggregate alone have been normalised to be equivalent to the level of aggregate present 
in the concrete and would otherwise exceed the regulatory limit. The elevated pH of 
approximately 12 experienced within a concrete mix appears to exacerbate the leaching. 
Results would therefore need to be improved before ISF slag could be safely included in 
concrete as a 100% replacement for natural fine aggregate. However, if the replacement 
level was reduced to 50% for example, the lead leaching would be expected to drop to at 
least half the values shown here, which would suggest that additions of 35% PFA, as 
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used for this testing, would sufficiently reduce the leaching of lead from concrete 
containing the ISF slag. 

Figure 7.7 shows the leaching of lead from ISF slag-concrete mixes of varying cement 
content and water/ cement ratio. When the cement content of the mix is increased from 
300 kg/m3 to 400 kg/m3, there is no improvement in lead leaching. However, the density 

of this mix was actually lower, at 2700 kg/m3 compared to 2750 kg/m3. This would 
suggest that the increased density provides improved physical immobilisation to the 
leached lead ions. When the cement content is increased to 400 kg/m3 and the water/ 
cement ratio decreased from 0.6 to 0.45, a slight improvement is seen in the lead 
leaching behaviour. The density of this mix was again higher, at 2760 kg/m3. This 

suggests that a decreased water/ cement ratio, which would be expected to bring about 
a corresponding increase in concrete density, does appear to reduce lead leaching from 
the ISF slag in concrete. Since all results obtained here are only marginally different and 
the concrete density appears to be of greatest influence, it would suggest that lead is 

perhaps only physically, rather than chemically immobilised in concrete. 
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Figure 7.7: Leaching of lead from ISF slag-concrete of varying cement content 
and water/cement ratio 

7.6 Leaching of CRT glass 
The main metal ions of concern from CRT glass are lead and barium. Since strontium 
limits are not specified by the UK Environment Agency and other sources suggest a high 
human tolerance for strontium31, it was decided that the leaching behaviour of strontium 
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was not of high priority. Although not thought to be of great concern with this aggregate, 
zinc leaching was also measured. 

Tumble leach tests were carried out on equal weights of CRT glass and CRT glass- 
concrete. In order to enable a direct comparison to be made between the results 
obtained for each test, the results for the aggregate alone have been reduced so they 
are equivalent to the percentage of glass included in the concrete mixes, i. e. 32%. For 

example, the actual results for the leaching of lead in deionised water and the pH 13 
buffer solution in Figure 7.8, were 5.1 mg/kg and 1950.0 mg/kg respectively. 

As shown in Figure 7.3, surprising quantities of zinc were leached from the CRT glass 
aggregate. Although no EDS images were taken to confirm zinc contamination, the high 
levels of zinc leached from the CRT glass here and throughout this leach testing is 
supporting evidence that additional zinc was present as a contaminant in the glass, as 
detailed in section 5.2.1. The zinc leaching is consistently higher than from the ISF slag, 
even though XRF analysis shows the slag to contain significantly more zinc than the 
CRT (ISF = 13.95%, CRT = 0.21 %, see Table 4.5). Despite this, zinc leaching was again 
eliminated by the inclusion of the CRT glass in concrete, suggesting it is immobilised 
within the concrete microstructure. 

The leaching results for lead and barium are shown in Figure 7.8. In all cases, samples 
were tested at a liquid to solid ratio (L/S) = 10. Each result is an average of 2 samples 
analysed, with error bars showing the standard deviation between each. For some 
samples, the duplicated results were the same, so no error bars are apparent. Leaching 
of barium is higher than lead in all cases apart from the pH13 buffer solution. This could 
be a result of the change in solubility of different ions with varying pH100. The pH of the 
deionised water sample after test was 6.5, whereas the pH of the solutions obtained from 
the crushed concrete samples was approximately 12.3. This would also provide an 
explanation as to why the leaching levels of both ions from the crushed concrete were 
higher than those from the CRT glass in deionised water. Despite the fact that leaching 
of barium is generally higher than that of lead, all results obtained fall below the 
acceptable limit for barium of 20.0 mg/kg given by the UK Environment Agency for the 
landfill of inert/ non-hazardous waste and used for guidance here107. This would suggest 
that CRT glass does not pose any risk as a result of its barium content. 

The amount of lead leached in the pH13 buffer solution is significant compared to levels 
leached in the deionised water and from the concrete. The reduction seen in the CRT 
glass-concrete suggests that, despite the high pH, the concrete is able to immobilise the 
lead to some extent and reduce leaching significantly, although the levels are still above 
the limit given by the EA of 0.5 mg/kg107. This suggests that encapsulation in concrete 
alone is insufficient to prevent lead leaching from CRT glass when used at a 100% 
replacement level. 

However, when GGBS and PFA are used as a replacement for a percentage of the 
Portland cement in concrete containing the glass, lead leaching is reduced to below the 
detection limits of the equipment (0.1 mg/I). A reduction is also witnessed with barium. 
The improvements witnessed through the inclusion of PFA and GGBS are likely to be a 
result of both surface adsorption of the metal ions, as discussed in section 7.4, as well as 
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improved physical immobilisation brought about by the reduced porosity that is typical of 

mixes containing these cement replacement materials99. 

The addition levels of PFA and GGBS shown in Figure 7.8 were those specified for the 

minimisation of ASR with high reactivity aggregates (35% PFA and 50% GGBS). It is 

interesting to note that PFA reduces the leaching of barium more than GGBS, yet it was 

used at a lower replacement level. This would suggest that PFA is more efficient at 

reducing leaching than GGBS. Figure 7.9 compares the leaching of barium ions from 

CRT glass-concrete containing PFA and GGBS at levels specified for ASR mitigation 

with both high and normal reactivity aggregates. As would be expected, the results from 

the high addition level mixes are lower than those with normal addition levels. Results 

from PFA mixes are consistently lower than those from mixes with GGBS, despite the 

PFA replacement actually being lower. 
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Figure 7.8: Leaching of lead and barium from CRT glass and CRT glass-concrete 
It was shown in section 6 that CRT glass is highly susceptible to ASR. It might be 

anticipated that if concrete containing the CRT glass were to be damaged by ASR, the 
lead and barium ions within the glass may be more prone to leaching. Leach testing was 
therefore carried out on crushed concrete prisms that had been subject to accelerated 
ASR testing at 60 degrees. The prisms had been severely damaged as a result of ASR. 
However, leaching results for lead and barium were actually lower than those obtained 
from an equivalent aged sample that had not undergone ASR testing (lead = <1.0 mg/kg, 
barium = 13.5 mg/kg after ASR testing, compared to lead = 2.0 mg/kg, barium = 15.0 
mg/kg after testing a sample of equivalent age without ASR testing). 

Although lead and barium were shown to be present in the ASR gel in samples that had 
been subject to accelerated testing at 80 degrees (section 6.1.1), they do not appear to 
be more readily leachable from concrete that has suffered from ASR compared to 
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concrete that has not. The reasons for this are not clear, unless the ions are simply not 
readily leachable from the ASR gel once it has formed. This particular area has not been 

pursued further as it was not the main focus of this study. 

Since all barium leaching levels have fallen below regulatory limits, this would suggest 
that if it were possible to separate the lead-containing glass from the barium-containing 

glass in a CRT prior to its use as aggregate in concrete, it would pose no environmental 
risk from the leaching of metal ions. However, it is appreciated that perfect separation 
would be difficult, due to the lead frit that is used to weld the different glass sections 
together. It was also noted earlier (section 2.3.1) that the plate/ screen glass of older 
CRTs would be likely to contain lead as radiation shielding, rather than just barium and 
strontium. It would no doubt be possible to obtain historical data from major CRT 

manufacturers that would indicate which monitors are likely to contain lead in their 
screen glass and which are not. However, from a processing point of view, it would be 
inconvenient to have to consult a database of manufacturing information for all CRTs 
handled. If it is possible to easily identify older CRTs, from their appearance for instance, 
then such separation of new CRTs from old may be possible. 
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Figure 7.9: Leaching of barium from CRT glass-concrete 
with additions of PFA and GGBS 

7.7 Rapid, short-term leach testing 

9.0 

The purpose of this rapid test was to see how much lead and zinc was released from the 
aggregates over a short period of time and assess the possible causes of the retardation 
witnessed with the ISF slag. This test compared the leaching behaviour over the first 
hour in solution to the 24 hour results. Lead leaching results are given in Figure 7.10 and 
those for zinc in Figure 7.11. In all cases, samples were tested at a liquid to solid ratio 
(L/S) = 10. Each result is an average of 2 samples analysed, with error bars showing the 
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standard deviation between each. It is assumed that the zinc leaching from the CRT 

glass is a result of zinc metal contamination, rather than from the glass itself. However, 
the zinc would still be present in a concrete mix containing this glass and so the CRT 

zinc leaching results serve as a useful comparison to the ISF slag. 
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Figure 7.10: Leaching of lead from ISF slag and CRT glass over time 
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Generally, relatively little lead and zinc are leached from the ISF slag in deionised water 

up to 24 hours of testing. Higher concentrations of both are actually leached from the 

CRT glass, which does not show any delay in the setting process when included in a 

concrete mix. These results seem to indicate that the increased level of leaching 

experienced in the pH 13 buffer solution is more likely to influence the setting of 

concrete, as they are orders of magnitude higher than those obtained in the deionised 

water tests. 

In the pH 13 buffer solution, more zinc is leached from the ISF slag in the early stages of 
testing (up to 1 hour) than from the CRT glass, although zinc leaching from the glass 

exceeds that from the slag after 24 hours. The results obtained for zinc after the first 

hour of testing are of approximately the same order, so if zinc was responsible for the 

delay in set witnessed with the ISF slag, you would expect to see the same behaviour 

with the CRT glass. However, this is not the case, which leads to an initial conclusion 
that zinc is not the ion responsible for the retardation seen. 

More lead is leached from the ISF slag in the pH 13 buffer solution over 24 hours than 
from the CRT glass. However, what seems significant is that the slag is capable of 
leaching approximately 50% of the lead leached in 24 hours (3050.0 mg/kg) in the first 
15 minutes (1575.0 mg/kg), increasing to approximately 75% after 1 hour 
(2360.0 mg/kg). The speed and quantities at which the lead is able to leach from the ISF 

slag compared to the CRT glass may be the reason why the slag causes such a 
retarding affect on cement hydration while the glass does not. However, if this was the 

sole reason the ISF slag caused a delay in hydration, the CRT glass might be expected 
to show some evidence of a delay in set. The form in which the lead is present in these 
aggregate materials - as metallic inclusions in the ISF slag but distributed throughout the 
glass structure in the CRT glass, as shown in section 4.4, must influence the leaching 

characteristics as well as the retardation experienced. 

When the concentration of leached ions is plotted against 0 (where t= time), it is 

accepted that a linear relationship would imply that the leaching is diffusion controlled. It 

can be seen from Figure 7.12 (lead) and Figure 7.13 (zinc) that generally all lines for 
both lead and zinc leaching follow a roughly linear pattern, apart from the leaching of 
lead from the ISF slag in the pH 13 buffer solution, when plotted against 0. However, the 
lines should pass through the origin if a true diffusion controlled relationship is to be 
identified, which these lines generally do not. It must therefore be assumed that 
something other than diffusion is additionally occurring, such as a rapid initial surface 
wash-off of ions for example. 

For lead leaching from the ISF slag in the pH 13 buffer, the first three data points appear 
to follow an approximately linear relationship, suggesting that the leaching may be 
diffusion controlled in the short term, but that some other mechanism dominates over 
longer time periods. If the lead in the slag were present as metallic inclusions, as 
assumed from section 4.4.1, those inclusions nearest the surface of the slag particles 
would be progressively leached into the buffer solution. Once the most obvious lead 
deposits are leached, leaching may be slower from other inclusions within the slag, 
accounting for the drop off in leaching seen. However, it is also a possibility that the test 
solution is starting to become saturated with lead after 24 hours under test. Testing over 
a range of Iiquid: solid ratios would be required to eliminate or confirm this possibility. 
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Figure 7.12: Concentration of lead leached from ISF slag and CRT glass vs t 
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Figure 7.13: Concentration of zinc leached from ISF slag and CRT glass vs t 

Once concrete containing the aggregates had set and hardened, there would probably 
be an insufficient liquid: solid ratio within the pore water of the concrete for diffusion 
controlled leaching of the aggregates to occur, unless the concrete were maintained in a 
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saturated state. This would not be recommended due to the apparent leachability of the 

aggregates when constantly exposed to leaching solutions. 

7.8 Leaching summary 

There is no apparent leaching of heavy metal ions from intact concrete cubes containing 
the ISF slag and CRT glass when subject to a tank-style leach test. However, the 
leaching behaviour must be considered if the concrete were to become damaged or 
crushed. When the aggregates alone are leached in solutions containing PFA and GGBS 
additions, the leaching of metal ions is reduced. This is thought to be caused by some 
sort of surface adsorption of these ions onto the PFA and GGBS particles. 

Lead is readily leached from the ISF slag at high pH. Leaching is reduced when the slag 
is incorporated in concrete and is further reduced when PFA and GGBS are used as 
cement replacement materials in a concrete mix. However, lead leaching levels are still 
higher than the guidance limits used here, which may restrict the potential use of the ISF 
slag as an aggregate at high replacement levels. 

Lead is again readily leachable from CRT glass at high pH, but not to the same extent as 
from the ISF slag. This was unexpected, since the lead content is actually higher in the 
CRT glass. Barium leaching from the CRT glass was below the guidance limits used in 
all cases, suggesting that the CRT glass does not pose an environmental risk as a result 
of its barium content. If the barium glass could be separated from the leaded glass 
before the CRTs were crushed, the barium containing glass is likely to be considered of 
lower environmental risk than the co-mingled glass. Again, lead and barium leach levels 
were reduced when PFA and GGBS were used as cement replacement materials in 
concrete. 

Rapid short-term leach testing appears to suggest that lead may be more likely to cause 
retardation of the cement hydration process than zinc from the ISF slag, due to the 
speed and quantities at which lead is apparently released from the aggregate at high pH. 
Equivalent levels of zinc were leached from the CRT glass as from the ISF slag at high 
pH, yet the CRT glass does not cause a delay in the setting process, suggesting that 
zinc is not the cause of the setting retardation experienced with the ISF slag. 

It is recognised that with leach tests such as these on concrete, variations in mix design, 
such as aggregate replacement levels, cement content and PFA and GGBS addition 
levels, could influence the results obtained, making them better or potentially worse. For 
this testing the replacement aggregates have been used as 100% fine aggregate in the 
mixes as a worst case scenario. A reduction in leaching levels would be expected if 
coarser gradings or lower replacement levels were employed. 
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8 Retardation of concrete set 

Although concrete containing the ISF slag experienced a delay in set, that containing 
CRT glass did not. This was unexpected, since the CRT glass actually contained more 
lead than the ISF slag, according to the XRF analysis given earlier (section 3.2.4) and 
lead has previously been identified as causing a delay in concrete set (section 2.4.6). 
This initially led to the conclusion that zinc must be the species within the ISF slag that 

was responsible for the delay. 

However, the concrete containing CRT glass still did not suffer from a delay when it was 
apparent that it had been contaminated with shards of zinc metal. The leaching results 
presented in section 7.7 showed that zinc leached as rapidly into solution from the CRT 

glass as it did from the ISF slag in a high alkaline environment and notably faster in 
deionised water. This would appear to suggest that zinc is not the species that is 
responsible for the retardation caused and it is more likely to be lead, due to its rapid 
release into solution from the ISF slag. There has been no evidence to directly confirm 
this so the effect of both ions has still been considered here. Due to the lack of 
retardation experienced with the CRT glass, this section is primarily concerned with 
identifying the cause of the delay with the ISF slag and possible methods to overcome it. 

8.1 Microscopic (SEM) analysis of retarding ISF mortar 
SEM studies were carried out to see if there was any evidence of zinc or lead-containing 
compounds coating the surface of the cement grains and preventing hydration from 
occurring, based on observations made in a previous study' 2. 

Hardened ISF slag mortar samples, when examined by SEM and EDS, only showed the 
presence of the metal ions zinc and lead within the aggregate particles themselves. 
These ions were not detected in any other regions within the cement matrix. Even 
though these metal ions will only be detected by EDS analysis at concentrations above 
approximately 1%, these findings potentially suggest that zinc and lead ions do not 
migrate from the slag in appreciable quantities. 

Further SEM analysis was carried out on a mortar sample in which hydration was being 
delayed, by utilising the cryo-stage on the SEM. It was hoped that examination of a 
mortar mix containing the ISF slag during its retardation period would give a better 
indication as to what was causing the delay in set. Once the moisture was evaporated 
from the surface of the sample, secondary electron images of the mortar showed 
spherical ISF slag particles protruding from regions of cement, as shown in Figure 8.1. 
The slag particles did not appear to have been attacked or degraded in any way. 
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Figure 8.1: Secondary electron image of ISF slag particles within a mortar mix that 
is suffering from a delay in the hydration process 

Closer examination of the cement grains showed that they did not appear to have 
hydrated particularly, even after a period of 18 hours. In Figure 8.2, distinct cement 
particles can still be distinguished (e. g. A and B). EDS analysis showed no presence of 
any metal ions on the surface of these cement grains implying that they were not 
necessarily being coated by layers of gelatinous lead or zinc compounds. It was thought 

possible that this was due to limitations of the equipment and that an examination at 
higher magnification and resolution might give more information. However, there was no 
evidence from SEM examination that suggested what was causing the delay in hydration 
that was being experienced. 

8.2 Microscopic (TEM) analysis of retarding ISF mortar 

It was hoped that the higher resolution of TEM would show evidence of any coatings that 
may have been present on the surface of cement grains within a mortar containing the 
ISF slag. It was apparent from the characterisation studies carried out for this work 
(section 4.5) that it was not always easy to distinguish what exactly was being observed 
using the microscope, as the particles being analysed were usually similar in 
appearance. Also, due to the high magnification used for TEM and the finely ground 
nature of the samples being analysed, it was not obviously apparent whether a particular 
area or particle being examined was truly representative of the sample as a whole. 
However, the observations reported here are the conclusions drawn after examination of 
several particles/ regions and are believed to be typical of the sample being analysed. 
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Figure 8.2: Secondary electron image of cement grains within a mortar mix 
containing ISF slag 

8.2.1 Comparison with previous TEM studies on retarding mortars 
Previous studies have suggested that it was possible to see evidence of lead-containing 
gel layers coating cement grains using TEM"'. It was argued that these layers were 
responsible for the delay in setting witnessed. Attempts were made to replicate this study 
in the hope of making similar observations, however several difficulties were 
experienced. 

In the study mentioned, the lead was added as a soluble nitrate solution rather than 
being contained in an aggregate as in the case of the ISF slag. It was therefore not 
possible to precisely control the lead (or zinc) addition levels in the mortar to be 

examined in the same way. 

The TEM used by Thomas et al for their observations was an AEI EM7 high voltage 
electron microscope, which allowed the samples to be prepared in a way that was not 
reproducible with the equipment used for this work (a Philips EM420 TEM) as the 
vacuum was not sufficient and it would be likely to damage the microscope. (It is 
assumed from the experimental description in reference 111 that the samples were placed 
directly into the vacuum chamber of the TEM to remove the remaining water from the 
sample, effectively quenching it before observation). For this work, samples instead had 
to be quenched in acetone and dried before being ground and mounted for observation. 
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The original study used a separate machine to that used for the imaging (a JEM 1000 

electron microscope) to carry out EDS elemental analysis on the samples. An advantage 

of the present study is that the TEM used for the observation and imaging was fitted with 

an integrated EDS system. It is suspected that it would have been difficult, if not 
impossible, to establish which areas were of a particular elemental composition when the 
imaging was carried out on a high resolution TEM and the EDS analysis was carried out 

on a different machine. This raises questions as to the conclusiveness of the outcomes 

of the previous study. This seems important, since few authors provide direct evidence 
for a 'coating mechanism' as the cause of the retardation by metal ions, but many others 

quote this work and imply an coating mechanism is responsible for their own 

observations. (See for example, references 116-118 &120) 

The sample preparation method adopted for this TEM study was very different to that 
used in the SEM work with the cryo-stage. It would therefore not be as likely that a 
cohesive coating would be witnessed around the cement grains during the analysis. It 

was appreciated that, at best, incoherent fragments of any remaining gel might be 
detectable on the surface of cement grains when observed by TEM. Unfortunately, since 
it was established that the ISF slag showed evidence of both amorphous and crystalline 
phases when diffraction patterns were obtained in the TEM (section 4.5), this feature 
would not necessarily be useful to help identify amorphous gels from the diffraction 
patterns of the cement or aggregate particles. 

8.2.2 Observations from TEM 
Detailed characterisation of the raw materials used in the mortars for TEM observation 
was given in section 4.5. Further to this, additional cement and ISF mortar samples were 
examined that were allowed to hydrate and harden. Figure 8.3 shows TEM images and 
diffraction patterns from the hardened ISF mortar (A), the hardened cement sample (B), 
the quenched ISF mortar sample (C) and a quenched cement sample for comparison 
(D). 

Although the spot patterns of the hardened samples are different (A & B), they both show 
the presence of undefined amorphous rings, suggesting that the hardened product in 
each case was at least partially non-crystalline. When cement and ISF mortar samples 
were quenched during their hydration period and examined by TEM, no evidence of 
anything apparently coating the cement grains was observed around the particles. 
Although the diffraction patterns from the quenched samples (C & D) are ultimately 
different from the patterns obtained from the raw materials and the hardened cement and 
mortar samples, the amorphous ring patterns from both quenched samples are very 
similar, suggesting that the rings must be contributed by the cement. No lead or zinc 
could be detected around the cement particles by EDS analysis. There was therefore no 
evidence to suggest that any lead or zinc-containing amorphous coating was present 
around the cement grains to prevent them from hydrating. 

If lead or zinc precipitates were to form in the alkaline environment of a cement mix, you 
would perhaps expect them to accumulate around the lead or zinc-rich areas from which 
the ions originated (i. e. the ISF aggregate particles), rather than favouring coating the 
cement grains. However this was also not witnessed in these samples. 
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Figure 8.3: TEM images and diffraction patterns from ISF mortars and cement 
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Although these observations do not appear to support the idea of a coating mechanism 
for the retardation of set in cement by metal ions, many variations and compromises had 
to be imposed in an attempt to replicate the original study that was being followed. 
However, the fact that these difficulties arose in the first place raises questions as to the 

validity of the conclusions that were drawn by the initial studies. The work that follows 
tracks the attempts to further prove/ disprove the coating mechanism theory and provide 
further evidence for an alternative theory about the retardation. 

8.3 XRD analysis 
Mortar samples containing the ISF slag were quenched over time during the retardation 
period and up to 28 days after the mortar had finally hardened. These were then 
analysed by XRD and compared to equivalent samples of hydrated cement and control 
aggregate mortars. The XRD traces for the raw materials (ISF slag, limestone aggregate 
and cement) and for hydrating cement quenched over time were analysed and discussed 
in section 4.3. The peaks that were seen on the XRD patterns of those samples have 
been used in this section to identify which peaks are attributable to the cement and 
which to the ISF slag in the quenched ISF mortars. 

Figure 8.4 shows the XRD trace obtained from an ISF mortar quenched after 2 hours 
from mixing, along with the trace from the raw ISF slag and the cement, quenched after 
2 hours from mixing as a comparison. Figure 8.5 shows the trace obtained from the ISF 
mortar quenched after 72 hours, which proved to be approximately equivalent to the 24 
hour results obtained from the cement and the control samples. Again, the raw ISF slag 
trace is included, plus the trace from cement that had been quenched after 28 days from 
mixing, showing the hardened cement products. The peaks corresponding to calcium 
hydroxide (CH) only began to appear on the ISF slag traces as small peaks after 48 
hours, while the peak at approximately 18° 28 was not predominant on the XRD traces 
until 72 hours, by which time the mortar had finally hardened. This confirmed that 
Ca(OH)2 (CH - Portlandite), which corresponds to the peak at 18° 28, was not produced 
during the retardation period caused by the inclusion of the ISF slag. As witnessed in the 
cement sample quenched after 28 days, calcium carbonate (CC - CaCO3) was also 
apparent in the 72 hour quenched ISF sample. Again, CH in the hydrating samples had 
apparently become carbonated when exposed to carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
during sample preparation 

Similar observations, of Ca(OH)2 not being detected by XRD during the retardation 
caused by lead and zinc ions have been made by Lieber120. It would appear that the 
crystallisation of Ca(OH)2 is in some way involved in the mechanism of retardation 
caused by the ISF slag. This ties in with the theory put forward in section 2.4.6 that the 
calcium and hydroxide ions may be utilised in the conversion of a lead or zinc hydroxide 
species into a hydroxy-compound, thus delaying the super-saturation and precipitation of 
crystalline Ca(OH)2 and so delaying cement hardening. 

Most peaks in the XRD traces have been attributed either to the cement or to the ISF 
slag. Some additional XRD peaks present in the ISF mortar samples could not be 
identified with confidence (e. g. the peak at 44.6° 28, labelled X), but these did not 
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change appreciably during the retardation period to suggest that they might correspond 
to a species that was responsible for the delay. 
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Figure 8.4: XRD trace of hydrating 1SF slag mortar, 
quenched after 2 hours (plus controls) 
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Figure 8.5: XRD trace of hydrating 1SF slag mortar, quenched after 72 hours 
(equivalent to 24 hours with no retardation) (plus controls) 
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Unfortunately, the hydroxy-zincate species that has been previously reported during 
cement retardation by zinc120,123 (or an equivalent hydroxy-plumbate species from lead) 

could not be identified in the ISF slag samples. Therefore, it cannot be conclusively 
shown that the conversion of lead or zinc hydroxide to their respective hydroxy- 
compounds is the cause of the retardation. 

8.4 Thermogravimetric analysis 

Using thermogravimetric analysis, it is often possible to identify compounds present in a 
material from the temperature ranges over which weight is lost during analysis. It was 
hoped that this technique might be useful for this work as it is possible to identify both 
amorphous and crystalline compounds by this method. The figures given in this section 
show the gradual percentage loss in weight with time over an increasing temperature 
range. An additional line is present on each trace, which is the mathematical derivative of 
the weight curve and is concerned with the rate of change of weight. This shows the 
percentage weight loss per minute at any given temperature and is termed the 'derivative 
weight'. This is useful for identifying when compounds may have been released from the 
sample, by emphasising the changes in the overall weight loss. 

Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out on quenched mortars containing the ISF 
slag to see if any compounds could be identified that may be responsible for the delay in 
hydration experienced with the slag. First, samples of raw cement and raw ISF slag were 
analysed, then the cement alone that had been hydrated and quenched after 24 hours 
as a comparison to the hydrated ISF slag mortar mixes. The results from these runs are 
shown from Figure 8.6 to Figure 8.8. 

The TGA trace of the derivative weight for the ISF slag (Figure 8.6) shows relatively 
small troughs at --35°C and -100°C. These most likely correspond to evaporation of any 
residual acetone and non-chemically bound water from the sample. The other main 
trough present is between -200 and 275°C. The cause of this trough has not been 
determined. However, it will be seen that a trough is evident over this temperature range 
in all samples containing the ISF slag, suggesting it is a permanent component of the 
slag and not a species that could be attributed as responsible for the delay in setting 
witnessed. After this trough, the line then peaks between -275 and 340°C, indicating that 
the sample actually increased in weight over this temperature range. This was thought to 
be caused by oxidation of elements within the ISF slag sample. 

The TGA trace for the raw cement (Figure 8.7) again shows small troughs at low 
temperatures, thought to be related to acetone and unbound water evaporation. The 
other main trough present is between -375 and -430°C. This is caused by the 
dehydroxylation of the calcium hydroxide in the cement, as demonstrated by Bland and 
Sharp148. When this is compared to the trace from cement that had been hydrated and 
quenched after 24 hours (Figure 8.8), it can be seen that generally they are very similar, 
but the main trough has shifted to a higher temperature of between -390 and -470°C. 
After 24 hours, the cement hydration reaction would have been well underway and more 
hydration compounds (including calcium hydroxide) will have formed. It would therefore 
take longer to decompose the calcium hydroxide present in the hydrated cement than it 
would in the anhydrous cement, hence the peak and final temperatures would be 
displaced to higher temperatures, as observed. 
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Figure 8.6: TGA data for 1SF slag alone 

From these curves, it is also possible to quantitatively determine the amount of CH 

present in the sample, by measuring the step in the curve associated with the breakdown 

of the phase. The sloping lines either side of the step region mean that the measurement 
of the step must be approximated by using the points at which tangents from each of the 
lines cross148. The raw cement sample in Figure 8.7 shows a change of -0.3%, 
attributable the CH present initially in the cement, while the cement that has been 

quenched after 24 hours in Figure 8.8 shows a change of -1.7%. As the cement has 
hydrated, more CH has been produced as a hydration product. 

These TGA runs act as a useful control to which the results from quenched mortars 
containing the ISF slag could be compared. TGA traces from these mortars quenched at 
various times from 2 hours up to 72 hours are shown in Figure 8.9 to Figure 8.12. 
Initially, it would appear that one of the TGA traces is out of sequence. The 24 hour 

quenched sample shows a trough between -400 and -470°C, while those either side of 
it at 2 hours and 48 hours do not. However, the trough reappears and is larger after 72 
hours. Re-running the samples confirmed that they had not been mixed up. 

The trough at this point corresponds to that on the hydrated cement sample quenched 
after 24 hours, as shown in Figure 8.8, suggesting that it is attributable to CH in hydrated 

cement. The sample had visibly not hydrated by this time and it is thought that the 
presence of this trough after 24 hours comes as a result of inadequate quenching of the 
mortar sample. The samples were quenched in acetone, which was replaced at intervals 
in an attempt to remove all the unbound water present in the mortar samples. However, 
if not all of the water was driven off, the sample will have continued to react with any 
remaining water and hydrate over time, which would account for the observation seen 
here. 
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After 72 hours the CH trough between -400 and 470°C reappeared and by this time the 
ISF mortar sample had hardened, so it is thought to be a genuine effect. It was not 
thought practical to attempt to calculate the percentage of CH present in the hydrated 
ISF slag sample. The analysis of the ISF slag sample alone (Figure 8.6) shows a gain in 
weight over this temperature range, which would obviously conflict with the loss 
experienced by the dehydroxylation of CH. 

In addition to this trough, the trough between -200 and -275°C that was evident in the 
raw ISF slag sample can also be detected at various intensities in the mortars quenched 
over time. No additional troughs were detected, other than these, that could potentially 
have been attributed to the retarding species present in the ISF slag mortars. 

8.5 Isothermal conduction calorimetry 
Isothermal conduction calorimetry (ICC) provided a small scale method of assessing the 
delayed hydration period when ISF slag was included in mortar samples. It was also a 
convenient method to test various additives in association with the slag to see if the 
retardation could be overcome. All additives were tested at 'high' and 'low' addition 
levels. Any that were found to be useful in reducing the retardation experienced were 
used in full-scale concrete mixes and tested using internal temperature monitors and 
logging equipment (section 8.6). The aggregates were ground to pass a 150pm sieve 
before being used in the mortars for this testing, so the heat generated by the cement 
hydration reaction would transfer evenly throughout the sample to the detectors. 

It is appreciated that grinding the samples in this way may have increased the surface 
availability of the metal ions (lead and zinc) that were suspected to be responsible for the 
delay in set experienced. These retardation results were therefore anticipated to be more 
severe than would be expected from a regular concrete or mortar mix. 

Due to the number of additives tested, it was not possible to carry out duplicate runs in 
order to obtain an average of the results. Even if time had been available for this to be 
done, due to the nature of the testing it would probably not have been a particularly 
useful indication of the associated errors. Although samples were all mixed in the same 
way, there will have been inevitable time differences incurred when setting up the mortar 
samples in the calorimeter. All sample profiles will be accurate to within approximately 10 
minutes and the maximum heat energy generated will be accurate to approximately 
±0.05 W/kg, when the variation in the output is assessed. Since the reaction that is being 
considered takes place over days rather than hours, these errors were not seen to be 
significant to this testing. 

8.5.1 Influence of zinc and lead doping on control aggregate mortars 
Figure 8.13 shows the calorimetry results obtained from testing a control aggregate 
mortar that had been doped with 0.2g of either PbO or ZnO. The rise in energy 
observed, generated by the hydration of the mortar mix and calculated here as W/kg, 
shows the time over which hydration took place for each of the mixes. 

It can be seen that both lead and zinc cause a delay in hydration, when compared to the 
control. The lead addition delays hydration for approximately 24 hours, while the zinc 
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addition causes a delay of approximately 120 hours. 0.2g of the metal oxide was added 
in each case, so they were not equivalent on a molar basis. Equivalent molar additions 

would be expected to show a less dramatic variation in the time to hydration. However, 

these results confirm that lead and zinc ions do cause a delay in the hydration of cement. 
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Figure 8.13: Heat generated by hydrating mortar samples containing a TVS control 
aggregate, doped with PbO or ZnO, measured by ICC 

8.5.2 Influence of ISF slag replacement level on retardation of mortar samples 
To establish a manageable delay period that could be used as a benchmark to assess 
the effect of any additives tested, the ISF slag was used at various replacement levels in 
the mortars, from 20% up to 100%. The calorimeter results for this are shown in 
Figure 8.14. As the ISF slag replacement level is increased, the onset of hydration is 
delayed and the maximum hydration energy observed is reduced. Figure 8.15 shows the 
total energy output for each of the samples over time, once hydration had commenced. 
Apart from the 20% ISF sample, which shows a slightly different shaped profile in 
Figure 8.14, the total heat output of all the other samples are close to that of the control 
(0% ISF) and lie between --100-12OkJ/kg, suggesting that cement hydration has 
occurred to approximately the same extent in all samples, once the delay has passed. 

When the time to hydration is plotted against the percentage ISF slag replacement, as 
shown in Figure 8.16, it can be seen that the relationship is non-linear. A proportionally 
longer delay is experienced as the ISF slag replacement level is increased. The reason 
for this is not clear. If the variation was related to the increased ISF slag surface area 
available from which the metal ions could leach, a linear trend would be expected. The 
curve in the data line is more closely fitted to a 'squared' relationship (as shown by the 
dotted line on the graph), perhaps suggesting that more than one factor is influencing the 
resulting behaviour. 
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Figure 8.14: Heat generated by hydrating mortar samples containing 1SF slag, 
measured by ICC 



If this relationship between the percentage ISF slag replacement and the time to 

hydration were true for full scale concrete mixes as well as the mortars made with 

ground aggregate, it would be possible to approximate the delay that would be 

experienced for any given replacement level. However, due to the variables that are 
introduced by grinding the aggregate, this data would not be directly transferable to a full 

scale concrete mix. Varying replacement levels were not tested in concrete, since the 

main focus of the work was to investigate additives that may be able to overcome the 

delay if high ISF replacement levels were used. 
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Figure 8.16: Variation in time to hydration with % ISF slag replacement 

It was known by this time that concrete samples containing ISF slag as a 100% 
replacement for the sand normally present in a mix were demouldable 3 days after 
mixing. It was therefore decided that 60% replacement would provide a suitable delay 
from which the effect of the various additives could be distinguished. 

8.5.3 Influence of chemical additives on retardation 
Once the ISF replacement level of 60% had been established, various additives were 
tested. Results for the additives have been presented as the maximum hydration energy 
against the time to hydration in the following figures, so their effects can be clearly 
distinguished. Figure 8.17 shows the results from the 'high' addition levels, while Figure 
8.18 shows the results from the 'low' addition levels (as discussed in section 3.6.4). The 
closer the results are to the TVS control aggregate sample, the more useful the additive 
is seen to be at overcoming the retardation caused by the ISF slag. The higher the 
reaction energy, the more vigorous the reaction had apparently been once hydration had 
commenced. 
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In both figures, additives based on group II elements (+) appear to be generally better at 

overcoming the retardation than those based on group I elements (A). The chlorides and 

nitrates seem to be the most effective anions in association with the group II elements, 

whereas the hydroxides seem to be of most benefit in association with the group I 

elements. However, there do not appear to be any other definite patterns in the order of 

effectiveness of the cations in each group and their associated anions. The 

additives/concentrations that reduce the time to hydration to within approximately 16 
hours are seen to be most useful. 

NaOH has been previously noted as an accelerator in concrete. It is thought to work by 

reacting with gypsum (CaSO4.2H20) during the initial hydration, resulting in Na2SO4 and 
Ca(OH)2142,149150 Gypsum is used in Portland cement to prevent flash set that can be 

caused by the hydration of tricalcium aluminate (C3A). If some of the gypsum is used up 
by the reaction with NaOH, the hydration of C3A may occur more quickly than usual, thus 

shortening the retardation period. 

However, in the context of the mechanism proposed in section 2.4.6 relating to the 
conversion of metal hydroxides to calcium hydroxy-species, the increased concentration 
of Ca+ and OH- ions resulting from the reaction with CaSO4 may also be beneficial in 
overcoming the delay. 

Lithium, sodium and potassium are all more reactive than calcium, so an equivalent 
reaction might be expected with all of these group I hydroxides. The calorimetry results 
for the group I hydroxides seem to support this. The only group II hydroxide tested was 
Ca(OH)2, which will obviously not react in the same way with CaSO4 as NaOH. Although 
Ca(OH)2 did reduce the delay experienced with the ISF slag, this may just be due to the 
presence of additional Ca+ and OH- ions in the mix, rather than from any additional 
reaction that it brings about. More soluble calcium species (CI', N03") seem to have a 
greater effect. 

CaCl2 and other chlorides are known to act as accelerators in concrete. It is thought that 
the chloride ions displace the OH- ions in tricalcium silicate (C3S) that would normally 
eventually pass out into solution. This causes a premature saturation of the solution with 
OH- ions. These will pick up any calcium ions that are in the solution, thus forming 
Ca(OH)2 and speeding up the hydration reaction151. 

It is possible that one of the reasons why the group I chlorides did not perform as well as 
the group II chlorides is because the molar concentrations of the chlorides added were 
not equivalent. The additions were made at equivalent molar concentrations of the 
cations rather than the anions, to compare the relative behaviour of the group I and 
group II elements, so there will be twice the molar concentration of chloride in the group 
II additions. Potassium and lithium chlorides show moderate improvement at high 
addition levels compared to the low additions. However, there is relatively little difference 
in the time to hydration with NaCl at the two concentrations. In fact, the lower addition 
level brings about a slightly shorter delay than the higher concentration. The reasons for 
this are not known. 

Also, the chlorides of the other group II metals tested appeared to be more effective than 
CaCl2. This may be related to their respective solubilities. At room temperature, the order 
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of solubility of the group II ions is Ba<Sr<Mg<Ca152. Although the order of efficiency of 
the ions as accelerators does not exactly follow this pattern, barium is certainly the most 
effective and calcium the least effective at both addition levels. The reason why the least 

soluble ions are most effective is again unclear. It is suspected that the nitrates may 

undergo a similar type of reaction, since the results of the nitrates, when compared to 
their equivalent chlorides, are often of a similar order. However, a reliable pattern is 

again not apparent. 

In general, the common influence of all of these proposed additives seems to be to 
increase the concentration of hydroxide ions in solution. Calcium ions will be provided by 
the cement as it hydrates (or other group II ions may reduce the need for calcium by 

reacting with the retarding species in its place), which would allow the super-saturation 
and precipitation of Ca(OH)2 to occur more quickly and so reduce the retardation 
experienced. More details about this proposed mechanism are given in section 8.7. 

Barium and strontium additions have been shown to be useful in overcoming the 
retardation experienced with the ISF slag. Since the CRT glass contains these ions, it is 
possible that they may play some part in preventing a delay with the CRT glass. 
However, as mentioned earlier, from the leaching results it is thought that it is more likely 
to be a result of the relative speed at which lead is able to leach from the two aggregate 
materials. 

8.5.4 Influence of PFA, GGBS on retardation 
Figure 8.18 also included the results from calorimetry experiments using additions of 
PFA and GGBS in association with the ISF slag. These additives appear to offer a slight 
improvement in the delay experienced, but are not as effective as many of the additives 
already discussed. The results that were obtained from temperature monitoring of 
concrete containing the additives show a different trend and are discussed in the next 
section (8.6). 

8.6 Temperature monitoring of setting concrete 
Temperature monitoring was carried out on various concrete mixes containing the ISF 
slag as a replacement for the fine aggregate normally in the mix. The loggers used were 
programmed to take readings every 15 minutes to the nearest 0.5°C. Details of the mixes 
tested were given in Table 5.2. 

8.6.1 Effect of cement content and wlc ratio on the retardation period 
Figure 8.19 shows the temperature profiles obtained from ISF-concrete mixes of varying 
cement content and water/ cement ratio, compared to a control mix using Thames Valley 
Sand aggregate. It can be seen that the ISF slag mixes show a characteristic delay in 
set, similar to that experienced during the calorimetry analysis. The TVS control mix 
shows an increase in temperature over the first few hours after casting. The maximum 
temperature reached is similar to that obtained with the ISF slag mixes of the same w/c 
ratio. The temperature profiles for the control mix are identical to the ISF slag mixes 
apart from the delay in set, which suggests that the extent of hydration, although 
delayed, is the same. 
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The graph also shows that increasing the cement content, regardless of the 

corresponding w/c ratio, reduces the retardation period experienced with the ISF slag. 
Reducing the w/c ratio only influences the maximum temperature reached, rather than 
the delay. This implies that the most important relationship to dictate the retardation 
behaviour of concrete mixes containing the ISF slag is the cement/ ISF aggregate ratio. 
Therefore, if the ISF slag replacement level in the mix was reduced, a proportionally 
shorter delay period would be experienced, as witnessed in previous studiesao 

The delay caused by the presence of heavy metal ions in concrete has previously been 

attributed to the presence of gelatinous metal hydroxide layers coating the cement grains 
and preventing hydration, as mentioned in section 2.4.6. If this were the case, the heat 

generated by the reaction may be expected to increase more gradually, as hydration 

would likely be dependent on the diffusion of water through this layer to the cement. 
However, this is not the case and the reaction profiles that eventually occur with the ISF 

slag are essentially identical to that of the control. 
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Figure 8.19: Influence of cement content and water/ cement ratio on setting 
behaviour of ISF slag concrete 

8.6.2 Effect of PFA and GGBS on the retardation period 
The results from isothermal conduction calorimetry and from leach testing suggested that 
the inclusion of PFA and GGBS in a concrete mix with ISF slag might reduce the delay 
experienced by making the metal ions suspected of causing the retardation unavailable 
in the mix. It can be seen in Figure 8.20 that the inclusion of these cement replacement 
materials did not prevent the delay in set, but instead caused a longer delay and a lower 
heat of hydration, assumed to be a result of the reduction in Portland cement used. 
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PFA and GGBS are known to develop their strength more slowly than Ordinary Portland 

Cement, as they do not produce as much heat during their hydration reaction138. 
Although it would obviously depend on their specific replacement levels, concrete mixes 

containing PFA and GGBS would normally be expected to be demouldable within the 

same time-scale as Portland cement mixes, though their early compressive strengths 

would be lower. 

PFA and GGBS rely on the presence of calcium hydroxide in a mix to trigger their 

pozzolanic reaction (as discussed in section 2.4.2). If the calcium and hydroxide ions 

were being used up during the retardation period to convert the retarding species into a 

metal hydroxy-compound, the pozzolanic action of these materials may not be triggered 

in the usual way. It would therefore be expected that an even further delay in setting 

would be experienced, as seen in Figure 8.20. These results therefore indirectly support 
the theory that competition for the calcium and hydroxide ions in the mix is responsible 
for the delay in set. 
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Figure 8.20: Influence of PFA and GGBS on the setting behaviour of 
ISF slag concrete 

7.0 

This difference between the results obtained from isothermal conduction calorimetry and 
the temperature monitoring of concrete highlights the problems that arise when trying to 
directly compare the two techniques. The samples being tested were quite different - 
small scale mortar samples with ground aggregates compared to full scale concrete 
mixes. These particular additives must react over a range that is critical between the two 
techniques and the effectiveness of any additives that appear to improve the retardation 
by such a small amount during the calorimetry testing would not necessarily be reliable 
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in concrete. However, more positive results were obtained when further additives that 

were shown by calorimetry to be successful at overcoming the delay were tested in 

concrete mixes. 

8.6.3 Effect of various chemical additives on the retardation period 

Figure 8.21 shows the effect of several chemical additions (at either high or low addition 
levels) on the retardation of ISF concrete. For simplicity, the results are presented as the 

peak hydration temperature plotted against the time to the start of hydration, although all 

profiles were essentially the same as those given in the previous figures. 
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Figure 8.21: Influence of various additives on the setting behaviour of 
ISF slag concrete 

It can be seen that the additives that were shown to be most successful during the 
calorimetry testing (reducing the delay to less than 16 hours) were equally successful 
here. However, those that moderately reduced the delay (to between 16 and 24 hours) 
were less effective when scaled up into the concrete mix. As with the PFA and GGBS 
additions, this time period must represent a critical crossover area between the two 
techniques used. Additives that reduce the delay to within 16 hours in the calorimetry 
testing are still equally as successful in concrete, while anything that experiences a 
longer delay does not appear to be sufficient to overcome the retardation caused by the 
ISF slag in concrete within a manageable timeframe. Variations in the concentrations 
used may be able to overcome this, but this effect emphasises the need for 
representative testing of materials in general, rather than relying on potentially more 
practical small-scale testing. 

Of all the successful chemical additives tested in concrete, BaCI2 is the only one that was 
able to be used at the 'low' addition level. From the calorimetry results, low additions of 
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MgCI2, SrCI2 and MgNO3 also reduced the retardation to within 16 hours, so would be 

expected to work as efficiently in concrete with ISF slag. 

Although these additives appear to be almost equally as efficient at minimising the delay, 
the relative cost of some of them, when their required dosage is considered, may 
preclude their use. Although the effective NaOH and KOH additions were of high 

concentration, due to their low molecular weight and relatively low cost anyway, they are 
actually the cheapest additives of those tested, NaOH being the cheapest of the two. 
The cost of the high concentration of CaCI2 and the low concentration of BaC12 would be 

nearly equal, although they are approximately twice the price of the required dose of 
KOH. The use of the other additives tested at high doses would likely be non-viable, as 
they are at least four times the cost of the CaCl2. Despite the relative cost of CaCl2 and 
BaCl2 being higher than the NaOH and KOH, they appear to be more efficient at 
overcoming the delay. The required concentrations of these ions could potentially be 
adjusted to find an addition level that is both practical and cost effective"'. Other factors 
that are likely to dictate the choice of additive used include their effect on concrete 
workability and its long term strength gain and durability. 

8.7 Proposed mechanism for retardation caused by ISF slag 
From the review of the relevant literature in section 2.4.6, there appeared to be two 
mechanisms that could potentially be responsible for the retardation witnessed with 
certain metal ions in concrete. One proposed the coating of the cement grains in the mix 
with a gelatinous metal hydroxide layer, rapidly formed by the metals due to the highly 
alkaline environment of a cement mix. There was no satisfactory explanation as to why 
or how the hydration reaction would finally proceed after the retardation experienced. 
Although the second mechanism was not directly stated in the literature, it was inferred 
by Taplin in the discussion of Lieber's paper120 that it may not be necessary for the 
retarding species to actually coat the cement grains, but that its mere presence could 
cause the retarding effect. Pieced together from several sources, it appeared that the 
second possible mechanism would be as follows. It is this mechanism that seems to be 
best supported by the results obtained from this study. 

It is agreed that metal hydroxide precipitates would quickly form in the high alkaline 
environment of a cement mix. However, there does not appear to be any reason why 
they should preferentially coat the cement grains. Zinc and lead ions are amphoteric and 
the hydroxide precipitates would re-dissolve in an excess of hydroxide ions to form 
soluble zincates (Zn022-) and plumbates (Pb022-)117 . Lieber120 noted the apparent 
conversion of ZnOH to a calcium zincate compound (CaZn2(OH)6.2H20) during the 
retardation period. This would require the availability of both calcium and hydroxide ions 
in the solution, which there would be during the normal cement hydration process. The 
calcium and hydroxide ions gradually saturate the mix water until super-saturation is 
reached and solid Ca(OH)2 (Portlandite) is precipitated out, marking the start of the 
cement hydration/ hardening process. A generalised equation for the conversion of the 
retarding species, M, would therefore be: 

m Relative prices, used for guidance, were obtained from VWR International's laboratory supplies catalogue, 
2003 edition 
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M In the presence of OH- ions MOH in the presence of excess OH- and Ca+ ions CaM2(OH)x. yH2O 
00 

However, if the retarding species (zinc or lead hydroxide) was to use up the calcium and 
hydroxide ions from the surrounding solution to convert to the hydroxy-species, it would 
appear reasonable to anticipate that the solution would not become saturated with 

calcium and hydroxide ions until all of the retarding species had converted to this form. 

This would obviously prolong the time required before the calcium hydroxide would 
precipitate out, but the eventual reaction of the cement would be expected to be largely 

unaffected by the delay. If this is assumed to be the case, it follows that an increase in 

the concentration of available hydroxide ions present will shorten the retardation period 

experienced and that the total heat of hydration for the reactions should be largely 

unchanged. 

This appeared to be the mode of action of the additives that were tested by isothermal 

conduction calorimetry and temperature monitoring of concrete cubes. There also 
appears to be more circumstantial evidence to support this mechanism: the reaction 
profiles from the temperature testing were virtually the same as the control mix; calcium 
hydroxide was not detected in the XRD samples until after the retardation period had 

ceased; the aggregate/ cement ratio is critical to the delay in set rather than any other 
factor (if diffusion of water through a gelatinous layer was suspected to cause the 
eventual hydration of the cement, the water/ cement ratio of the mix would be expected 
to influence the delay); and no evidence of any gel or coatings of any sort were observed 
by microscopy. 

It is unfortunate that neither a lead nor zinc hydroxy-species was detected during the 
course of this testing, as that would have provided more conclusive evidence that this 
proposed reaction mechanism was correct. It would also have indicated whether lead, 

zinc or a combination of both of these ions was in fact responsible for the retardation 
experienced with the ISF slag. 

If zinc was the cause of the delay and insoluble calcium hydroxy-zincate was formed as 
a result, the zinc would then be chemically bound up, making it less likely to leach from 
the hardened concrete that eventually formed, as seen in the leach testing in section 7 
and leaching studies by previous authors95. Even if the zinc was not the primary cause of 
the retardation, it is still possible that this reaction would have taken place with any zinc 
that leached into solution, making the zinc unavailable for leaching once the concrete 
had hardened. Lead leaching is still relatively high from concrete containing the ISF slag. 
It is therefore proposed that if a hydroxy-plumbate species is formed it may be soluble, 
allowing it to be more readily leachable from the concrete. However, no literature has 
been identified to support or disprove this suggestion. 

There are still questions as to why the CRT glass did not suffer from the same sort of 
retardation as the slag. Possible reasons include: the lead being present as an integral 
component of the glass, rather than as metallic inclusions; the lead not leaching so 
rapidly from the CRT glass as from the slag in high alkali solutions; the presence of 
barium and strontium in the CRT glass, since group II additions appeared to overcome 
the retardation experienced with the ISF slag. 
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8.8 Retardation summary 

Microscopy studies have shown no evidence of any observable coatings that could be 
responsible for the delay in set experienced with the ISF slag. This is in contradiction 
with previous studies, but careful consideration of their methodology as well as the 
results obtained here throws doubt on the validity of their analysis. TGA and XRD 
analysis did not indicate the presence of any new species that may be responsible for 
the delay, although XRD confirmed that Ca(OH)2 (Portlandite) was not formed until after 
the retardation period had ended. 

Isothermal conduction calorimetry was used to test a range of additives on the cement 
hydration process, to see if any could overcome the problems caused by the inclusions 

of ISF slag in cement and mortars. It was apparent that the most successful additions for 
overcoming the delay in setting were those containing group II cations and/or those that 
in some way promoted an increase in the concentration of hydroxide ions in the mix. 
Internal temperature monitoring of setting concrete confirmed these findings and showed 
that the aggregate/ cement ratio was critical to the delay experienced, while the water/ 
cement ratio was not. 

This evidence has led to the proposal of a detailed mechanism for the retardation, 
involving the conversion of a metal hydroxide to a metal hydroxy-species. This 
conversion reaction would use up calcium and hydroxide ions from the surrounding 
solution and delay the super-saturation and precipitation of Ca(OH)2, which marks the 
start of the hydration/ hardening process. Unfortunately, such compounds have not been 
detected directly in this study, suggesting that they are either amorphous or not present 
in sufficient quantities to be detected by XRD. Thus the mechanism is not definitively 
proven. 

The exact metal responsible for the delay caused by the ISF slag (assumed to be either 
zinc or lead) has not been identified, but the mechanism should be applicable to both 
ions. Additives to overcome the delay experienced have also been suggested, which 
should be transferable, perhaps at different concentrations, to other metal-retarded 
systems. 
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9 Conclusions and suggestions for further work 

9.1 Conclusions 

Both ISF slag and CRT glass are physically suitable for use as aggregate in concrete, 
giving good strength and workability characteristics. 

CRT glass has been shown to be highly susceptible to ASR, but this detrimental reaction 
can be controlled through the use of lithium compounds, LiOH. H2O and LiNO3. The ISF 
slag does not appear to be susceptible to ASR. 

Barium does not leach from the CRT glass at levels above the guidance limits that were 
used for this work, so it may be considered of minimal environmental concern with 
respect to barium. However, lead has been shown to leach from the aggregates, even 
when encapsulated in concrete. This leaching is reduced when PFA and GGBS are used 
as cement replacement materials in the concrete. However, with ISF slag, levels still 
exceed the guidance limits used. This would suggest that, as a result of its leaching 
behaviour, the ISF slag may not be suitable for use as aggregate under the conditions 
tested (i. e. 100% fine aggregate). Although the leaching of lead is sufficiently reduced 
when these additives are used in concrete, CRT glass could potentially be used without 
additions of PFA or GGBS if the barium glass components could be separated from the 
lead containing components. 

The ISF slag leads to an appreciable delay in setting when used as 100% fine 
aggregate. Various additives have been shown to reduce this delay to more manageable 
levels, though it could be further reduced by limiting the percentage replacement of ISF 
slag. The most promising additives from those tested, when costs are considered, are 
BaCI2, CaCI2, NaOH and KOH. CRT glass does not cause any delay in cement 
hydration, despite it containing lead. This may be due to the rate at which lead is 
released from the glass in a highly alkaline environment. However it may be possible that 
the barium and/or strontium in the glass may help to prevent the retardation, since these 
ions were shown to overcome the delay experienced with the ISF slag. 

The proposed mechanism for this delay (that is best supported by this work, though 
conclusive evidence was not obtained) involves the conversion of a metal hydroxide to a 
metal hydroxy-species (M 4 MOH 4 CaM2(OH),,. yH2O). This conversion reaction uses 
up calcium and hydroxide ions from the surrounding solution and delays the super- 
saturation and precipitation of Ca(OH)2, which marks the start of the hydration/ hardening 
process. Although lead has been suspected as the delaying species from this study, this 
mechanism could also apply to zinc, as it too is amphoteric and forms a hydroxide at 
high pH, which would tend to be converted to an insoluble hydroxy-zincate in the 
presence of calcium ions. 
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9.2 Guidance for the use of CRT glass and ISF slag 

It is hoped that both the ISF slag and CRT glass will eventually find a use in concrete 
applications, although it is clear from this study that certain precautions would be 

necessary to reduce or overcome the issues highlighted by this work. 

The CRT glass is highly susceptible to ASR, even at relatively low replacement levels. If 
it was suspected that the conditions under which ASR occurs were likely to be met (i. e. 
sufficiently high relative humidity environment - silica and alkali ions would be provided 
from the CRT glass and the cement) then suitable mitigation techniques would need to 
be employed to minimise the risk of ASR damage. The use of the lithium compounds - 
lithium hydroxide and nitrate - have been shown to be most successful at preventing 
expansion of CRT glass-concrete samples caused by ASR. 

However, if there was concern about the possibility of lead leaching from concrete into 

surrounding groundwater supplies, the use of PFA and GGBS as cement replacement 
materials would be preferred to minimise leaching. The use of PFA in association with 
lithium additions has previously been successfully trialled78. However, this would 
obviously result in increased costs, compared to just using one additive. Possible ways 
of overcoming this would be to either reduce the CRT glass replacement level to a point 
at which PFA and/ or GGBS are able to prevent the leaching as well as minimise ASR, 
or to use barium containing glass that had been separated from the leaded glass of a 
CRT, since the barium leaching levels are not of major concern. 

The retardation of concrete setting, caused by the inclusion of ISF slag as fine aggregate 
in concrete, can be overcome by the use of various additives. The most successful and 
financially viable of these are barium chloride, calcium chloride, sodium hydroxide and 
potassium hydroxide. Although the use of these hydroxide additives would elevate the 
alkali content of the concrete, there should still be no risk of ASR with the ISF slag 
aggregate. The use of chloride additives may not be possible if steel reinforcements 
were present in the concrete, as chloride ions can increase the risk of steel corrosion". 
The exact concentration of these additives necessary to prevent retardation will depend 
on the ISF slag replacement level in the concrete and would likely require further 
investigation. However, it is anticipated from this work that replacement levels below 
approximately 50% would experience an acceptable delay without the use of these 
additives. 

Leaching results have suggested that the use of ISF slag as 100% fine aggregate in 
concrete may result in unacceptable levels of lead release if the concrete were to 
become damaged and the aggregate exposed. Use of a lower ISF slag replacement 
level would obviously improve the leaching behaviour, as would the inclusion of PFA and 
GGBS. Further investigation would be required to establish the optimum replacement 
level, with or without other additions, that would be most viable with respect to leaching, 
retardation and costs. Other possibilities would be to investigate the use of ISF slag in 
applications that would restrict its contact with water, such as bitumen-bound pavement 
construction. 
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9.3 Recommendations for further work 

In light of the work that has been carried out for this study, there are a number of 

recommendations for further testing which would add weight to the findings of this 

research. 

It was unfortunate that a hydroxy-zincate or hydroxy-plumbate species were not detected 
during the XRD analysis of retarding mortar samples, since this would have provided 

more conclusive proof that the proposed mechanism for the retardation of cement 
hydration with ISF slag was correct. It would be of benefit to repeat the XRD testing on 

quenched ISF mortars as a second attempt to identify these compounds. Another 

possible test would be to look for these species in control samples that have been doped 

with known concentrations of zinc and/ or lead compounds, rather than the ISF slag, to 

see if they can be detected in such an instance. The analysis is complicated somewhat 
by the relatively complex nature of the ISF slag. The mechanism might be proved more 
easily in a simpler system. 

It would be interesting to carry out ASR testing and, in particular, leach testing on 
separated samples of lead and barium-containing glass from CRTs. Due to the 

apparently acceptable barium leaching that was demonstrated during this study, the 
barium-containing glass components may find applications for their use more readily if 
there was no concern about lead leaching. Also, ASR testing on the separate glass 
fractions would indicate whether either glass was more or less susceptible to this type of 
reaction. 

There is some uncertainty as to the suitability of PFA and GGBS at minimising ASR with 
the CRT glass over time, due to the apparent reaction experienced, despite these 
additions, during 60°C testing. Testing at 38°C over a longer time period would give a 
better indication of the expected behaviour of all of the mitigation additives. Additionally, 
testing of CRT glass with the additives under real, outdoor exposure conditions would 
probably provide the best assessment of their suitability. However, it is accepted that the 
time periods required for this sort of testing would be lengthy (possibly up to 5 years). 

It would be interesting to further investigate the non-linear relationship between the time 
to hydration and the percentage ISF slag replacement that was witnessed during the 
isothermal conduction calorimetry testing. It would be useful to carry out equivalent 
testing on concrete mixes containing the slag, to see if the non-linear trend was still 
apparent. This would also give an indication of the percentage ISF slag replacement that 
would result in an acceptable hydration period in concrete, without the use of additional 
additives. 

The concentrations of the additives tested in association with the ISF slag were 
standardised for this work, so the effect of equivalent molar concentrations of the cations 
could be compared. However, it would be useful to carry out a more comprehensive 
analysis of the additive concentrations required to overcome the retardation caused by 
the ISF slag at various slag replacement levels, to find the most economical additions. 
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